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rpm A NONVERBAL FILM STORY

by

Gail S. Banker and Laurene K. Meringoff

Abstract

A study was carried out to investigate how children learn

from a nonverbal film presentation. Children's verbal recount-

ing, gesturing, and inference making mere compared under con- .

diiions where they were presented with (1) a film story; _(2)

a silent version of the film; (3) a descriptive audio version

reporting the files content; and (4) the same story created

and recorded bY a storyteller. The Descriptive Aural presenta-

tion was meant as a control for the film story, while the

Silent Film an ol toryteller versions were used as further mesan

fo;lesting the esearcher's hypotheses. ,

,

Sixty 10-11-year-olds were randomly assigned to one of the

four conditions *above find individually presented the story.

After vie*ing or listening, children were asked to recount the

story, to mime incidents, and tO draw.inferences about stoiy

content. Children's responsew to t ese measures as well as

their opinions about the story wer -compared across conditions

to assess differences in their recall, interpretation, and

appreciation of the material.

Ln their recount+ of the story, children in all groups

showed a good grasp oflcontent and included over half of the

main story events. However, medium differences were found in

the individual events children recalled. Children who heard

the story used more words in their retellings; the film audi-

ence, although offering'shorter accounts, included as much of

the central story content.

In the gesture task the children who saw the Intact Film

-and those who heard the Descriptive Aural version of the story

were able to convey appropriate character affect. Children



who listened to the descriptive presentation were less con-

strained in moving about than those who viewed the film; the

latter modeled their gestures on behaviors depicted in the

film. However, children who saw the film showed greater sensi-

tivity to changes of Pacing by varying the pacing of their

movements with each question.

Film children exercised more freedom in their verbal in-

terpretation of the story by using di erse bases for and

kinds of inferences. In comparison c ildren who listened to

the descriptive version limited their nference bases,to the

same few, which they used repeatedly when discussing varying

story content. Children who were exposed to the Silent Film

compared favorably with "Intact" film audience. They, too,

used various bases to substantiate inferences about diverse

story content. Children in the Silent Film group also showed

the most sensitivity to the form in which the story was pre-

sented by offering comynts and opinions about how it was made.

The Storyteller audience remembered and drew upon the

provided information when responding to the various inference

questions. However, children who heard the Storyteller version

rarely used inferences or bases other than those provided.

The results of the study demonstrate the capacity for a

strialy visual medium to provide a comprehensible story to

10- and 11-year-old children in a format which also allows for

diverse inferences and interpretations related to its content.

In comparison, the assertions verbalized in a more highly sub-

stantiated aural version of a story have the tendency to engage

and inform children as well as to channel their inclination to

draw inferences towards the information provided.
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WITHOUT WORDS: THE MEANING CHILDREN DERIVE

FROM A NONVERBAL FILM STORY

A. Inroduction

The room is darkened and the only thing that is clearly

visible is a rectangle of light, slightly larger than a tele-

vision screen, with black and white images flickering across it.

A dark texture spreads across the rectangle and then magically

erases itself until, finally, two shapes emerge from what had

been a undefined mass.

From a source of sound somewhere in the darkness, we

discern a male voice humming, then singing in an unfamiliar

language. As the shapes on the screen define themselves into

an owl and a goose, a female voice now takes fts turn singing

a song whose words we can clearly hear, but cannot understand.

A child sitting close by attends to this presentation,

watching the screen for clues to the meaning of this unfamiliar

Eskimo tale. Soon it becomes evident that few clues will be

revealed by listening to the sound track, for the sounds we can

hear are both famil4ar (when the goose's eggs crack open) and
I

also very strange ones (the characters speak in Eskimo language)

and there is no narration to help us. We are completely depen-

dent on "reading" the visual images to discover what the story
,

is about.

On an alternating schedule another child sa close by the

researc er in that same room, this time listening to an audio

cassette recording of the same Eskimo folktale, and heard the

narrator describe the story images that the film viewer had

recently seen, "-

Researchers have for some time bben concerned with the way

in which different media structure and present information and

how that presentation affects the learning process. According

to Salomon (1979) and others, the ways that media use symbol

7



systems (i.e. verbal language, line drawings, etc.) to represent

content are their most important attributes for influencing

learning and cognition. Noreover, the means by which messages

are coded lend themselves to addressing different aspects of

content; for example, the representation of movement (as when

story characters perform) is more readily conveyed by a medium

which itself can present information in dynamic form (Meringoff,

1980). As one consequence, a message conveyed by'different

symbol systems can differ in its informativeness (e.g., about

a quality of movement), and can ultimately yield different

ueanings. Such differences in what information is communicated

are likely to be accentuated when the content is novel or

unfamiliar.

2 On the other hand, symbol systems often exist in common in

various media, and may overlap with respect to essential aspects

of content that they canconvey (for example, a message with

.the same visual and verbal content, delivered on TV). However,

Salomon takes exception to the assumption that all media Are

alternative routes to the same end or.that they sewn all types

of learners equally well. By suggesting that not all attri-

butes matter equally in learning, he indicates that we must

identify those characteristics.which differentiate modes of
4

delivery, in order to make better decisions in selecting learn-

ing materials.

In tiaditional schooling there has been a history of bias

in favor of verbal methods of learning (e.g., Olson, 1975)

which, even after the advent of television, remains almost

uninterrupted. Instead of reversing this trend, television

has been looked.upon by many educators as well as the general

public as a primary obstacle to children's learning to read

(Singer & Singer, 1979; Winn, 1977). While there is evidence

in suppore of both sides of this question (Horntic: 1981) and

television programs such as Sesame Street, have been shown to

promote reading readinoss (Ball & Bogata, 1970), the verbal

bias continues,to exist.
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1. Review of Literature

In comparison to the considerable litriature on children's

prose language learning, we know very little about how children

learn from pictorial narrative. The little evidence we have

suggests that children (and adults) exhibit highly developed

comprehension of visually presented narrative material. For

example, it has been demonstrated that children's comprehension

of narrative presented audiovisually, such as television or

movie plots, continually improves during the middle years of

childhood (Collins, Wellman, Keniston, & Westby, 1978CFlapan,

1968). Collins examined how children in grades 2, 5, and 7

processed information obtained when viewing televised plots,

and looked particularly at the different skills used by younger

and older children when presented with an existing action-

adventure television program in two differently edited versions.

When recognition and recall.measures were used to test

chil6en's memory for central content, it was found that memory

for all content categories improved across grade levels.

Regardless of how many scenes'were presented or how they were

organized, all except the youngest children remembered implicit

contents (that which must be inferred by the viewer)'better in

temporally ordered versions. Older children did significantly

better with implicit content items when they were able to

recall the relevant central content. Collins'-study provides

evidence that there is an increase in recognition and memory

for central plot information and in children's ability to

sequence events, from the preschool-years through the late

elementary years and beyond.

In Flapan's study of film, there was also evidence sugge*st-

ing a definite developmental progression in children's use of

inferences and social perceptions about narrative content. The

study used sound-film clips depicting episodes of social inter-

action.. Children ages 6, 9, and 12 were asked to recount what

happened and then were asked questions meant to elicit inter-

pretations or explanations of specific events within each of



, of explanations interms of interpersonal perceptions.

Based upon the findings of these and other researchers

we decided to select children at the upper elementary level for

the present study. We, too, sought to learn whether children

could recount and make inferences about a film story, but our

study differerom those previously described in that the film

we intended to use had no verbal content. Relevant to our work

was.a study by Frith (1975) which presented evidence that older

t
children (ages 9, 13) make m re effective use of certain formal

conventions of filmmaking wh presented with two versions of

a silent film. One film preserved "correct" directional move-

ment of the subject across cuts, the other did not.

Children ages 7, 9, and 13 were shown either a "correctly"

or "incorrectly" edited version of the film. When asked to

4

five episodes in two films (itOvie "A".and movie "B") which

were shown,a week apart. The film was stopped after each

episode and a detailed description of content was elicited.

Specific questions focused on how a character felt, what

(s)he said or did, and/or why (s)he acted that way. Children's

recounting was scared for three categories: (1) report-

Aescribe, (2) explain, (3) infer-interpret.

Consistency in the way both films were discussed (e.g.,

the number of statements made) showed a developmental trend.

Younger children did not include motives as often as the two

older groups. More of the older children made inferences about

feelings, thoughtt, or intentions not explicitly expressed or

specifically labeled. Six-Year-olds used reporting statements

but did not inferences or interpretations.

Results indicated that simple reporting and description of

content is used earlier than explanatory statements, and the

latter before statements of inference or interpretatiamT, ,

Accordingly, Flapan's data suggests that eXinanations in situ-

ational terms (action, events, and literal repetition of

dialogue) occur before the use of explanations in psychological

terms and that psychological explanations occur before the use



arrange a.series of picture cards in the same order as the

shots in the film sequence: the'7-year-old's performance was

significantly poorer than that of older children, regardless

of which version of the film they had seen. Both 9- and 13-

year olds performed better in reconstructing the order of film

shots after viewing the film which obeyed the rules of direc-

tional continuity than after viewing the one'in which these

,rules were deliberately broken. This would indicate that such

rules aid both perception and memory. It appears that by this

age, the older children already have apprehended certain formal

.conventions of filmmaking that should help them understand

silent film.

This silent film study, as well as the two studies pre-

viously mentioned, informed us about the way our choice of

material (nonverbal film) and choice of children (upper elemen-

tary level) might correspond. Frith focused on the formal

aspects of a visual presentation, but in a more recent eltudy,

Messaris and Gross (1977) examined some of the same deve op-

mental issues with 'reference to issues of content.

Nessaris and Gross were interested in theitinds of infer-

ences subjects of different ages would draw from a purely visual

narrative. They presented a narrative sequence of photo raphic

slides to 2nd-graders, 5th-graders, 8th-graders, and col ege

students'. No words were used in conjunction with the sli es.

The narrative sequence depicted a man interacting with se eral

other people. From the context in which he was shown one ,could

infer that he was a doctor.

It was found that all subjects could make sense of the

narrative. However, the younger viewers (2nd- and 5th-graders)

made the°inference that the man was a doctor and used ihe story

to support the social stereotype they held of doctors as

"persons who help people." These children "attributed" certain

qualities to the man in the photographs because his actions

appeared to confirm their real-world experience. .The younger

viewers failed to riPqrt that the "doctor" had not helped



during a critical incident in the narrative, tilereby promoting

the "good doctor" stereotyVe and ignoring given facts. Little

of this tendency was found among the older viewers (8th-graders

and college students) who did not fail to report that the doctor

had not helped, and made explicit references to "implications"

by the author. These inferential interpretations were grounded

in-the older viewers assumptions concerning the authos'

intentions.

According to Messaris and Gross, because inference entails

a presupposition that a narrative is a deliberately-implica-

tional construction, the results of their study demonstrated

that inferential skills are learned latelt than attributional

Prones and that there are age-related differences in criteria

for reality. For our purposes this demonstration of develop-

mental skills in the interpretation of a nonverbal narrative

offered us positive indication that strictly visual story

materials can have meaning for children, albeit that the degree
4

of meaning would depend upon their level of deveiopment.

2. Purpose,of Study 3

this study was designed piimarily to ansukr two questions:

1. Do children read visual story images meaningfully?'
(Towhatextent can children recount, reenact, inter-

pret, and appreciate a story conveyed visually?)

2. How is that meaning distinctive for having been
visualized?

We addressed the first question by presenting children with

a story film whose delivery of meaningful centent.did not depend

on verbal language, and then tested them for various learning

outcomes.

In order to evaluate the distinctiveness of this learning

(i.e., the second question), it was necessary-to compare the

meaning children acquired from viewing the film with.that

obtained from experiencing the story via somelother means. To

that end, we used a method of comparing story apprehension

12 .



,across media that was devised by Meringoff (1980). In that

study, Meringoff compared children's learning from a picture

book'veraion of an African folktale with that oran'animated

video veission of the same story. It was found that children

who were presented the picture book drew inferences based

primarily on the text, on personal experience, and on world

knoWledge, while children whO had seen the video version 'of

the story relied more on visual content as a basis for their

story inferences., The two groupls,also differed in their re-

tellings of the story. The former picture booklgroup used

more "expressive.' story language, while.the latter video

audience included more"story actions in their retellings.

In the presentlocase we added a cotparable story told

aurally. By pitting words against moving pictures we would be

able to study the effects of either pictures or words on

children's understanding of a Story. Prgvious studies (Gat,

Beagles-Roos, Geber, & Greenfield, 1981; Vibbert 6 Meringoff,

1981) had found that children who are presented a film story

more often base their inferences an within-story visual infor-

mation, whileichildren who hear an audio presentation more

frequently draw upon personal eiperience or general knowledge

to subsantiate their inferenCes. Although based upon adults'

responses to either a nonverbal film or an audio version of the

same story, Baggett (1979) found Mat cued recall of central

content was similar for both media (b4Wteriorated more
4A,

quickly for audio subjects than for film subjects); she also

found that details were better recalled from the film.

We wondered how the absence of verbal language in a film

story would affect children's story recall and understifiZing.

Without the aid of words, would children be as able-to remember

given visual story content and draw upon it in making appropri-

ate inferences about the plot and characters? The pursuit of

an.answer to these questions was the point of departure for the

present study. More specific hypotheses motivating this study

are mentioned in the Response Measures section.



B. Method

1. Sample

Sixty children ages 10:6 to 11:6 participated in this

study. It'was determined after pilot testing 'tat children of

this age were able to perform all the required tasks. Four

fifth-grade classes from one elementary school in Watertown,

Massachusetts provided the subjects. The children'were ethnic-

ally heterogeneous and equally divided between boys and girls.

They were randomly assigned to one of four story conditions:

Silent Film (SF), Intact Film (IF), Descriptive Aural (DA), or

Storyteller (SA). Each subject was presented the story indi-

vidually.

2. Story Materials

The Film. In our search for a film whose content was

essentially nonverbal, an 8-minute animated film titled: The

Owl Who Married a tOose, an Eskimo Legend, produced,by the

'National Film Board_of Canada (1975) was selected because it met

this criteria. In addition, both the story and the film were

unfamiliar to the children.

The files imagery is spare in detail. It consists of

black and white illustrations of animal-like shapes drawn in

sand. The sand gives aspec al textured quality to the charac-

ters' solid forms. The ani als travel on the ground, through

the water, and in the air 4ing immediately recognizable and

characteristic movements, ven though the ground, water, and

sky are not depicted. I stead, the space that these characters

move on, in, or through is only suggested by an occasional

spare use of line. Most of the time, the unembellished screen

surface serires as background for the ation. The movement 1ooks4

like a compromise between conventionil cartoon movement (which

is usually"depicted in a flatter way and at an unrealistic pace)

and the more fluid movement of animals presiilted in live-action

nature films.

14
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Story Synopsis

A goose is building a nest. An awl comes by and watches.

While the goose sits on the nest, die owl entertains
i

her and

they express affection for one another. The goose's eggs begin

to hatch and little goslings come peeking out. They walk into

the pond where the goose teaches them to fish. The awl does

not go into the water, but paces around the edge of the pond

watching the goose give the little ones a lesson in catching

fish for their dinner. The.goslings sobn learn to fish on their

own and the goose, remembering the owl, tosses a fish to him.

Standing at the pond's edge when the fish lands beside him, the

owl picks it up and throws it back into the. water.

Then snowflakes begin to fall.. The geese begin practicing

their flight for a long journey. Before her departure the goose

- gestures toward the sky inditating to the owl that they must

leave now. The owl decides to fly with them. After 'they fly

past the sun and the moon, the geese land on a pond and the owl

drops czm the sky into the water. Splashing dovn into the

middle of the pond, he sinks under the water. The goose pulls

him out and with this head above water, the owl sees his reflec-

tion and blinks at it. The goose calls to the owl from some

distance away, but the owl no longer has enough strength tO

keep up with her and slowly sinks beneath,the water.

Although the images alone convey the story adequately (the

silent version) the film includes an unusual sound track. The

film's sound track is a combination of Eskimo dialogue and

sound effects (e.g., breathing, goslings quacking, eggshells

cracking, and the sound of water).1rThere is no narration.

Therefore, the sound track alone cannot communicate the story

content. a

The Descriptive Aural Version. To create an aural control

condition, a panel of six adults viewed the film in 30-second

segments and each person wrote down his own impressions of

the actions and events for every segment. Construction of a

descriptive version of the story was based upon the consensus
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of the panel. We strove td describe the film's story accurately,

but without drawing inferences or giving other information that

was not made explicit. For example, when the goose.and her

goslings go into the water and leave the owl behind on the

shore, the description accounts for the owl's behavior but does

not assert how he felt. For example:

The owl looked after them and then he looked straight
ahead and blinked. His eyes drooped down. He
blinked again and walked toward the water, breathing
heavily.

Dialogue was omitted for the same reason, inasmuch as the files
de

dialogue is in the Eskimo langJ'age. At places in the film

story sound track where there was Eskimo dialogue, the descrip-

tive version of the story made reference to the characters'

speech without indicating what was said, e.g., "The goose, see-

ing it was owl in the water, dipped her head under and gently

pulled him out . . .
and spoke gently to him."

In order to make this worded version more comparable to

the film, we mixed the film's sound track'in at the appropriate

places in the narration when we recorded it. (This addition of

sound effects from the film lengthened the Descriptive Aural

version by two minutes.)

The Storyteller Version. Though we now had an audio ver-

,sion of the story empirically adequate to compare with the

film, that version lacked a certain vitality or "esprit"; it

was not a real world story. For this reason we called upon a

storyteller to create a story inspired by the film, a version

that could stand without the constraints of comparability to

which researchers are subject. As one consequence, content

(such as characters' feelings) was asserted in this version to

express what the film was agreed to imply. To keep the narrator

constant, the storyteller recorded both her own product and the

descriptive version of the story.

Following, are two excerpts from the storyteller's version.

For purposes of comparison they were selected from the same

16



points in the story as the examples given on the previous page,

from the Descriptive Aural version.

Owl's wife led the
three, four, five,
Owl followed. But
water, it was cold.
water, it was wet.
deep."

and,

babies to the lake. One, two,
they swam behind their mother.
when he put one foot in the

He put his other foot in the
. . . Owl thought, "It's too

Owl lost control df his wings and went tumbling
into the dark sea. All the geese fled. But not
awl's wife. She reached into the water and lifted
him up: Owl's feathers were heavy with water.
"You must rest here until I return," said goose.

3. Procedure

, Children in each condition were interviewed individually

(after obtaining written parental permission from all potential

subjects) in a small (approximately 6' x 10') room located off

the school's library: After a brief warm-up conversation the

experimenter explained that "I want you to watch/listen care-

fully because we will go over the story later." The children

,either viewed one of the film versions (projected s1i4htly

larger than the size of a 19-inch TV.screen at a viewing dis-

tance of between five and six feet) or listened to an audio

cassette of either the Descriptive Aural or Storyteller

versions of the seory. In all cases children sat nar the

researcher. Following the story presentation, subjects were

asked to perform several tasks which engaged them for about

35-45 minutes.

All responses from subjects in the Intact Film and Descrip-

tive Amral conditions (the two most highly comparable condi-

tions were videotaped. Responses from subjects,..in efttwo-

remaining conditions were recorded on audiotape.

17
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. Res onse sures

In order't evaluate the meaningfulness of this story, it

was necessary*t engage the children in a variety of tasks.

For example, di ferent kinds of learning were solicited, such

as free recall, inferences, and opinions about the story.

Presentation of this story in both aural and visual media,also

emphasized the need to obtain responses across different

modalities, particularly those usea by each medium; therefore

our tasks included both verbal and nonverbal response measures.
8

Verbal Measures: Re/telling and Inference Questions. In

order to determine children's recall and grasp of the story, we

asked all subjects to recount the story immediately after its

presentation: ("Now I'd like you to tell me the story as well

as you remember it. Do you remember how it began?"). The

verbal re/telling of the story was meant to elicit a spontane-

ous, immediate response: for children wbo heard an aural ver-

sion of the story, the task could be one of recalling previously

spoken (and sounded) prose; for film viewers, the task entailed

creating a worded version based upon the moving pictures.

Because we administered this measure first, and before

any specifc probes, children pad the freed6m to relate fresh

impressions of their recent experience. Being such an open-

ended fbrmat, this recounting task allowed for a wide variety

of individual perceptions. The re/tellings could be anaFe'd

to see how well children constructed the main story line,

included other content, (e.g.10ound effects, dialogue), and

drew inferences about characters, events, and elapsed time. It

was our hypothesis that children who saw the film would be as

good at,--orbetter at recreating the story line, even though
At

they would have to express their impressions in words. We

anticipated that film children would also include more visual

detail or incidental visual content in their recountings.

In addition to the re/telling task, children were asked

open-ended questions designed to solicit inferences about spe-

cific story content, and to determine the bases upon which

18



their inferences were made. We predicted that the film audi-

,ence would perform as well as or better that children who had

heard the worded versions when drawing inferences about charac-

ters' feelings, thoughts, motives, and their relationship to

one another; however, their inferences might be different in

kind and source. We expected more varied inferences from film

children, especially from those in the Silent FilM condition,

and the least varied from children who heard the Descriptive

Aural version of the study.

Finally, we asked children to tell us which of the char-

acters they identified with ("If you could be one ofthe char-

acters in this story, who would you want to be? Why?"). We

expected that children would identify either with the protagon-

ist (the owl) or with the same-sex character. Then we asked

children what they thought would be a good title for the story,

whether or not they would recommend it to others of their age,

and for a rating of the story on a ten-point scale.

Nonverbal Measures: Reenactment/Gestures. Children's

spontaneous and aided recall and interpretation of the story

were also solicited in mine. First, children were asked to

reenact any part of the story they chose, using only physical

gestures and no words. Use of this free choice task wes intended

both to give children orientation to an unfamiliar task and to

inform us about which character behaviors they found salient

enough to dramatize. In addition to the free choice task, we

asked subjects to show us how a character behaved at four

selected moments in the story where a ctiaracter clearly conveyed

some emotion.

The gesture task was devised to enable children to demon-

strate their understanding of story content in a modality

(physical behavior) which film viewers observed directly and

one which did not require use of verbal language. Having the

children who heard the Descriptive Aural version Ploo carry out

this task allowed us to compare children's gestured performance

across medium. We reasoned that by giving children the
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opportunity to express a character's feelings in a modality

other than verbal languAge, film children's gestures would be

more expressive of affect than those of children in the Descrip-
.

tive Aural condition. We also expected that children who saw

the film would be able to convey nuances of the,characters'

movement represented in the visual presentation.

To clarify and supplement this behavior data, each of the

requests for,a nonverbal response was followed by an opportunity

to offer a verbal response to the same question, e.g., the

question "Can you show me how the owl and goose reacted when

the eggtb-egatito hatch?' was followe-dby:

their reactions were. In two questions we also probed childrA

about the basis for the feeling that had first been depicted

and then described. For example, the depiction opportunity was

elicited by: "I'd like you to show me how the owl looked when

he was trying to keep up with the geesek,." This was followed by

two questions: "How did he feel then?" and "How ,do you know

he felt that way?" Finally, we provided children with ane other

opportunity to use verbal expression in'conjunction with their

gestures, by creating speech for the character, as in: "Now

show me how the owl reacted whekl his foot got wet,," followed

by: "What did the owl say to himself then?" and then "How did

he feel?" Thus, our response measures gave children in both

medium conditions a variety of oppoznities to demonstrate

their ability to express meaning derived from the story.

It was our expectation that children who experienced a

visual presentation of the story would perform at least as well,

and perhaps better in all the tasks we administered, as children

who experienced the story presented aurally.



C. Findings

1. Gestures

Scoring

Scoring for gestures was done from careful and close

scrutiny of the videotaped record o the performance of each

of the subjects in the Film Intact IF) and Descriptive Aural

(DA) conditions.

We classified the story cont nt that children chose to

act out (free choice) to-see-if t.ere were-between-group-differ-

15

ences in the choice and range of c aracter behavior depicted.

These gestures were then scored for yecognizable behavior

within the story context.

For all the gestures (free choice and four requested) we

examined the means children used, i.e., which parts of the body

they used; arms/hands, face/head, legs/feet, the upper or whole

body. 'We scored for the use of hands as character(s) and

whether or not the child used sound effects. Responses were

also scored for whether or not children remained seated or if

they stood and/or knelt down; whether they gestured in place

and/or moved about within the available space. Pace of move-

ment was also scored, i.e., if the gesture was performed at a

slow, average, ot fast pace, whether there was a range of pacing

within the perfoiMance, and whether.the duration of performance

was short or sustained. In addition, we examined to what extent

children made an effort to define the apace in which the chAr-
.

acter moved, i.e., by whether or not they established and

sustained a boundary for a prop or for setting with their body,

-for example, to act out "the goose-makes a neat":

(IF) Seated, arms outstretched in front of body,
Imbject pulls "something" out of the air and
puts it into place in space in front of her.
Action is repeated several times, then subject
arranges "picked" material in a circle defined
in space around her.
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b. Question One

"Can you show me how awl and goose reacted when-tte'eggs

began to hatch?"

Text: Just then, as the awl was about to answer the
goose, something he heard intefrupted him.
(Cracking sounds.) The goose heard it too and
she quickly got up off the nest. When they
peered into the nest, it was full of eggs.
The eggs were jiggling and shook. As the eggs
cracked open, little goslings came peeking out.

In Question One the means* most often used by ,children,in

0,- remaiming_atatianary_and/or seated, and

using the face and head, upper and/or whole body. Medium dif-

ferences were alfig.wobserved in the means used, in the greater

use of standing/kneeling (in addition to sitting in chair), by

children in the Descriptive Aural condition (577. vs. 367.), and

their more mobile performance than Intact Film children (42%

vs. 9% moved about). In addition, half the Descriptive Aural

chiidi-en performed at a fast pace compared with 27% of children

in the film condition.

Children in both conditions performed similarly in convey-

ing affect; using the aforementioned means (i.e., face, head,

and upper/whole body), more than half (IF 63%, DA 64%) were able

to convey excitemeiiiiiiiiprise. While the other affects were less

frequently expressed by both groups, about a third (36%) of DA

children conveyed interest compared with only 18% in the film

group. Following are examples of responses to Question,One

from each condition.

(IF) Seated in chair, subject jerks head back fast,
shoulders too, eyes widen and mouth opens.

(DA) Subject_geta_llown on knees and jiggles upper
body up and down.

c. Question Two

"Now show me how awl reacted when his foot got wet."

*
To follow analyses of these findings, see Figures 1 and

2 on the previous two pages.
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Finally, and possibly of most importance, we were inter-

ested to gee if children conveyed a specific mood or affect

(most often through facial expression and sometimes through

pacing) each time a character was depicted. Inorder to score

children's gestures for affect, the film was screened by three

adults*and emotions that might reasonibly be attributed to the

character's behavior were identified. Then a list of these

affects, three per question, was made for each selected moment

in the story. The children's performance on each question was

scored for affect one, two, and/or three, i.e., for as many

appropriate affects as were clearly identifiable, or for no

affect. A fifth affect category, "other" (emotions not ini-

tially identified frod the film) was also included in the

scoring. Unscorable,responses comprised refusals to respond

or responses that followed prompting from either a picture

(IF) or text cue (DA).

To establish reliability, one-third of the gestured re-

sponses from each condition was scored byl an independent judge.

Differences in scoring,were resolved through.discussion.

Agreement on the total number of scores for each question

ranged from 82% to 96%. The mean agreement achieved across

all questions was 88%.

esture Findings.

a. Free Choice

"I'd like you to choose an incident in the story that you

would like to act out for me, without using words, and we'll

see if I can guess which place you chose."

Considerable variation was exercised in children's free

choice gestures, with at least twelve different story events

chbsen for depiction. Since choices were spread-out-over-so.

many different events, it cannot be reported that any single

event was most salient. No significant medium differences were

found in children's choices. Behavior was recognizable in 867.

of DA respopses and 937. of those of film children.
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Text: Suddenly, he stumbled, lost his balance and
got ane foot wet. (Water sound.) He quickly
backed away from the-water with the other
foot . . . . The awl again tried dipping his
foot into the water, but he looked up, rolled
his eyes, and cringing, removed his fobt. He
took a small step away from the water, blink-
ing. (and) shrugging his shoulders."

Most means were used to the sive extent by both groups in

Question Two. The most common response was to move legs/feet

while remaining in place (half the children in each group re-

mained seated). However, although both groups used legs and

feet, a logical response to the question, children in the

Desoriptive"Aural condition made greater use of this means.

A. in Question One, a tendency towarMaster pacing was observed

among the Descriptive Aural children.

In conveying affect, children in the Descriptive Aural

group showed a strong aversion affect, possibly due to use of

the word "cringing" in the text. Film children's affective

response was spread out more evenly over the three affect cate-

gories.

Examples of gestures for Question Two:

(IF) Subject stands, points right foot forward, then
quickly withdraws it. Repeats gesture.

or

(IF) Seated, subject shudders, closes, then Opens

eyes.

(DA) Down on ane knee, subject extends other foot
out, grimaces, puts foot out again; draws it
back again.

do Question Three

"I'd like you to show me how owl looked when he was trying

to keep up with the geese."

Text: The owl was trying very hard to keep up their-

pace and he was breathing very heavily from
the effort. (Sound of breathing.)
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In Question Three both groups behaved quite similarly,

Although children fram both conditions primarily gestured in

place, almost as many children from each group either stood or

sat (in chair). However, while arms/hands were used by children

in bOth groups, those in the Descriptive Aural condition used

this means more extensively. There was also considerable

voicing of sound effects by children in both conditions, re-

flecting the owl's breathing heard On both groups' sound tracks.

Again,.there was a medium difference in the pace of chil-

dren's performance (x2(4) = 8.46, 2 = .076, Cramer's V = .57);

more film children performed at a slow pace (46%) than Descrip-

tive Aural ch4dren (8%).
The expression of affect was similar in both groups.

Effort/determination was evident in responsei of slightly more

children in the Descriptive Aural condition, while about a'third .

of children in both groups conveyed fatigue/exhaustion.

Gesture,examples:

(IF)c-Subject remains sgated, opens mouth and
) breathes audibly, rhythmically. Shoulders'
move up and down to rhythm.

(DA) Subject stands, bends arms at elbows and
tucks them in close to body. Elbows flap up
and down quickly, This is performed twice.

e. question Four

"Can you stow me how awl reacted when he noticed his re-

flection?"

-Text: The owl-extended his-wings-on-either-side-0-E
his body to support himself on the water's
surface. When he looked downward he saw him-
self reflected in the water. He began to exam-
ine his reflection more carefully, winking at
it first with ane eye and then the other eye.
When he looked up, he just shrugged his.
shoulders.

Question Four showed the most promise for medium differ-

ences. Although both groups primarily remained seated, gestured

in place and used face/head, there vies significantly greater use

27
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of arms/hands by .children in the film condition (x2(1) = 4.53,

2. .033, Phi = .53). Note that awl's spreading out his wings

as he studied his reflection was given both a visual and a

textual cue.

Surprise/amazement was the most frequently identified

affect for both groups. More than a third of each group con-

veyed interest. The higher incidence of affect demonstrated

1))7 children in this question, compared with Questions Two and

Three, cortspands to-the greater use of face/head as the pri-

mary Means chosen by both groups to deal with the question.'

Gesture examples:

(IF) Subject seated, looks dawn, shifts head
slightly from side to side, widens eyes,
stretches arms out to either side.

(DA) Subject seated, eyes widen for a fleeting
instant.

f. Comparison of Gestured and Verbal Expression of Affect
(See Table 1)

When we compared children's gestured expression of affect

with their verbal responses to the sane parts of the story, we

found that their physical expressions of affect and their verbal

responses matched a third of the tiie, differed about a third

. of the time, and that only verbal responSes were offered a third

of the time. Thii suggeSts that it is easier for children to

explain characters' feelings in words than in gestures. Perhaps

this is because they are more practiced and less inhibited at

being verbal. In addition, to some extent the two modes may

allow for different things to be expressed. At the same time,

the fact that a third of these children responded commonly in

two different modes suggests the underlying consistency in their

understanding of the characters' feelings.

28
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Table 1

Comparison of Gestured and Verbal Expression of Affect

Intact
Film

(N = 15)

Descriptive
Aural

(N = 15)

Total
Sample
(N = 30)

Question 1
(Eggs begin to hatch)

Matches
Different
Verbal only
Gesture only
No affect

Question 2
(Owl's foot got wet)

Matches
Different
Verbal only
Gesture billy

Question 3
(Owl tried to keep up)

Matches
Different
Verbal only
Gesture only
No affect

Question 4
(Owl n"ced his reflection)

Hatches
Different
Verbal only

--Gesture anly
--No -Affett-

33 33 33
13 20 17
47 13 30
6 27 17

6 3

6 27 17
47 40 43
33 33 33
13 41M 41M 6

33 27 30
27 33 30'
40 33 37
OM OM

6 3

27 27 27
40 40 40
20 33 27

36
NM 00 3
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g. Summary

Except for film children's use of arms/hands to depict the

owl's reaction in Question Four, no significant medium differ-

ences were found in the means children used across questions.

Mearangful gestures were consistent with question content; the

content of each item dictated the strategies children used for

their gestures. For example, Question Two and Three had in

common behaviors which tnvolved the use of limbs. Therefore,

it was not surprising to find that both groups behaved similarly

in those questlons with more frequent use of legs/feet in Ques-

tion Two and corresporiding use of arms/hands in Question Three.

The greater tendency o children in the Descriptive Aural con-

dition to use those me s as a logically consistent, but more

obvious ana ultimately asier route than children in the film

condition, may be Considered a medium effect.

It also became evident that use of the head and face were

the means which were most expressive of affect. The use of

facial expression could quickly and easily convey a character's

emotion, even with minimal u:--of/Other means. That means was

used most often by both groups in Questions One and Four, where

the most frequent instances of affect were found.

Duration of performance across all questions was more

often than not sustained. While the pace of Film Intact chil-

dren varied with the question, children in the Descriptive Aural

condition tended to perform at a relatively faster pace in all

questions. For example, more children in the Descriptive Aural

__condition performed_fast_in Question_Dne (hatching),-while more

in the film group used a slow pace when performing in response 2

to Question Three (Owl flying). fact, Question Three was the

only one in which a response reflected variation in pacing;

ranging from slow, to average, to fast, within a performance.

This single instance was found in the film condition.

Contrary to expectations, we found no significant medium

differences in the way children defined space, although there

was a slightly greater tendency to do so bY film children. We
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bel4eve that responses from both groups were inhibited by the

confined space in which they were asked to perform. As a

result, children's responses, in general were an effective,

albeit superficial handling of the task.

h. Discussion

Following are some factors that may help to explain the

lack of differences in the two groups' performance: First,

pthe film was pictorial but abstract, not-potographic, as in

'live-action films. For children this presentation was somewhat

alien to their expectations and the modeled behavior was rela-

tively subtle. Itdertainly was not as broad as behavior in

conventimal Saturday morning TV cartoons. Yet, for all their

subtlety, the behaviors depicted were familiar ones, such as

shrugging shoulders or widening eyes. Second, fifth graders

seem to be able to make appropriate inferences about-characters'

reactions inthese situations without much difficulty. They

had littleftrouble imagining how a character would feel, and

were therefore able to deliver an adequate performance without

ever having seen the characters. Finally, the response measure

itself.was designed to elicit miming of specific events, in

order to make children's behavior comparable for analysis across

groups. This also seriously limited the range of behavior that

children Wtrd-able to show us.

Although the film material we worked with lacked certain

novel and can-spicuous behaviors which may be needed to show the

distinctive impact that film presentations can have on chil-

dren's behavior, we still credtt the potenttal of-visually

canveyed stories as a means of eliciting more expressive and

detailed gesture information from children than prose presenta-.

tions. When we did a follaw-up interview with a small group of

7-year-olds presented the Intact Film, we found that they, too,

could enthusiastically and without inhibition, use gestuitt,

adequately and appropriately. Their getures were partrcularly

expressive when demoIstrating the characters' qualitative

31
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behavior. This evidence suggests that children s story-related

performance may also contribute substantially to their under-

standing and apilreciation of a story's events and characters.

2. Verbal Tellings

Scoring

Barebones of the story line. -To assess what part of the

story's central content was included by the children, a sample

of six adults were presented with each version of the story,

and then asked to list the main events. Events that were in-

cluded by a least half the people who responded to each version

constituted the barebones or skeleton plot. These events aie

listed below in chronological order.

1. The two main characters, an owl and a goose, are
introduced. ("It was about an awl and a goose.")

2. The goose builds a nest. ("She was making a nest.")

3. The relationship between the goose and the owl is
established, either by describing behavior ("Goose
and awl spoke in hearts to each other.") or by making
an inference about their feelings toward each other
("They were friends.").

4. The goose and owl produce baby geese. ("The duck
hatched the eggs.")

5. The goose and goslings go swimming in the
(The goose was,teaching the babies how to

. The owl does not go swimming in the water.
he wtepped_into the water but he didn't go
water, he stepped out.")

water.
swim,")

("The owl
into the

7. The goose and goslings eat. ("The goose picked out
a fish to eat . . . and she gave the other one to the
young ones.")

8. The awl does not eat the fish that the goose gives
him. (" , and the mother goose threw a fish to
the awl and the owl pushed the fish back in the water.")

9. The geese fly away.

32
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10. The .owl flies too. ("And l flew too.")

11. The geese land on the water. ("So they landed ip
a pond or lake.")

12. The owl lands in the water and goes underwater.
("The owl fell down into the water.")

13. The goose rescues him. ("She picks him up out of the
water.")

14. The owl sinks under the water and drowns.

Additional story content provided by the children was

accounted for in the following ways.

Other events. Credit was given for each additional action

or event not included in the barebones story line. These events

are considered incidental content. Each event included a sub-

ject and an active verb (excluding verbs relating to speaking,

thinking, wishing, feeling, hearing, and seeing), and correctly

described what a character did in the story ("A fish jumped up

out of the water," or "The owl kept pacing along the shore.")

Incorrect events were recorded separately. An event was con-

sidered incorrect when it was readily agreed to contradict or

be extraneous to what was shown or told.

Sound effects. Record was kept of references that children

made to information that was presented as sound effects (wind

blowing, breathing, bubbles, eggs cracking). Ln cases where

the sound was aaso identified in the verbal text ("He was

breathing very heavily," or "The only answer . . . was the sound

of bubbles under the water"), the reference was scored for a

sound effect only if a character was reported to hear it. Sound

effects were used only in the Intact Film and Descriptive Aural

versions; however, all the children's tellings were monitored

for sound effect content.

Physical inferences. Included here were inferences made

about physical dimensions of characters: in particular their

abilities ("Owl couldn't swim"), their physical state ("The

33
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chicks were hungry," "Owl got tired"), and their appearance

("Owl was too fat"); of events: ("Owl waited along the shore,"

"They went into the water to rest"); and of the environment:

("The water was too cold").

. To qualify as an inference, the information had to go

beyond what was made explicit in the story. For the film and

Descriptive Aural versions, there is consistency in whether or

not a given response invokes an inference. However in the

Storyteller version, information is asserted verbally which is

only iMplied in the other conditions. As one consequence,

what was an inference for children who were re/telling either

the film or descriptive version (the owl didn't swim because

"the water was too cold") was a restatement of given content

for children recounting the Storyteller version. No reason

was given for the awl not swimming in the film and Descriptive

Aural versions. Howevei,-we first scored the children's reo.

sponses the,same way (e.g., to be inferences); regardless of

the story condition. Then we could compare how often children

include story content in their tellings which is either implied

by verbal description, implied by visual depiction, or asserted

verbally.

Time. Credit was given for references made to a state of

time ("It was night," "It was winter") and to the passage of

time ("They flew a long time"). Again, many of these time ob-

servations were inferences for children exposed to the film and

Descriptive Aural versions, but recall of given content for

those who-heard-the Storyteller-version.

Example of time information presented:

(SF) "Seeing snowflakes falling."

(IF) "Seeing snowflakes falling, wind sound."

(DA) "Snowflakes were falling, wind soUnd."

(SA) "It was winter."

The remaining scoring categories pertain to characters.
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Dialogue between characters. Credit was given when chil-

dren indicated character speech, either by referring simply to

its occurrence ("Then she called to him"), or by supplying its

content ("Rest here. I gotta go."). Each sentence or discrete

idea was counted as a unit of scorable dialogue.

Character perceptions. To be scored as a perception,

hearing or seeing had to be attributed to a character ("Owl

heard goose talking," "The goslings watched the goose," "Owl

saw his reflection").

Character thoughts. Attribution of ideas add knowledge to

characters was credited as character thoughts ("Goose decided to

make a nest," "Owl found out he wasn't that kind of bird").

Character feelings. ,Included here were references made to

characters' feelings ("Owl felt left out"), their preferences

("Owl didn't like fish"), and to their motives ("Owl wanted to

fly with her.").

Finally, total number of words used by children to tell

the story was counted.

To establish reliability, an independent judge scored one-

third of the tellings from each condition. These scores were

compared against those given by one of the experimenters. Mean

agreement in scoring of 937. was achieved for the barebones story

line. For inclusion of additional events -and other content,

there was 91% mean agreement, with agreement on the scoring of

individual categories ranging from 81% to 100%. Discrepancies

in-scoring were resolved_through discussion
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Tellinga Findings

Reiterating the barebones story line. On the basis of a

one-way ANOVA, no medium differences were found in the overall

extent to which children incorporated the barebones story line

into their tellings. On the average, children included just

over half of the 14 main events in their story renderings. The

mean number of main events reported by children in each condi-

tion was: Intact Film = 7.2, Silent Film = 7.3, Descriptive

Aural = 7.5, and Storyteller Aural = 8.4. Interestingly, there

was a tendency (F(1,58) = 3^526, 2 = .06) for boys to account

for more of the major events than girls (boys = 8.2, girls

= 6.9).

However, as indicated in Table 2, there was variation in

the extent to which individual events were recalled. The most

frequently mentioned content were references to; (E4) hatching

of the baby geese, (E14) the owl drowning, and (E12) the owl

falling into the water. Least often mentioned were (E8) the

owl's rejection of food, and (E7) the geese feeding.

This variation in recall is perhaps best explained by

reviewing the events that most of the adults listed as com-

prising the Mein story line. For, if a further hierarchy of

their importance was established, it would likely give greater

weight to just those events included by the most children. The

owl's fall from flight and his drowning describe the trigic

demise of the protagonist and the end of .the story. The hatch-

ing of the baby geese, in addition to being dramatically sig-

nificant, also mayappealtochildren' s interest in their- own

birth and sense of their own youthfulness. In comparison, the

two least often mentioned events are really not-as crucial to

the story.

Using the number of childrfn who mentioned each event when

retelling the story as a guide,/ the salience of these events

may be ranked in the following order:
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Barebones story (N = 60)

E4: Hatching the baby geese 95

E14: Owl ending 80

E12: Owl landing 73

E9: Geese flying 71

E5: Geese swimming 67

El: Introducing main characters 63

E10: Owl flying 58

Ell: Geese landing 50

E13: Owl rescued by goose 48

E6: Owl doesn't swim 47

E2: Building nest 38

E3: Relationship established 33

E7: Geese feed 30

E8: Owl doesn't feed 17

There were also medium differences in the inclusion of

specific main events, as indicated in Table 2. Chi square

tests were used to determine whether between-group differences

were significant. In addition, the Cramer's V was 5omputed to

give a measure of association between group membership and

inclusion of given main events.

First, there was a significant difference in references

made to (E3) the relationship between the owl and the goose

(x2(3) ... 33, p < .001). While only 33% of the total sample men-

tioned this information, all but one child exiosed to the Story-
,

teller version established this relationship in their own stories

by drawing inferences about either their affection for each

other ("They were in love") or the status of their friendship

2d. ("They were married") .

Also significant were differences among conditions in

recall of both (E7) the geese feeding (x2(3) . 11.11, p .01)

and (E8) the owl's refusal of food (x2(3).. 9.12, p me -03)1

However, in these two instances children retelling the



Table 2

Recounting the Barebones Story

Event

Film Audio
Total
Sample

(N 60)

Medium
Difference

2

Cramer's
Silent

(N 15)

Intact
(N 15)

Descriptive Storyteller
(N 15) (N - 15)

1. Intro 67 60 73 53 63

2. Nest 47 40 47 20 38

3. Relationship 13 20 7 93 33 <.001 .55

4. Hatching 100 93 100 87
,

5. Geese swim 67 60 73 67 67

6. Owl no Fwim 53 40 47 ,,47 47

7. Geese feed 40 27 53 1 0 30 .01 .43

8. Owl no feed 0 13 40 13 17 .03 .39

9. Geese fly 60 93 67 93 71 <.05 .37

10. Owl flies 53 53 53 73 58

11. Geese land 60 53 40 47 50

12. Owl lands:
Lands 7 20 53 53

Sinks 27 27 7 0 73 .06 .30

Both 40 20 13 27

13. Goose rescues 53 40 53 47 48

14. Owl end:
Sinks 33 27 67 53

Dies 27 60 13 13 80 ._02 . .33

Both 7 0 0 20

Note: Total4 of slightly more or less than 100% are due to rounding off numbers to the nearest
percentage.
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Descriptive Aural version included them most often and those

retelling the Storyteller version included them the least. The

film versions also generated low or no recall Of the owl's re-

jection of fish.

These differences first favoring one aural version and

then the other, may simply be due to the amount of time (and

number of words) used to descri each event: - the Storyteller

liversion spent the most time este ishing the characters' rela-

_tionship; and the Descriptive version spent longer describing

the feeding activities, particularly the owl's rejection of

food. In addition, as wr be noted later, hearing ehe Descrlp-
).j,

tive Aural version lent tself to inclusion of more incidentil

events than did the other versions; since these feeding activi-

ties ranked lowest in salience, their relatively better recall

by children presented this version may reflect this sane ten-

dency to not exclude minor actions.

The recounting of three other main events exhibited sig-

--\.
nificant medium ifferences: (E9) the geese flying-02(3)

8.15, p < .05); ( 2)the owl landing (x2(9) 16.09, a .06);

and (E14) the awl ending (x2(9) 19.07, a -1.02).

In the case of the geese taking flight, it is difficult to

explain the difference between the two film conditions. This

is the only instance where accounting for amain event follow-

ing the IntiCt Film exceeds that of the performance after the

Silent Film to a significant degree. The dif erence may simply

be due to chance.

With,relard to both the awl s landing and his ending, the

observed.medium difference captures a subtlety in children's

descriptions of these events that was more evident among the

film audience. In the case of the ewl's landing, children

seeing the film noted not only his fall to the water but also

his sinking below the surface. Similarly, in reporting the

ending the film audience (in particular the Intact Film) not

only stated that he sank, but also moie often concluded that he

drowned or died. The film viewers' descriptions of both events

were simply more complete.
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t

This was the kind of medium difference we had expected to

see more of, where exposure to the files dynaMic visual display

would provide children with more information about these events

than would a verbal description of them. However, only in re-

porting the two events just mentioned (owl's landing and'his

drowning) did children's descriptions exhibit these almost

qualitative differences.

-For the-most-partr-children were equall-capab14-of-aecount-

ing for the story's main events regardless of whether they were

conveyed aurally or visually. This finding is consistent with

previous media studies comparing Adults' retellings of-vErkal

or visual narratives (Baggett, 1979), and comparing children's

retellings of verbal or audiovisual narratives (Beagles-Roos &

Gat, 1981; Char with Meringoff, 1981). Apparently, by the age

of 10-11 years, children had a good grasp of this fairly

straightforward story line.
u,

Although one cannot prove the null hypothesis, it is strik-

ing that children should perform as well when translation ftom

pictures to words is required as when only recall of words is

called for..

Including other story content. Each category of other

story content was subject to two kinds of analysis. First, a

one-way fixed effects model ANOVA Was cenducted to test for sig-

nificant differences between group means. In addition, apriori

orthogonal contrasts were carried out between two sets of means:

using t tests, the Intact Film was compared to the Descriptive

Aural version, and the Storyteller Aural versidn was contrasted

with the Silent Film.* The findings of these analyses are re-

ported in Table 3.

The first comparison was justified by the fact that the

Descriptive Aural-vvsion was constructed as a control for the

Intact Film. As preViously described, its verbal narration

*
The separate variance estimate techniques was used, whieh

results in decimal numerals for the degrees of freedom.
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describes the filmlovents zing the mixing in of the film sound

track gives it further similarity to'the Intact Film. This

pair of mean scores provided the strictest comparability of

Content across medium. Reviewing these scores permitted us to

examine whether responses to the film and to its aural analogue

could be distinguished.

The second comparison presumed that the Vd0 versions dif-

fered not only in modality;but also in the degreetowhich

they interpreted the story content for the audience. Spetifi-
.

cally, the Storyteller chose to assert certain information

(about Characters' feelings, thoughts, dialogue, and physical

states) that we felt had to be inferred from the Silent Film.

We compared these two groups to see whether this difference

between verbal assertion and visual depiction of the same

would be evident in children's verbal accounts of the sto

a. Other events. A significant medium effect was ob erved

in reporting other events more incidental in content (F(3,56) =

6.166, 2 v001). Children presented the Descriptive Aural

version Picluded the most other events, and significantly more

than did those presented the Intact Film (t(23.9) = -2.84, 2 =,

.009). These events all appeared in the film, but were men-

tioned in the descriptive text, e:g., "The fish wiggled"; "The

awl spread his wings out"; and "Bubbles kept coming up." The

analysis was based upon the total number of other events and

included those judged incorrect; however, only a small number

of mistaken events were reported by each group (1-6), and they

were distributed in the same proportion across groups as the

correct events.

Inclusion of more incidental story events by children

4_
hearing the worded version seens.to contradict our premise that

events are expressed more completely and powerfully by film

than by an aural (Meringoff, 1982; Vibbert and Meringoff, 1981)

or even a picture book (Meringoff, 1980) rendering.

However, these children were older than those who partici-

pated in the previous studies, and they approached the re/telling
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Table 3

Including Other Content

a. Other events

b. Sound effects

c. Physical inference

d. Time

e. Dialogue:

1
Owl
Goose

Owl
2

Goose

f. Character perception:
Hearing
Seeing

g. Character thought

h. Character feeling

i. Number words

Film
, Audio

ANOVA
F Test

P

Apriori
Contrasts

Silent
X

Intact
X

Descriptive Storyteller
X X

2:3 1:4

N\
1.80 2.27 5.80_ 2.40 009-001

f<.001 .007.06 .06 1:0 0

1.87 1.53 1.63 4.80 <.001 .001
.80 .67 1.13 .80 ns

0 .27 1.0 .13 <.001 .025
0 .40 1.87 0 <.001 .004

0 0 0 1.93 <.001 <.001
.07 0 0 1.67 <.001 .002

0 0 1.20 0 <.001 <.001
.20 .40 1.80 1.20 .003 .01 .02

.20 .06 .13 .93 .001 .03

.27 .20 .13 .73 .03

109.27. 117.07 225.60 173.0 .006 .01 .05
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task with considerable skill. On a superficial level, the

story line was a simple one for them, and their aided and

unaided recall of story inforiation was generally high. Whereas

we had previously found strictly aural versions of stories to

prove very demanding for children to recall and perhaps under-

stand fully (Char with Meringoff, 1981), the children may have

listened to this story with good comprehension. Presented with-

a verbal report of this story's minor events, children could

remember and repeat more of them thad thir film-viewing

counterparts.

By this age, children are also better at retelling a co-,

herent story, one which incorporates the important information

in the right order (Collins et al., 1978; Mandler & Johnson,

1977; Stein & Glenn, 1975). If we evaluate the film viewers'

stories in this context, they may warrant more.credit than is

immediately obvious. For while the film audience included as

much central content as,children Who heard the story told, they

may have been selective in reporting this secondary event con-

tent. One could say they were adept at extracting the important

event content from moving-pictures, even in the absence of any

verbal (or sound) cues.

b. Sound effects. There was a significant difference

between groups in the inclusion of sound effects (F(3,56) =

9.694, 2 < .001). Exposure to the Descriptive Aural rendition

of the story resulted in use of the most sound effects, and

significantly more than did exposure to the Lntact Film (t(15.4)

= -3.108, = .007). Once again, the other two versions had no

sound effects.

It is surprising to find so little use made of sound

effects by children recounting the film-story. We had expected

the sound effects to stand out as meaningful auditory content,

to help sustain attention, and to facilitate children's under-

standing of the story. Moreover, typical Saturday morning car-

toons on commercial television are loud with sound effects

which children often simulate in their own play.

4
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Perhaps the film audience's limited reporting "of sound

effecps reflected carryover of the confusion they expressed

about the verbal Eskimo sound track. Hearing the characters

speak but not knowing whatothey were saying was a complaint

voiced often by children presented this version. In comparison,

receiving a story exclusively auditorily (audio, radio) may

accentuate all meaningful sounds fOr children. Interestingly,

hoigever;--demanstration of andreferencesto thesoundeffects

did turn up in the film children's gesturing and in their

responses to some inference questions.

c. Physical inferences. A significant main effect also

was found in the extent to which children incorporated various

physical inferences into their tellings (F(3,56) = 11.849,

2 < 001). In the case of this content, the advantage went to

the Storyteller version, as when it was compared with the Silent

Film (t(21.4) = -3.815, 2 = .001). However, further analysis

of individual responses revealed that approximately 70% of the

physical inferences offered following the Storyteller tale were

asserted verbally in the narration (e.g., Owl couldn't swim

because ". . . his feathers were so heavy they began to sink").

It will be remembered that responses were scored in-a uniform

way even when the four versions handled the relevant content

differently.

Therefore, a more precise statement of this finding is

that when physiological states, abilities, and other physical

modifiers of characters, events, and settings were asserted

verbally in an aural story, a significantly greater number of

such remarks appeared in children's retellings than when the

same observations needed to be inferred from either a verbal

description or a visual depiction of this content.

d. Time. There was no significant medium difference in

the number, of references children made to tine in their accounts

of the story. However, there was variation across versions in

the particular time observations noted by children. For
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ekample, only children conveyed the story aurally mentioned the,

change of season to winter. Apparently, a single'viewing of

the film did not elicit recall of the'snowflakes filling, even

with accompanying wind in the intact version.

e. Dialogue between character's. Significant between-

group differences were found in children's inclusicn of

character_speechThese differensea_appeared both in the,extent

to which'ohildren indicated simply that a character spoke ("Then

.he said something to her") (Owl: F(3,56) = 8.114, 2 < .001;

Goose: F(3,56) = 15.987, 2 < .001), and in children's provision

of speech content ("He said: 'No, I have to come with you'")

(Owl: F(3,56) 22.469, 2 < .001; Goose: F(3,56) 9. 15,681,

2 < .001).

In the case of simple references to dialogue, delivery of

the Descriptive Aural version produced attribution of more

,speech comments than the Intact Film for both the owl (t(19) =

-2.442, 2 .025) and the goose-(t(18.3) = -3.306, 2 = .004).

Remember that the Intact Film provided dialogue in all the

places noted in the Descriptive Auial version, but that the

dialogue was spoken in a foreign language and was incomprehen-

sible to children.

Almost all instances of speech content for the characters

followed experience with the Storyteller version, as indicated

when this version was contrasted with the Silent Film (Owl:

t(14 = -4.740, 2 < .001; Goose: t(14.7) = -3.850, p .002).

The Storyteller version was the only version to make speech

content explicit.

f. Character perceptions. Significant medium differences

were found in children's attribution of both hearing (F(3,56) =

21, 2 < .001) and seeing (F(3,56) = 5.29, 2 .003) to the main

characters, the owl and the goose.

Hearing: Only children in the Descriptive Aural condition-

projected what the characters heard in their story retellings.

All the references coincided with places in the story recording
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where sound effects were audible ("Owl heard a noise, the eggs

cracking"; "Goose heard the bubbles"). Even though the same

sound.effects were available on the film sound track, presenta-

tion of the Descriptive Aural version elicited significantly

more of these character perceptions than did presentation of

the Intact Film (t(14) -4.583, 2 < .001).

This finding may be explained most simply by noting that

most of the hearing references Made by children were stated in

'the Descriptive Aural narration ("Just thee . . . something he

heard interrupted him;" ". . . the only answer she heard was

the sound bf bubbles under the water"). The Storyteller version

.
included only one reference to a character hearing something.

It seems as if the addition of verbal references to content

presented auditorily significantly enhances children's mention*

of it. The words may function to reinforce or emphasize the

sound, acting as an announcement that a sound is audible. Fur-

thermore, the text makes it explicit that not only the child

but also the character has heard a particular sound. Once this

is verbalized, it takes only recall of this text for chiidren

to include this content in their stories. In contrast, a child

who has heard the same sound and only watched the character

look attentive or act in readtion to hearing it, is taking an

inferential step inetating this in his own telling. It entails,

however, asmall leap in attribution.

Finally, it is worthnoting again that the film audience was

inhibited from making reference to sound content; viewers

attributed less dialogue to characters, and failed to acknowl-

edge that either the characters (character perception) or even

they themselves (sound effects) heard anything during the story.

Seeing: In comparison, it is interesting to ekamine chil-

dren's attribution of sight to characters. In contrast to

hearing, where the foreign speech in the Intact Film and the

absence of sound in the Silent Film presumably left chtldren at

a disadvantage, we predicted the opposite would be true for

characters' visual perceptions. Surprisingly, this was not the

case.
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Children who listened to the Descriptive version supplied

the most references to characters' seeing things, and signifi-

cantly more than did those who screened the Lntact Film (t(19.8)

-2.761, 2 .01). In addition, exposure to the Storyteller

version prompted children to include significantly more of such

visual chaiacter perceptions than did experiene with the Silent

Film (t(16.2) -2.53, 2 .02). Although the film audience

did-attribUte vision to the characters(they mentioned no heard

content at all), children in the aural conditions did so signi-

ficantly more.

As with references to hearing, the text of the Descriptive

Aural version made it verbally explicit that the characters

lodoked at, watChed, or saw things ("When they peered into the

nest, it was full of eggs"), and more than half of the Character

seeing references the children made were verbalized in the story.

The sane reason probably explains the response to ihe Story-

teller version: unlike the heard content,, which was not

exOlicated, the narration did describe characters seeing things

("Owl saw five eggs in the nest"), and the children reiterated

these comments.

Qualitatively, inclusion of more character perceptions by

children retelling these aural story versions imparted a stronger

sense of the narrator. Perhaps hearing a third person narrate

the story distances the listening audience from the story's

characters and events moreso than watching the events without

any verbal commentary.

g. Character thoughts. A significant between-group dif-

ference was observed in the projection of conscious thought for

the characters (F(3,56) 6.222, 2 .001). Children retelling

the Storyteller version attributed significantly more cognitive

activity to characters than those telling the Silept Film

(t(17.9) -2.417, 2 .026).

Only two of these post-Storyteller comments reiterated

narrated content ("Owl thought, 'it's too deep":). However,

most of the other comments credited as character thoughts
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referred to one place in tile story, when the owl and the geese

were flying over what looked like dark earth: "Turning downward,

Owl tried to land slimily too, but as he drew nearer to the

earth, he saw it was not earth but water." The children appar-

ently changed what was offered as an owl perception into a

thought or realization in their own retellings. (There also

were several children retelling the Storyteller version who

int-bided ieferences to this content in the form of-anowl

perception.)

If we subtracted these perception-based responses, it

would eliminate the advantage observed among the Storyteller

version audience, and leave very few instances of character

thoughts volunteered by children in any of the conditions.

h. Character feelings. A similar pattern to that just

described for cognitions appeared in children's inferring of

character affect. There was a significant medium effect found

in the inclusion of character feelings (F(3,56) 3.111, 2

.03), due to their greater use by chilaren in the Storyteller

condition. Once again, however, further analysis of individual

responses revealed that about half of the post-Storyteller

remarks were based upon given content ("Owl was lonely"). With-

out counting these explicit cues, there were few comments made

about characters' feelings.

i. Total number of words. Finally, there was a signifi-

cant medium difference in the length of children's story re-

countings (F(3,56) 4.644, 2. .006). In this case, both

paired contrasts proved responsible: children who heard the

Descriptive Aural version told significantly 19nger stories

than children who viewed the Intact Film (t(20.9) 2.708, 2

*.01); and the Storyteller audience told significantly longer

versions than did the Silent Film audience (t(21.1) 2.09,

2 .05).

Comparison of the group mean scores indicates that the

Descriptive Aural audience related the longest stories, longer

50
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than the Storyteller listeners; the Storyteller Aural mean -

number of words = 173) is 787. of the Descriptive Aural mean "

IX = 226). However, the descriptive rendering that children

heard was also longer than the Storyteller version, in fact, by

about the same pro0Ortion; the Storyteller tale (N = 882 winds)

provided 71% of the number of words used to tell the Descrip7,

tive Aural story (N = 1,249).

It is no surprise to find that children who are offered a

story verbally use more words to retell it than children exposed

to a nonverbal version of the same story. Such a finding fur-

ther verifies the different task demands imposed upon the film

and audio audiences: That is, for those who heail a worded

versiOn, the task constituted a retelling; for the film viewers,

the task entailed constructing a telling, or translating the

moving picture content into propositional form.

If anything, it is noteworthy that the film audience used

is many words as they did. In particular, it is impressive

that their accounts of the story, even thoUgh shorter, incorpor-

ated as much of the central content as the audience exposed to

verbal renditions.j.

3. Initial Response

Immediately following children's re/tellings, we posed

four questions that offered children a way to relax and comment

personally about the story. This format gave children_the

opportunity to reflect up41 and sort out some of their questions

and concerns about the story before proceeding to the directly

probed questions. Below are those post-story questions

1. "How did the story ilake you feel? Why?"

2. "Was there any part of the story you didn't
understand?"

3. "Was there any part you didn't like? Why not?"

4. "Which part of the story did you like best? Why?"
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The first question: "How did the story make you feel?"

was scored for either positive ("happy"). negative ("sad"),

neutral ("okay"), or "other" responses ("It made me feel fUnny,

like, the awl was drowning and the goose didn't help" or

"excited, a little, it was a mystery to me to see what would

happen next"). Unscorable responses were-generally-those that--

intoned "I don't know."

Question 2: "Was there any part you didn't understand?"

drew either flat "no"s, puzzlement about the beginning of the

story, or "other" comments scored for,concern with either form

("the language") or content ("why an awl would be married to a

goose").

Question 3: "Was there any part of the story you didn't

like?" yielded either,"no"s or complaints about the owl's

drowning, or about the goose's failure to save him at the end;

children's responses were scored accordingly.

The part children "liked best" ranged over fifteen differ-

ent inci,dents in the story. Scores recorded in Table 4 reflect

the five most popular story incidenté selected, that is, those

for which there were at least 19% of children's responses in

any condition.

,
Below is the complete list of incidents in rank order:

Incidents children liked best

Owl

(N = 60)

24

10

1.

2.

The goslings hatch

Goose catches a fish/throws it to

3. Goose takes goslings into water/
teaches them to swim 10

4. Owl tries hard to fly 8

5. The geese are flying 8

6. Owl splashes into water/sinks 8

7. Goose pulls Owl out of water 6

8. Goose and.Owl get married 5
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9. Owl puts his foot in the water 5

10. Owl tries to stay up in the water 3

11. Owl drowns 3

12. Night time .14
2

/ 13. Owl paces around the pond 2

14. Owl sings and does cartwheels 2

15.. The geese land on the water 2

. Unscorable 2

Initial Response Findings

Question 1. .Children's stories rarely end tragically like

this one, and very few have characters, like the goose, whose

fate is left unresolved. Children respondedwithappropriate

feelings to this somewhat distinctive outcome. For example,

nearlyphalf the children (457k) admitted feeling moved by the

adness of the story. However, this bias wa:due to reactions

to the aural versions. Nearly three-quarters of the Storyteller

children (71%) and more than half of those in the Descriptive

Aural group (537.)Iresponded that the stoiy made them feel:

"Kinda sad, because the awl drowned" (SA)9or "Sad, because he

was trying to get her and he couldn't ,and he drowned" (DA).

Surprisingly, a minority of the film audience reported feeling

sad, and, in particular, the Intact Zilm viewers.

Most of the positive responses came-from the two film con-

ditions, and fell into three categories. Children either

expressed general appreciation of the story ("Hatlpy [shrugs),

just a nice film, I guess" or "Well, I really didn't'understand

what they were saying, but it was good"), they liked the story's

form or content (Form: "It was kind of like a funny story the

way they molted [the awl and the goose] how they like, pictured

it" (SF) or Content: "Happy, a little, cause the birds knew

how to fly and everything and the awl finally got in the water"

(IFNI,. Only a few of these positive responses conveyed lack of

understanding and were inappropriate ("I felt like the owl,
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Table 4

Initiii-Response

Film Audio

Silent
(N 15)

Intact
(N 15)

7.

Descr.
(N 15)

7.

Stosy.
(N 1714

%

How did-th-storY
make you feel?

Negative
'Positive
Neutral
Other

Uriscorahle

33
20

-
7

7

33 .

13
27
7

20
33 1

53
13
7

13
13

71
12
6
6

6

Was there any part
you didn't understand?

No
The.beginrang
Other/form
Other content

Was there any part
you didn't like:

No
Owl drowns/goose

lets him
Other

Which part did you
like best?

1. Goslings hitch (

2. G throws fish te0
3. 0 tries hard to fly
4. G pulls 0 from water
5. G and 0 get married

0

(N 15) (N 15) (N 15) (N 15)

40 47 73 .67

27 7 __ 20
27 33 13 __

6 13 13 13

.

, 93 80 80 87

7 13 20

06 Oa 7

33 16 19 31

20 11 6 --

_- 5 19 8
_- 5 19 -_

-- -- __ 23

aSome responses were assigned more than ()lie score.
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happy, cause at the end the swan picked him up,out Of the

water" (IF) or "Happy, cause the bird saved him" (SF)).

Responses that expressed "other" feelings came primarily from

Intact Film children (20%) and included: "It made me feel

funny, like the owl was drowning and the goose didn't help him."

We also found a third of dhildren's responses (33%) in the two

film conditions to be unscorable ("I don't know, I was kind of

interested in it" or "No special feeling" or "It didn't bother

me").

Question 2'. When asked if there was any part of thesstory

they didn't understand, most children in the two audio condi-

tions (73% Descriptive Aural, 67% Storyteller) replied "no."

Although fewer film children gave that reply (407 Silent Film,

477. Intact Film), of those who loOdn't say "no," most had

justifiable reasons ("When all.the ducks were in the air--the

things around--I didn't know what they were ddine). These

reasons had more to do with issues of form than that of content.

Twenty-seven percent (277) of the Silent Film children were

disoriented at the very beginning of the story by the film's

depiction of the owl and then the goose emerging from a textured

darkness and gradually becoming defined againit a clearing white

surface ("Just at the beginning, all that brown. I didn't

understand what that was"). As in this example, the files

form rather than its content was the conwsing,factor for 'Most

of those children at the beginning of the film; it was not the

kind of film presentation that they had experience with. In

the absence of auditory cues, it is certainly understandable

that these children were left "in the dark,".so to speak, in

the film's opening moments. Although the text of the Story-

teller version is rather straightforward, 207 of the chil4ren

from that audio condition also cited "the beginning" of the

story as the part they didn't understand ("Yeah, the beginning

part, the first little part"). Because children from thia

Storyteller condition never really explained what it was they
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didn't understand at the beginning, we can only speculate that

it may have taken those few children a little longer to become

oriented to their task. Film children s "other" responses were

more often concerns of form than that of content. Comments

from 277, of Silent Film children and a third of the children

in the Intact Film dondition (3370) expressed such concerns:

"At first, I didnct understand [when they were all flying]

when they went into the black thing. Then I found out it'was

water" (SF) ancf"Yeah, the language part. How they talked" or

"Just when the owl and goose were ta],king and little hearts

came out of.their mouths" (IF). Table 4 reflects an interest-

ing comparison between the number of form, as opposed to content

comments film children gave in their "other" responses.

Question 3. When we asked if there was any part of the

story they didn't like, children from all conditions gave an

overwhelming "no" response. Children in the Silent Film con-

dition responded with the most "no"s (93%). It is'difficult

to,determine whether this strong positive response to the story

was genuine or gratuitous. The mitigating reason for not

liking the-story referred to the outcome, that the Owl drowned

and/or that the goose didn't save him ("About the part when he

died, like when he went under water" (DA), and "Whertshe left

him there in the water and he drowned.' She shouldn't have left

him there. She knew he can't swim" (IF)).

Question 4. Although fifteen different incidents were

mentioned in response to "What part of the story did you like

best?," the five most popular incidents in order of frequency

were when:

The goslings hatched

The goose caught a fish and threw it to the owl

The awl tried hard to fly (and succeeded)

The goose pulled the owl out of the water

Goose and Owl got married
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A third of the Silent Film children (33%) and nearly a third of

those from the Storyteller condition (317) considered the parf

when the goslings hatched to be their favorite ("Because I

never saw a mother goose laying eggs before" or "When the

chickens hatched, they were cute" (SF) and "Cause I like baby

animals" or "Because I like seeing eggs hatch" (SA)). .These

responses were certainly understandable; children generally are

delighted at the idea of baby animals being born. Relatedly,

this incident was included most often in_children's re/tellings.

Only children who heard the Storyteller version (23%) men-

tioned the part where Owl and Goose get married ("When they got

married, he was very happy with his life."). The text makes a

very brief statement about this: "Owl and Goose were married."

However, the Storyteller version continues to refer to the

characters as husband and wife and the text also includes state-

ments from each character expressing how he/she feels about the

other. Apparently, providing these explicit guideposts in the

Storyteller text helped some children perceive and appreciate

the relationship between the awl mid the goose.

. Although not often remembered when recounting the story,

207. of the Silent Film children and several other children (117

IF, 67. DA) enjoyed the part where the goose threw the fish to

the owl (but the owl rejected it). Perhaps children appreciated

it as a moment when the goose was trying to reestablish a rela-

tionship with the owl after spending so much time with her

goslings. Film viewers may have enjoyed seeing the fish wiggle

and flop around under the owl's watchful gaze.

"Owl tries hard to fly" was the favorite part for 197 of

the Descriptive Aural children. The salience of his breathing

on the DescriptIve audio sound track may have contributed to

this preference, even though sound effects were not mentioned

specifically here. Some examples of children's comments were:

"When the awl couldn't fly as well as they could--it was really

hard for the owl to fly" and "When the owl really tried to get

up in the air--it showed a lot of will power." The other

57
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popular part for Descriptive Aural listeners (19%) was when

the goose pulled the owl out of the water. Here are three

examples of how Descriptive Aural vhildren described that inci-

dent: "When she took him out of the water and was calling to

him when he was sinking, because it was the most action"; "When

. the awl Icept on falling in the water, funny that he fell in the

water, she bad to get him.up"; and "When the owl fell into the

water and.the goose [geesei went all over the place." Perhaps ,

the "action" dia have the most appeal for these children. Also

appealing may have t5een the way in which that scene changed

from the Peacefulness of the geese (who rested and groomed their

feathers tn the moonlight), to the surprise and humor when some-

thing (the awl) fellffrom the sky into the water, to a senSe of

relief when the goose first rescued the owl. For these listen-

ing children, ttis possible that this incident was truly one

of the most exciting moments of the story.

Choices of the children in the Intact Film condition were

very divdise and ranged over nine different incidents. "Gos-

lings hatching" (167) and "geese flyfng" (16%) were cited most

frequently and the latter choice may best be summed up by the

following example: "But I most liked the part where they were

flying because it looked original."

4. Lnference Questions

Children drew inferences in response to questions we asked

about the characters:

Feelings, e.g., "When the goose was sitting on the nest
and the awl was turning cartwheels/dancing out a rhythm
on the earth; how was the awl feeling?"

Thodghts, e.g., "When the goose was sitting on the nest
watching the owl; what was the Ixose thinking?"

Relationship, e.g., "How did the owl and the goose feel
about each other?"

Conversatiang.g., "When the owl and goose spoke in
hearts to each other; what were they saying?"
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And also in response to:

Transitions between scenes or events, e.g., "How
much time did it take for the flock to get tofEe
place where they landed?"

In most cases we solicited the inference as well as the

basis for an.inference (inference: "When the goose and goslings

went into the water, how did the owl feel?"; basis: "How do

you know he felt that way?").

Scoring

We scored children's inferences for the "level" attained.

Level 1 inferences contained cliched responses (question: "How

did the owl and goose feel about each other?"; answer: "They

liked" or "loved each other").. Level 2 inferences exhibited a

more elaborated explanation of the relationship ("They wanted

to be with each other for the rest of their lives").

In analyzing the bases for children's inferences, we

developed a scoring system that was relevant to the information

provided in the story, to the range of these children's re-

sponses, and to more general issues.regarding narrative compre-

hension. Below are listed the categories used to score children's

responses, with examples for 6ach category

Characters' Internal or Psychological Behavior

Feelings: "He felt left out, sad."

Motives: "He wanted to go in."

Thoughts: "He thou ht maybe it was
someone e se."

Perceptions: "All she could see was his
beak." "When ig-heard
the noise, she jumfiaiiff
her nest."

Opinions/Preferences: "He didn't like the water."

Traits: "She was thoughtful."
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Physical Behavior/States/Events

Abilities: "He can do cartwheels."

Appearance/Features"

States:

Qualitative Behavior:

Sound Effects

Events:

Environment:

Distance

Physical Relationship:

"She looks pretty."

"His fOot was cold."

"He was slowing down."

"He was breathing hard."

"He kept circling the-pond
until he was ready."

"It (the water) was too cold."

"They,flew a long way."

"He could almost catch uP
with the goose."

Relationships Between Characters

Psychological
Relationship:

References to
Goslings:

"She was the only real com-
, panion he had."

"That she takes care of the
goslinga."

We also kept track of inference responses which were either

inappropriate or based upon mistaken information (question:

"How did owl feel when his foot got wet?" answer: "Lonely").

We found so few responses of this type that we excluded them

from the analyses.

Reliability. To establish Aliability One-third of the

inference data was scored independently by two judges. Inter-

rater agreement for parsing the data and for assigning cate-

gories ranged from 807 to 100%.

Unless otherwise noted, findings presented in the following

section are represented ir percentages of total responses for

each question. Table 5 indicates thehumber of responses to,

each question. Ten percentage points difference between condi-

tions was the criterion we determined to be worth noting.

Relationship. One question probed children directly about

the story's two central characters:

"How did the awl and the goose feel about each other?"

This question had two follow=up questions.

6
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Basis 1: Wha-filit about the owl that the goose (

Basis 2: What is it about the goose that the awl (

The blanks represent responses children gave to the initial

question ("They loved each other," They Were friends"). Below

are excerpts from the film and texts of the two audio versions

which provide the most directly relevant information about the

characters! relationship:

Film

Aqkp"
14

Wcin

11111111.

4is
bay
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Deacriitive Aural Version

cne owl came over.to
her, leaned close, and as he
spoke it was as if hearts
arose from his mouth. The
goose answered him gently,
and it was as if a heart
arose from her too, as she
spoke."

Storyteller Version

111

-54

*hen 000ee and Owl spy e,
it w4s as if their words
were V's.
He sang,
"I am an owl, Whop-whoo
My eyes are round
My belly is fat
My claws are sharp
.1 am an awl, Whpo-whoo.

My wife is a goose
Her neck is long
Her wings arb strong
When she walks,
Her footprints are'like

stars

Then the goose looked at the
owl and sang,
"How happy I am to see your
heart-shaped face,
to hear-your hooting voice
to see your joyful dance."

Inference levels. The majority of children in all condit-

tions remained at inference Level 1 (73%). A thirdof the re17-

sponses of children in the Ilact Film condition (33%) were

judged to be Level 2 inferences ("They wanted to be close

friends to each other" or "Maybe sentimental"). Both the Silent

Film and Descriptive Aural conditions remained within She same

range as the Intact Film children with 277. of the inferences

from both conditions attaining Level 2. Compared with children

in die three other conditions, children in the Storyteller

group had 77, Level 2 inferences for this question. Interest-

ingly, however, these sane children volunteered the most rela-

tionship inferences in their retellings. As a consequence, to

aeB%elaborate upon the rel i ship in this question probably would

have entailed repeating inf rmation.

62
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Relationship Findings (See Table 5)

Children in all conditions demonstrated understanding of

the characters' relationship, as indicated by their ability to

draw appropriate inferences based upon sensible and story-

relevant attributes. The bases used across conditions were

references to relationship such as, "Owl cares about her and

she knows it," or the goslings ("The owl was happy that she

laid children"). Other attributes frequently mentioned by

children in all conditions when describing the owl's and goose's

relationship were: .traits ("That he was kind and wasn't mean

to her" or "He probably thinks that she's nice"), abilities

(He does stunts") or ("She gets food"), and appearance/features

("[His] good feithers/round eyes") or ("filer) shape").

Children in.the Silent Film condition drew the most fre-

quent relationship inferences (407.) for the owl ("The way he

speaks to her, he makes her happy"). These children also

showed the greatest awareness of the goslings as part of the

relationship and of the goose's care-taking role in relation-

ship to them.. Ope quarter (257.) of the responses to the ques-

tion asking what the awl liked about the goose contained

gosling inferences ("Because he likes her, goslings and he

thinks she's a real good mother"). The.saliencit of the rela-

tionship for Silent Film children really included the whole

family; in particular, inferences by these children exhibited

an acknowledgement of the goose's maternal role with the

goslings. The final category to bring a strong response from

Silent Film children was that of the characters' abilities,

with at least a third (35% for the owl; 33% for the goose) of

their inferences mentioning that attribute.

In the Intact Film condition, children drew most of their

inferences in the following three categories: almpst a third

(32%) were about the owl's traits ("He never gave up" or "He

was always happy and peppy"). Mbre than a third (417.) were

concerned with the owl's abilities ("Like [his] doing



Table 5

Khe Relationship 8etween the Owl and the Goose

56

Bases for
Inference 81: Owl

82: Goose

Film Audio

Silent

(N 20)

(N 24)

2

Intact

(N 22)

(N 30)

Descr.

(N 16)

(N 21)

Story.

(N 21)

(N 29)

1. Relationship 81:-% 40 18 19 33

82: 21 13 19 21

2. Goslings Bl: 10

82: 25 7 9. 3

3. Traits Bl: 15 32 19 33

82: 13 20 14 24

4. Abilities Bl: 35 41 56 19

82: 33 20 40 24

5. Appearance/ 81: - _ 9 6 14

Features
82: 8 40 10 27
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cartwheels, flying around") and 40% with the goose's

57

she had white featheri"). These more frequent references to

the goose's attractive appearance may reflect those children's

traditional sex-type bias, as well as their perception of tee

character depicted in the film.

Inferences by elldren in the Descriptive Aural condition

were strongest on the characters' abilities. More than half

(56%) the inferences mentioned the owl's abilities ("His talent

for singing and dancing") and slightly less than half (48%)

were inferences about the goose's abilities ("Making a nest, the

way she gets food").

Storyteller children most frequently drew their inferences

about Owl's part in te_r)lationship. One-third 93%) of these

Children's relationship tnferences wire about Owl ("He makes

her happy"), and another third (33%) were about Owl's traits

("That he hangs on, that he tries").

In general, between the awl and the goose, the less super-

ficial, more personality-related observations were made about the

owl, especially those inferences which acknowledged the owl's

greater concessions for the relationship ("That he sits and keeps

her company") or ("He would do anything for her"). The owl's more

defined,.complex personality, such as his traits and abilities

also tended to be acknowledged generally by children. Among the

four conditions, Lntact Film audiences differentiated most be-

tween the two characters and the Descriptive Aural group differ-

entiated least.

b. Feelings. There were five questions that inquired of

children haw the owl was feeling at given points in the story.

Three of these questions did not require that children give

bases for their response; we shall describe these three first.

Question I had to do with the owl's relationship to the

'goose, and was phrased as follows:

1. When the goose was sitting on the nest and the
awl was turning cartwheels/dancing out a rhythm
on the earth, how was the owl feeling?

65
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,Below are excerpts from the film and audio versions of the

story relevant to QUest un .

Question 1, Film

-e

66
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Question 1,
Descriptive Aural Version

When the goose was finished,
she sat down an the nest,
while the awl sahg and danced
and turned cartwheels all

aroundaer.

Question 1,
Storyteller Version

And the goose sat doun on
the nest. Owl watched. His

eyes widene
wildly. OW1
down. His
rhythm on th

60

, his heart beat
jumped up and
et danced out a,
earth.

Becalitestion 1 comes quite early in the story, and

children knew very little about the characters at that point,

their responses tended to be superficial; thereifore we decided

to score the question for inference "levil" only. In this 1

4

case, Level 1 inferences represented simple, but appropriate

responses ("happy"); Level 2 inferences represented a sl&ghtly

more elaborated response (-Very happy,hewasn't lonely any

more"). There were also inferences that were either inappro-

priate, questionable ("sad" or "Sick, cause he was doing cart-

wheels"), or incompleti.

The next two questions had to do with Owl alone. Ques-

tion 2 asked:

2. When the aul's foot got wet, how did he feel?

For Question 2 relevant information from the film and audio

'versions is given,below:

_Question 2, Film

\111111111141=4..,..4mm
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Question 2,.
Descriptive Aural Version

Suddenly, he stumbled, lost
his balance and got one foot
wet. He quickly backed away
from the water with his
other foot. Standing and
gazing into the water . . .

the awl again tried dipping
his foot into the water,
but Le looked up, rolled
his eyes, and cringing, re-
moved his foot. He took a
small step aWay from the
water, blinking, shrugging
his shoulders and talking
to himself.

Question 2,
Storytiller Version

But when he put one foot in
the water, it was cold. Ke
put the other foot in the
water, it was wet . . . .

Owl thought, "It's too deep."

0
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Question 3, also about the ove)l alone, asked:

3. When the awl noticed his reflection/rested his
chin an a piece of ice and his own eyes stared
back at him, how did that make him feel?

The informatian relevant to this question for each version

is as follows:

Questfon 3, Film



Question 3,
Descriptive Aural Version:

The owl extended his wings on
either side of his body to
support himself on the
water's surface. When he
looked downward he saw him-
self reflected in the water.
He began.to examine his re-
flection more carefully,
winking at it first with one
eye and then the other eye
When he looked up, he just
shrugged his shoulders.

J
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Question 3,
Storyteller Version:

Owl rested his chin on a
piece of ice as clear as a
mirror. His own eyes stared
back,at him.

Because children's inferences about affect in Questions 2 and 3

were more elaborated, they were scored not just by "level" but

by categories.

Feelings Findings. (See Table 6)

Question 1, Inference Levels. For Question 1 (when the awl

was turning cartwheels), most chladren expressed a simple .(Level

1) inference about the owl'is feelings ("happy"). However,lieirl3r-

a third (317.) of the Intact Film children's responses attained

Level 2 inferences ("worried . . that something could have gone

wrong"). Questionable inferences were negligible in all but the

Descriptive Aural'condition, in which there were 207. of the re-

sponses ("grumpy"). Perhaps it is harder to plug into a story

that you just listen to; and when we consider how much more ex-

pressive the Storyteller's text is, it is not surprising to find

more questionable responses from children in the Descriptive

Aural condition.

For Question 2 (how the awl felt when his foot got wet),

most children drew widely from the various inference categories.

The most consistent response was found among children in the

Intact Film condition. ,Che-quarter (257.) of the responses from

that group contained inferences referring to the owl's abilities

("Sad, because he couldn't swim. If he did know how to swim he

could go in and see them"). This was a very appropriate way to
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Table 6

The Owl's Feelings

Film Audio

Silent

2

Intact

2

Descr.

2

Story.

2

Inference Levels- Level

Question 1:
(Owl cartwheel)
(Owl's foot
gets wet) (Owl
sees reflection)

Question 4:
(G00111t and gos-

links go into -

water)

1

2

I/Q/Ia

1

2

I/Q/I

80

13

6

73

27

-_

50

31

12

53

27

7

80

20

40

27

20

87

6

6

22

5

33

Question 5:
(OwI 1 rieS- to

, keep up with .

geese)

Unscorable

1

2

I/Q/I

Unscorable

20

13

27

40

13

41

11

35

11

13

40

33

20

6 \
J

39

65

--

29

6

Bases for
Inference

Inference
b

dategories

Question.2:

Question 3;33

Question 4:

Question 5:

Abilities

Abilities

Thoughts

Perceptions

Abilities

Events -,

Abilities

18

--

37

42

21

42

15

25

44

33

14

24

18

19

13

27

20

32

28

32

17

6

41/1m

14

9

5

aI/Q/I: Inappropriate/questionable/incomplete.

bThese were the inference categories used in at least 20% of children's

responses.
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characterize the owl's emotional response when he tried the

water and realized it was not for him.

The Storyteller text made reference to the water being

"cold," "wet," and "too deep." Children in the Storyteller

condition used that information'in their responses, but what we

found to be more interesting was that film children, as well,

often came up with the words "too cold"- in their descriptions

of how awl felt when his foot got wet.

Question 3 (about the owl's reflection) elicited a large

number of inferences in two categories: Character thoughts

and perceptions. The most thought inferences were drawn by

Intact Film children (44%) ("He really didn't think he could

see himself in the water"). This inference category was also

used in 37% of Silent Film ("He didn't know it was his reflec-

tion") and 27% of Descriptive Aural responses ("Thought maybe

it was someone else"). Perception inferences were included in

more than a third of the responses (42%) of children in the

Silent.Film ("Probably never saw his reflection before") and

Descriptive Aural conditions (407.) ("Still didn't know what he

was seeing"), and in just a third (33%) of those of Intact

Film children ("His first time seeing himself").

- This question apparently elicited suche high proportion

of internal and cognitive responses projected for the owl in

the three de/pictive/scriptive conditions because the film

version (which was also the source for the Descriptive audio

version) gave more weight to this reflective moment,in the story

than did the Storyteller version.

In contrast, Storyteller children typically responded to

this question with a one-word response such as "sad," "fright-

ened," or "surprised," and no further elaboration. Although

the feelings they attributed to the oWl were generally'appro-

priate, these children failed to draw inferences that could be

scored within the categories we used. Such responses are under-

standable, given the paucity of information relevant to the

question in the Storyteller text. That incident in the
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Storyteller version simply is not given the same weight as it

was in the other versions of the story.

Questions 4 and .5, with.bases. Question 4 was another

question that involved the Fwl's relationship to his family

and it required that children give evidence for their response:

.4. Do you remember when the goose and goslings went
into the water? How did Owl feel then? How do
you know he felt that way?

Below are excerpts from the film and text for Question 4:

Question 4, Film

N
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Question 4,
Descriptive Aural Version:

Then the goose moved into
place right behind the gos-
lings . . . and swam after
her little ones, leaving.the
awl standing all alone. The
awl looked after them and
then he looked straight
ahead and blinked. His eyes
dropped down. He blinked
again and walked toward the
water breathing heavily. He
walked and breathed and
walked some more.

Oestion 4,
Storyteller Ver-sion:

Owl's wife led the babies to
the lake. One, two, three,
four, five, they swam behind,
their mother. Owl followed
but . . . so Owl watched
Goose lead the babies to the
middle of the lake.

This question was scored for inference "level." The bases

were scored for the inference categories children used.

Question 4, Inference Levels. The majority of children

in the film conditions and a large minority of Descriptive

Aural children (407.) remainelat inference Level I ("sad").

Twenty-seven percent (27%) of the responses from children in

these three conaitions attained Level 2 inferences ("kind of

'left out or lonely"). There were a few (207.) inappropriate or

questionable inferences among the children in the Descriptive

Aural condition ("happy").

76
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Children in the Storyteller condition appeared to have

a different profile. We found 22% Level 1 inferences and only

,5% that attained Level 2. One-third (337.) of the Storyteller

inferences were judged to be inappropriate or questionable-

("sort of good, it was alright"), and more than a third (39%)

were judged unscorable. The unscorable responses were not

incorrect; these responses merely recapitulated the text,

therefore, th#y could fibt be scored as inferences. Children

in this condition were on a liee equal footing with those of

the other conditions when we scored their inference bases.

Question 4, Inference Bases. The inference category used

most often to explain the feelings attributed to the awl were

events and abilities. More than a third (42%) of the children

in the Silent Film condition included inferences based upon

events ("He was just walking around the pond, waiting for them

to get out"),' a very good deduction for children who had no

clues from the sound track (which included the owl's heavy

breathing). About a quarter (24%) of Intact Film children and

more than a quarter (28%) of children in the Descriptive Aural

condition also drew inferences based upon events ("Because he

was pacing around with his head down," and "Pacing back and

forth"). These children realized that this event (the owl's

pacing) was an important clue to how the owl was feeling when

he could see his family, but was not able to join them.

Almost a third (327.) of the Descriptive Aural children

drew inferenips about the awl's abilities ("He couldn't go into

the water with them"). Nearly one-quarter (21%) of children

in the Silent Film condition also responded with inferences

referring to the owl's abilities ("Because he can't swim).

These references to the event of Owl's pacing and to his (lack

of) abilities are very sensible story-relevant bases for infer-

ence in this question.

Children in the Storyteller condition drew inferences

from across the inference categories, with no one category

used for very many respanies, ("Knew the water was too cold,
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but wanted to go out there," "Happy to see all his goslings in

the water"). These included thoughts, environment, motives,

feelings, perceptions, and gosliThs.

The final question about feelings, Question 5, dealt with

Owl's relationship to the geese when they are all flying.

This question also requiied that children substantiate their

inferences.

Question 5 was dtated as follows:

S. When the owl was trying to keep up with Ile'geese,
how did he feel then? How do you know he felt
that way?

Below are excerpts frot the film and Audio-versions relevant

.1:1D Question 5:

Question 5, Film





9uestion 5,
Descriptive Aural Version

The owl set his body in
flight position, *pun his

'twin; arl the- wararound, and
flapping furiously was
finally airborne. He was
flapping with all his might
anctbreathing with enormous
effort. The owl managed to
disappear off into the sky
after the flock . . . . The
owl was tryingrvery hard to
keep up their pace (and he
was breathing very heavily
from the effort.)

Question 5,
Storyteller Version

Owl beat his wings with all
his strength and flew behind
the geese. They4lew in,a
perfect V. Owl kollowed,
struggling to keep up.

Question 5, Inference Levels. More thap half (65%) of

the Storyteller children, and more than a third of the chil-

dren in the Intact Film (417) and Descriptive Aural (407.)

conditions scored at inference Level 1 ("tired"). Only 20% of

the inferences in the Silent Film condition attained that

level.

One-third of the responses (33%) from children in the

Descriptive Aural condition were judged to be Level 2 infer-

\lances ("that He really could do it if he tried hard"). Far

so
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fewer Level 2 inferences were found in the fiim conditions

and none were found among responses from children in the

Storyteller group. The Descriptive Aural children's greater

sensitivity tethis question may be due to the salience of

the owl's (and geese's) breathing on the Descriptive audio

sound track.

Question 5 yielded the most questionable inferences, com-

pared with the other four questidns about feelings. The,.

Intact Film group had slightly more than a third (35%) such

responses ("A little bit happy that he could do it"), while

the Silent Film (277.) and Storyteller (29%) conditions had

slightly more than a quarter of them ("Feeling sad cause he

wasn't as fast as them" or "Nappy that he was catching up"),

The Descriptive Aural group had the fewest (207.) questionable

inferences.

It should be pointed out that, in most cases, these

questionable inferences were not incorrect responses. Prior

to sdoring children's responses, and based upon repeated view-

ings of the film, the researchers agreed that the most appro-

priate affects for the owl during that moment were effort/

determination, fatigue/exhaustion, and/or frustration. Those

less appropriate inferences were just slightly off-target for

the criteria that had been estakished for the owlPs affect

during that moment in the story. A word of explanation is

also.needed to explain the unusually high percentage (40%) of

unscorable responses in the Silent Film condition. In one

case, the question was not asked and in alpther, the inter-
,

viewer received a simple "I don't know." The other responses

judged to be unscorable failed to infer any scorable affect

for the owl ("Maybe he felt that he can't go as fast as them"),

butlinstead, offered a basis for his affect. Again, these

responses were not incorrect, they simply were not technically

scorable.

. Question 5, Inference Bases. For this question (about

Owl's feelings when he is trying to keep up with the flock)
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children's reasons were widely distributed among the various

inferences: They included references td physical relatispahiP

("He was way behind and they were ahead of him"), featurisj

appearance ("They weren't As heavy as him"), events and motives

("He went down--he wanted'to rest"), and sound effects ("He was

taking deep-deep breaths").

The only category where responses were clustered was

abilities. Information about the characters' abilities was

found most frequently in inferences made by children in-the

Descriptive Aural condition. Almost a third of those chil-

dren's inferences (32%) were about the owl's abilities ("He

was having a hard time flying and keeping up" and "Trying to

fly, not exactly perfect t he couldn't do it"). Across all

questions, children inthe Descriptive Aural condition were

the most consistent in drawing inferences about the characters'

abilities.

c. Monologues. We selected two plates in the story where it

was appropriate for each character to deliver-a monologue

(i.e., to be thinking to herself or himself). We asked chil-

dren to invent these monologueaind attribute them to each of

the main characters. The first monologue concerned the goose's

-thoughts and required that children give a basis for their

inference:

1. When the goose waa%sitting on the nest (Watching

the awl turning cartwheels/dancing out a rhythm

on the earth) what was she thinking? How do you

know that?

82
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. 4.
Below is the relevant information from "the-film and audio Ner-

%

siOns for Question 1:

Question 1, Film

`Question,l, .

Descriptive Aural Version

When the goose was finished
she sat down on the nest
while the owl sang and danced
and turned cartwheels ill
around her. The goose sat ;
with her beak tucked into
her back feathers watching
him.

Question 1,
Storyteller.,Version

And the goose sat'down on
the nest. Owl watched. His
eyes widened, his heart beat
wildly. Owl jumped up'and

'-down. His feet beat out a
rhytht on the earth. Goose
nestld her long neck against
her w ngs and rested.

Thesecond monologue question was out the owl and it inquired:

2. When the owl's foot4got w at did he say ,to
himself then?

The film and audio versions for Question 2 Presented the

following ir4ormation:

83
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Question 2,
Descriptive Aural Version

The owl again tried dipping
his foot into the water, but
he looked up, rolled_his
eyes, and cringing,- removed
his foot. He to& a -small
step away from the water,
blinking, shrugging his
shoulders and talking to
himself.

Question 2,
Storyteller Version

But when,he put one foot in
the water it was too cold.
He put the other focit in the
water, it was wet . . . .

Owl thought, "It's too deep."

.First we examined which charactei or characters was made

the focus of each of the monologues. For example, who was the

goose thinking about wRile she was sittpg on the negt? Was

she thinking about herself, the owl, their relationship (both),

or perhaps about the gaslings-to-be? And when the owl's foot

gets wet, who or what is the focus of his monologue?

After Question 1, the goose's monologue, was scored for

ics focus, the basis (i.e., "How do you know that?") was scored,

, by inference categories.
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Focus for the Goose s Monologue. For children in the

Silent Film, Intact Film, and Descriptive Aural conditions,

the owl was the-focus of more than half the responses in the

goose's monologue (Silent Film 53%: 11"That he was the father?"

or Intact Film 667: .-"That he must be very happyllor Descrip-

tive Aural 58%: "That he was doing pretty good tricks").

In comparison, half of the Storyteller children (50%) saw the

relationship (both) as the focus of her monologue ("How happy

she was to have the owl"). It should be noted that immediately

follOwing the Storyteller passage quoted as relevant informe-
r

tion- to this monologue, the Storyteller text continues with a

by Owl followed by Goose's song in which she articulates:

How happy I am to see your heart-shaped face, to
hear your hooting voice, to see your joyful dance.

That is, very early in the Storyteller version, children

were provided with considerable explicit information about the

relationship between the owl and the goose, which included

specifying that Owl and Goose were busband and wife; therefore,

it is not surprising that many children wh heard this version

used the information and focused upon the relationship. How-

ever, it should also be noted that more than a quarter (277)

of Silent Film children ("That she wanted to get married"),

and nearly a quarter (227) of children ir¼ the Intact fIlm don:

dition ("That Owl wanted to be a part of er life")mmade

similar observations, with the only comparable visual tnforma-

ition,Jpresented slightly later in the film) being the hearts

'that ariie between the owl_and the goose: The film uses a

comic-art visual shorthand (hearts) to depict this -information,

while the storyteller pkesents the characters delivering simi-

lar information in speech songs to each. other. It would seem
..

that one picture conveyed the same idea about the owl and
,

goose's relationship to its film audience, as did the slightly

longer worded episode from the storytelker. '(See illustration

on following page.)
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Focus for the Owl's Monologue. Although the majority of

children in all four conditions seemed to agree that.._tkes owl

was the focus of his own monologue, children in the Silent .

Film condition offered a greater percentage (77%) of Owl/Focus

responses ("I'm.scared, I don't think that I'm going to like

it") than Intact Film children (607.) (cke says he wants to go

in . . . he wants to, in a way he can't--he doesn't like it")

or either of the audio conditions (DA, 67%: "I wish I could"

or SA, 55%: "I can't go in the water, it just doesn't like

me . , . it doesn't feel right to me").

Responses using phrases such as: "cold," "wet," or "deep"

(referring to the water) could not be scored for focus beca4se,

they made no reference to the story's characters. Children in

the Storyteller condition gave a quarter of those responses

(25%) and were scored as "Non-applicable."

Inference Bases.. The inference citegories'used most fre-

quently for Question 1 (the goose's monologue) were feelings

and opinion/preference. More than half the children in both'

the Intact Film (55%) and Storyteller (61%) conditions drew

inferences about the character's feelings ("She must have
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Table 7

Goose/Owl Monologues

CharaCterfocus

Film Audio

Silent
,

Intact Desc. Story.

_

Question 1: Owl 53 66 58 30

Goose 6 21 10

Both 27 _ 22 5 50

f Goslings 12 16 10

Question 2: Owl 77 60 67 55

.k. _
Goose 8 10 5

Both -- 7 5

Goslings 8 10 10

NA 8 15 13 25

Unscorable 5 --

Bases for Inference
Inference Categories

Question 1: Feelings 13 55 12 61
-,

Opinion/
Preference

33 20 35 17

Unscorable 33 15 35 17

Question : Environment 22 27 13 52(48 given)

Abilities 22 27 19 9

Motives 26 9 19 18

Unscorable 14 25 9

aI ference categories used in at least 20% of one group's responses.

8 7

_
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thought he was happy and,excited" and "She was happy that he

was happy that they wefe harried"). One-third (33%) Of Silent

Film and slightly more than a third (35%) of Descriptive Aural

inferences used the opinion/preference category ("That she,

liked the owl"). The same percentage of responses in these

two conditions (337. and 357,) were unscorable ("Like, what is

hedoing here, or something": and "Why was he doing that?").

These questioning responses suggest the difficulty that some

children may have had inventing a.monologue at such an earlY

point in the s,tory, when the relationship between the charac-

ters was just beginning to develop.

In Question 2 (the owl's monologue) children in both

film conditions and those in the Descriptive Aural.condition

drew several kinds of inferences (environment: "It's cold,"

abilities: "Oh rats, I can't swim," and interestingly for the

Silent Film group, motives: "I don't want to go in the water,

I might freeze"). By using. motives (267,) as the basis for

their inferences, children who saw the silent film generated

the most subjective, introspective comments for the owl ("I'm

scared, I don't thiklk I'm going to like it").

In contrast, the infOrmation provided in the Storyteller

version channeled the responses of children in that condition,

so that they made the more obvious inferences about the envi-

ronment (527) ("I think this is too'wet and cold and too deep

for me"). In fact, 48% of the environmept inferences drawn
\

by Storyteller children were given in the text.

d. Transitions: Estimating time for story events. -At two

points in the 'course of the storY, we asked children to specu-

late about the passage of time, and to justify or substantiate

their judgmerts. In our pre.Oious research, a tendency was

found fdr-ChIldren expoied to television and film Warratives

to perceive shorter elapsed time for events than children

exposed to picture-book versions (e.g., Meringoff, 1980). In

explaining the reasoning'behind their time estimates, it seemed

that children found it difficult,to discount the real-time
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running of a-film. or TV presentatianl' for example, they would

substantiate giving a short estimate for carrying qut an

action by noting, "Well, it happene4 so fast on the screen."

In comparison, children presented with picture-book renderings

were able to draw upon more real-world experience n making

inferences about story time, e.g. "I've seen pe le do that

and it takes a while." This study provided us with another

opportunity to examine children's sense of story time.

1-; How long did the flock travel? How do you know?

Below is the most relevant information about the duration of

the flight provided by each version.

' Film

Descriptive Aural Version

She ascended into the sky
behind the other geese who
were already flying in V for-
mation. The owl set his body
in flight position, spun his
head all the way around, and
flapping furiously, was
finally airborne. ,

He was flapping *ith all, his
might and breathing with
enormous effort. The awl

Storyteller Version

She faW-first, rising into
the biUe sky to meet the
other geese. They flew in
a perfect V. Owl beat his
wings with all his strength
and flew behind the geese.
They

:W fhoern

snow-covered-earth. Owl fol-
lowed, struggling to keep up.
One
very bright, Owl saw the



managed to disappear off into
the sky after-the flock." The
geese, having flown some dis-
tance, now changed direction,
irrEhe while breathing
rhythmicallTand keeping to
their formation. The owl was
trying very hard to keep up
their pace and he was breath-
ing very heavily from-the
effort.

The flock continued their
journey high up in the sky,
passing first the sinking
sun and then the rising'moon.
Finally, they began their
descent into a dark body of
water below. Whet the geese
approached the pond, they
slowed their flight until
they landed.

geese descend. They swooped
down as gently as clouds,
Owl was tired. He was glad
to rest.

.Children's-time estimates were sorted on the basis of

Whether an estimate was given in: seconds, minutes, hours,

days, orin longer intervals (weeks, months, or years). Note

was also made of whether children acknowledged a duality in

event,ti0e, e.g., by asking for clarification between "in real

life orijust on the film?". The"bases for their time esti-

mates were analyzed using the inference categories defined

on pages 51-52; for example, children called upon distance,

("They %vett from ane place to another"), qualitative behavior,

such as 'epeed ("The background was going by kind of fast, so

it looked like they were flying fast"), physical states ("The

oW1 was all pooped"), physical abilities ("The geesd could fly

faster"), and a simple recounting of events (They took off/and

they were flying for a little bit/and they landed"). They

also could refer to explicit cues about time passing, by noting

"It was dark or night" (environment), or by remembering "The

sinking sun and then the rising moon" (descriptive).

In addition, their reasons were determined to be,based

upon information given in the story, e.g., "They flew foi

many days" (Storyteller), upon story-relevant inferences, e.g.,

4
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("Because theymight have been flying over the seas"), or upon

general world knowledge ("Geese do fly quickly").

Transition 1 Findings

Children differed significantly across medium in the time

they estimated it took for the flock to travel (x2(11) = 21,

< .005), as shown in Table 8.
*

As'predicted, most of the

Silent Film audience limited the duration of this event to

seconds or minutes, the least amount of time. In contrast,

most children who heard the Storyteller version gave their

estimates in the longest time frame% using days, weeks, or

more. Surpriaingly, the Intact Film Viewers generated a full

range of time estimates, and estimates of listeners to the

Descriptive Aural version all clustered between minutes and

days. Also as predicted, however, only members of the film

audience (N 6) expressed confusion about which time frame

to base their estimates upon, the film or the story.

in order to better,understand these differences tn-the

children'sperceptiog of elapsed time, let's examine the

rationales i'ehind their estimates (see Table 8).

Forty-three percent (43%) of children presented with the-

silent film reliedsolely upon given information, predomi-

nantly events, as the basis for estimating elapsed time.

Reasons consisting of accounts of depicted events were dubbed,

"story literal,." and they occurred most frequently amonithis

film audience ("It showed 'in the film, like it showed che

owl, then it showed the geese, /andthen they landed") (one

event). These "story literal" reasons also Were associated

with the shortest time estimates. .Limited reference also was

made to depicted time cues, i.e., the darkness and the sun

and moon passing behind the traveling flock. Such explanations,

*
The chi square test was conducted using the cells for

seconds, minutes, and the combined cells for hours, days,

weeks, or longer.
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'Table 8

Transition:
How long did the flock travel?

Film Audio
Total
SampleSilent Intact Descr. Story.

Time Estimate
(2 children)

(N ° 14) ( 15) (N 15) (N 14) (N 58)

Second , 29 -- -- -- 116 7

Minute 43 33 60 7 36

Hour 21 20 40 7 22

Day ' 7 33 ,
-- 64 26

Week + -- ' 13 _- 21 9

Duality 21 20 10

Basis for
-Time Estimate

a (N 32) (N 30) (N ° 34) (N 1 12)

Qua . Behavior
Phys Relationship
Dist ce

Environment
Descriptive
Abilities
State
Perceptions
Motives

47

13
___

6

6

9

13

3

3
--

33
7

3

10
7

20
3

13
-- ___
3

35
9

9

9
12

18

6

3

17

17
__

25
8 '

17

>17

.1M

- _

Basis for
Estimate: Source

(N 14) (N 15) (N 15) (N 14) (N 58)

Given
Infer
G/I b
General Knowledge
Unscorable

43
14

21
7

14

27
33
27
7

13

13
20
47

13

20

57

7

21
7

7

34

19

29

9

14

Basis for
Estimate; Content

(N 14) (N ° 15) (N 15) (N 14) 58)

Story Literal
(Given Event)

Unscorable

29

14

13

13

7

20 57

12

26

(No Content)

aFor the Basis for Time Estimate percentages represent the number of

responses, not the number of children responding.

General knowledge is scored both when it is the only basis offered and

when it appears in combination With other reasons.
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based so directly uporta reading qf the images, epitomize the

compelling influence that film can exert on children's sense

of passing time.

Inferences made by members of.the Silent Film audience to

judge elapsed time tended to refeelio speed ("He was pretty

slow"), ability ("The mother had to teach them how to fly"),

distance ("flying over the seas"),
*
and physical state ("The

awl was tired").

Not surprisingly, most children (577.) who heard the Story-

teller version also relied solely an given content to substan-

tiate their.time estimates. In this case, however, the amount

of time itself was reported verbally ("They flew for many

days"), as a consequence, most of these children had no need

to think further and there was no scorable content to their

reasons ("I think they said it was four or five days").

In comparison, children in both the Intact_Film (6070) and

Descriptive Aural (767.) conditions tended to make more use of

inferencei-(eXclusively and in conjunction with given informs-
.

tion) to explain time passing for this event. Interestingly,

two children who saw the Intact Film invented events

(scored as inferences) to account for a lapse in time; for

example, one of these children explained, "Well, they wduld

have to have all the details. They went'past a little maybe

swamp, after that they passed trees, and maybe on the way they

met a goose." Perhaps this is one way, albeit not an accurate

one, tftoverride the power of film's movement in real time.

Another, more mature strategy is to bring to bear one's real

world knowledge, e.g., VBirds usually fly away to places not

near their homes." However,\few children made explicit refer-

ence to such generalizations. Note, once again, the greater

number of references made by Descriptive Aural listeners to

*
That the flock went from'one place to enother was given

information;' that they flew-over the seas, or that the distance
was far, was an inference:
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rt.

charatters' abilities ("Just seeing how long they could Ely,

just telching them").

However, it is difficult to account for differences ip,

tne time estimates given by these two groups, the Intaet Film

and the Descriptive Aural. For example, children in both

'groups used inferences in making both shorter and longer esti-

mates. Moreover, the same inference ("They looked kinda

tired") was used as evidence for different flight durations by

different children_

In evaluating the children's responses, perhaps it will

help to reckon with how long the flock "actually" traveled.

In trying to determine the right answer, or an appropriate

answer, it.quickly becomes apparent that both given story con-

tent and outside story knowledge need to be taken into consid-

eration. One child who saw the Intact Film combined information

with considerable skill: "They flew for maybe a day or two,

because they were probably flying a long wayjbecause birds

usually fly away to places not near their homes/it was start-

ing to get dark/and moons and suns were passing them by."

It does seem that 'estimates given in hourt, days, and possibly

longer do best justice to both the time cues made available

in the story and to one's knowledge of bird flight. In that

context, children's performance was the least adequate in

response.to the Silent Film and the Descriptive Aural version,

and most successful in response to the Storyteller version

(Which related the answer) and Intact Film.

Sense of story time may be one dimension of children's

story comprehension'which is especially vulnerable to thew

absence of language and other auditory content,

2. How long a time passed between when the owl threw
back the fl.sh and when the geese were flapping
their wings, getting ready to fly? 'How do you

know?

Below is the most relevant information about the amount of

intervening time provided by each version.
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Descriptive Aural Version

The owl picked up the fish
by its tail and tossédlit
forward into the water,
where it landed with a splash
The splash grew and spread
out and covered everything
(sfx: wind blowing). Snow-
flakes were falling and-iFi
geese, now ful y grown, were
flexing their wings among the
flakes of snow. Then they
began to flap their wings
faster and faster and soon
they were flying.

Storytelle Version'

Owl stared at it, then he
threw it back in the water.

"Owls don't eat fish," he
said.

Time passed. It was winter.
the snow fell. Owl's chil-
dren grew as big as their
mother. Their grey wings,-
friii7a2 white. And one day
many geese came. Owl and
his wife and children stood
among them. Owl watched them
spread their wings. They
spread their wings as if they
danced the winter welcome.
Then, one by one, the geese
flew away.

Children's time estimates and supporting evidence were

handled the same way as in the previous time question.

.

Transition 2 Findings

Most children who saw either filp.dalervitartY-Vho heard

the Descriptive Aural tape gave estififes in terms of seconds

or minutes,- ia shown in the table below. Once again, even
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.rhoUgh-some-film viewers (23%) acknowledged the-duality-between

real time (the rUnning film) and story time, e.g., "16 seconds

in the film, about a minute in the story," and riglitly tended

to assig9(the longer iime to the story, they apparently were 40

unable to override the actual time used to make the transition

between soenes. Only in response to the Storyteller version

did the majority of children give lengthier estimates (in

hoprs, days, weeks, or more). As a consequence, only a small

proportion (19%) of the total samOle gave appropriate estimates

of elapsed time (in weeks or longer).

We can characterize the.children's confusion by making

several observations about their redsoning (see Taliq,e 9).

First, there were generally mpre unscorable comments given

in response to this question; these-included estimates with no

substantial evidehce ("Cause it didn't take too long") and

occasional valiant yet cumbersome attempts to differentiate

between story events and real life ("Three and a half mindtes:

If I coUld picture it in real life, not the' story, the story

has to say things in real life but it doesn't )ave to have all

the details."

Also, the Silent Film-audience used a similar strategy to

that observed in the previous time question: most often they

reiterated the evqnts they saw to account for the short amount

of intervening time, e.g., "TWo and a half minutes: The awl

was kinds standing there/he threw the fish back/and then the

geese were flapping" or simply, "Cause it went right from one

thing [happening] to another."

The most 4pecific cues to the lengthy lapse in time

by the film, i.e., approaching.winter (snowflakes

falling, wind) and mature goslingq (larger'in size) cadg to

the aid of only a handful of children. Although listeners to

the Descriptive Aural version again made slightly greater use

of inference-making than the other groups, they too were gener-

ally misled by.the short lapse between reporting the two

events ("You had to say that part first, and then say when)he.
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Table 9

How long'between when owIthrew fish back
and geese were readk to fly?

Film Audio
Total

Silent 'Intact iescr. Story. Sample

Time Estimate
(% children)

(N = 15)
'

15 14) (N = 15) 59)

Second 27 13 7 -- 12

Minute 60 53 64 33 53

Hour 7 7 33 (12
Day 7 -- ---,5

Week + 7 27 21 19

Duality 13 33 12

Basis for
Time Estimate

a = 22) (N = 16) 29) (N = 22)

Events 821 50 41 55

Environment 6 17 23

Descriptive 5 - -
Abilities 5 13 7 5

State 5 19 7 - _

Appearance/features 5 6 9

Perceptions -- 17 - _

Motives 6 7 9 .

Dialogue 3 - _

Basis for
Eskimate: Source

(N = 15) (N c 15) (N c 14) (N = 15) (N = 59)

Given 1 53 33 50 33
,

42

Infer 7 13 21 20 15

G/I 13 13, 21 7 14

General Knowledge -- 13 3

Unscorable 27 40 7 27 25

Basis for
Estimate: Content

= 15) (N = 15) (N = 14) (N = 15) (N = 59)

Story Literal 47 20 4 29 27 31

(Given Event)
Unscdiable 27 40 7 27 25

(No Content)

aFor the Basis fot Time Estimate percentages represent the number of
responses, not the number of children responding.
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geese started to fly"). Surprisingly, even listeners to the

Storyteller rendition made relatively little use Of the expli-
.

cit time information provided ("Time passed. It was winter

. . . Owl's children grew"); of course, when the?die, their

responses were accurate ("About four months, because it must

have been late summer when she threw it [fish] ind then came

winter when they were gonna go"):

Perhaps the question itselfwas too confusing. For exam-
,

ple, children might have known that It wis winter if asked in

which season the geeseflew away. Also, the tithe cues offered

Cit least-by the film)-Were subtle and earY to miss. However,

the difficulty children had with this scene transition, children

already 10 and. 11 years old, points up how important-it is to

carefully delineate time and place changes'in stories made for

children. Noteworthy inithis context is an observation made

by Watkins, Cojuc, Mills, Kwiatek,*and Tan*(1981) about stori+

written by children with either low elhigh prime time televil-

sion viewing experience: "High viewers' 6tories 'feel diffelt-

ent' from those of lower viewers . .-. 7 Often in these

narratives, there are temporal gaps in the floW of the stories;

these gaps in many ways motel the TV grammar of scene changeis,

sometimes comprising large,units of time."

e. Qualitative Behavior,

"Describe how the geese landed."

"How did the awl land?"

The two questions .Pertaining to the characters' qua1i4-
,

tive behavior were scored in thife ways: first, we compareId

each child's description of the characters' landings to see hoW

aware they were of the difference in performance ("They la4ded

softly on the water/He landed hard"). We also looked at tle
number of,verbs, adverbs, adjectives-, and/or spatial direcional

terns such as: down, under, back, through, etc., that chi.Ilidren

Used. Finally, we monitored whether children volunteered tes-

tures to illustrate their verbal responses to these questions.
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Below is the content offered by the two aural versions

describing how the characters

Debcriptive Aural Version

When the geese approached
the pond, they slowed their
flight until they landed.
As the flock sat in the
moonlight grooming their
feathers and resting, some-
thing fell from the sky and
splashirYnto the water.
The geese scattered.

landed:

Storyteller. Version

One day, when the sun was
very bright, Owl saw the
geese descend. They swdoped.
down as gently as clouds
. . . . Turning downward, Owl
tried to land slowly too, but
as he drew nearer to the
earth, he saw, it was not
earth but watek, but it was
too late. Owl lost control
of his wings and went tumbling
into the dark sea.

Qualitative Behavior Findings (See Table 10)

0 Degree of contrast between the landings: Most children

exposed to the story did not express awareness Of the high

degree of contrast between the characters' actions when they

landed. However, descriptions offered by 4hildren in the

Intact Film cofidition indicated the greatest awareness (53%)

of difference in performance between Varacters (e.g., geese:.

"glidgd.onto the water"; owl: "crashed").

0 Use of descriptors: Children in the Descriptive Aural con-

dition used verbs as descriptors most often ("They flapped,

'dived, floated, sat" or "He dropped, fell, splashed, sank").

Although themumber of stances of verb use by children in

die Descriptive Aural g up was higher than that of children

in other conditions, a greater variety of different verbs was

nottced in the other children's responses. For example, "They

swooped, delicended, glided, curled their wings, jumped, hit

the water" or "He jumped, tried to glide too, lost control,

tumbled, plunked, crashed, flopped."
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Table 10.

Characters' Qualitative lehavior

r.

1f-

Film Audio
Total
SampleSilent Intact Descr. Story.

Contrast Between
Characters

(N 15) (N 15) (N 15) (N 15) (N = 60)

1. High 71

2. Magud/.

3. None

4. Unscorable

33

.---`33

20

13

53

33

13

--

20 (\

40

20

20

40

40

7

13

37

37

15

12

Descriptors:
H They Landed

a (N 34) (N 40) (N = 26) (kJ 30) (N 133)

1. Verbs Geese
Owl

2. Spatial/ Geese
Direct Owl

Adjs/ Geese

Advs Owl

59

63

26 ,
23

,15
13

63
74

25
22

13
4

73

78

10
13

14

8

30

50

18

24

50
26

36
64

21
21

23
13

Volunteered
Gestures

(N 15) (N>,y15)
A

(N 15) (N 15) (N 60)

1. Geese

2. Owl

60

53

27

2o.. 33

(732

27

a

--

For the descriptOrs percen ages repres ht the number of responses, not

the number of children responding.

I 09
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J
Storyteller children's reiponses cOt(ained the most ad-

- jectives and adverbs ("They landed slowly and gently; they

wen awn niceiand easy"). While the storyteller pr vided

muc f this information, children in the two ilm c% itions

were 144.14lot of leeway in the ways itu0. h they might

describe the landings.

For the question about the geese landing, children in the

9 3

two film cOnditions used slightly more spatial directIbtal

references than those in either aural condition (SF: "They

went down and landed with-their feet first" or./1: "They )

landed,with their wings back and feet curled 1.4.0$ like they

were sitting down").

4 In the question about Owl's landing, about a quarter

(247., 23%, 227) of the children in the Storyteller and two

film conditions Used spatial directional terms; for example,

in the Storyteller condition: "He was coming down, he was

comitig down, like, straight down, and when_he saw there was

only water there he tried to go 122, but it was too late and

he just went in." Children in the Descriptive Aural condition

had the fewest spatial directional references. This lack.in

thyir performanceis understandable when we compare the iiifor-

mation provided in each aural version.

Descriptive Aural children were offe"ied minimal informa-

tion and though they recognized that the owl fell into theI.
water wSth a splash, they did riot go beyond what was given.

Storyteller children also used the information given them, but

what was provided by that version was richer in description

and certainly emphasized both space and direction. Finally,

it was film dhildren who more consistently inferred spatial

directional information from the pictorial presentation.

a Gestures: Children in the Silent Film condition volun-

teered gestures most often in response to these,questions.

. There was ane instance of a Silene'Film child who responded

to both questions with only gestures, no words.
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"When the owl ked owArd you and came closer and

closer, did you s a anything about him then that

you didn'ticnow befoie?"

We asked only:film.chAdren w ether they remembered and

could interpret one instance of incidental visual informaticin

contained in the film that was used by animator/filmmaker as

a scene:transition device. This moment in the story occurs at

the end of the scene in the film when the owl's foot tccident-
) ,

ally gets wet; having removed his foot from the water a second

time, he looks lefi towariirthe othees and then I.Ooks rig

He blinks and shrugs his shoulders and begins walking dir ctly

toward us (the viewers). 'He becomes larger and larger as he

approaches,

a

102
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and increasingly, we are able to see the pattern of his breast

feathers. Soon this feather pattern is all we are able to seg7.0

as the awl walks right out of the center of the frame.

CoQt ,tzn of

csbab* c44t
47 (v.sho ov9

.ce, 3soc?
,opAs?..0

In the next scene, the owl's back is seen reentering the

frame. As he continues to walk away from us, toward the curved

line which delineates the pond, he again diminieihes in size.



Perception of Incidental'Visual Content Findings

Thirty percent (30%) of the Intact Film children and 277.

of those in tile Silent Film condition noticed something worth

comnenting about in response to the question. Most observa-

tions were abou xture ("Scales and feathers"; "Wrinkles

on his stomach, . .-)like strong muscles"; "They lotked kind

of scar, the p ces of . . . the hair on his stomach,it

kind of looked lik .scales% "The thing on his chest? Fur."),

pattern ("Dots ov r here all up.and down"; "Checkers on his

stomach"; ,"Squarp, little round things"), or else about his

facial feature "His mouth was roof-like, going down like an

upaide-down tr angle").

Just over lialf (537.) of the children in the\tntact Film

condition and 467. in the Silent Film condition said that they

not know anything now about the owl that they hadn't

known before. A small minority of children (137.) in each con-

dition offered physical gestures (e.g., using hands across

their chest area), in addition to their verbal response.

Finally, 13% of Intact Film.children and 267. of those in

the Silent Film condition did not remember the place in the

story we were asking about or did not answer the question.

1 4
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These findings suggest that the majority of these children

either failed to.remember this short transition, or did not

necessarily find it informative. It was not essential to the

story's plOt and therefore had little to do with children's

grasp of the story line. If atteupting to understand the

story is children's primary concern at this age, then this

kind of visual close-tip may be largely ignored or else quickly

forgotten, unless it is inherently more appealing or more

closely allied with important feelings or events.

g. The Story'-s Fnding. We used a carefully structured set

of questions to help ua learn how well children understood

and came to terms with the story's ending.

'The first question we posed as the story is drawing near

its conclusion dealt wirh the goosa's reaction.

"What happened when the goose looked for the owl?"

Belaw is the relevant information about that part of the story:

Film

(This final frame of the goose is followed by a fade-out of

her image:)''
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Descriptive Aur l Version

There were only i,ipples an
the water's surface when
the goose arrived at the
spot where the awl had been.
She called to him for the
last time, but the only
answer 4he heard was the
sound of\bubbles under the
water. -

Then we asked about the owl's

Storyteller Vera

Goose cable back. , Goose
dipped her head under the
waves. "Good-bye Owl," she
said.

98

final outcome:

"What happened to the awl? why?"

Below is the relevant information about that:

1

( 0

00
0

80
op
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Descriptive Aural Version

The owl was sinking slowly
down beneath the water.
Bubbles were tising from his
mouth and moving directly
upward towards the water's
surface. As the owl disap-
peared downward there was
only blackness and a line of
white bubbles rushing upward.
Then, there was only black-
ness and the sound of
bubbles.

0

99

0

,04NA)
Storyteller Version

She saw Owl's bodyalling to
the bottom of the sea. Goose
hovered above the water. She
watched until the bubbles
from Owl's breath vanished.
She watched until the water
was still.

0o0
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We have now presented the end of the story in all versions.

It should be noted that the film:and Descriptive Aural ver-

sions are given through the third person, while the Storyteller

version is seen through the eyes of the goose'. Our questions'

now,returned to the goose and inquired about her final outcome:

"What happened to the goose? How did she feel?"

Then we asked children to make a judgment about the owl's

behavior throughout the story:

"Did the owl make any mistakes? Why did-he do those
things?

Finally, we aped the children outright:

lir "So what's the point of the story?"

Children's ideas-about the goose's final outcome and her

feelings t the end of'thle story were scdred in two ways'. For

the goose's outcome, we noted whether children decided that

phe Would,join the other geese (information sAggested only in
. -

the Storyteller version, just prior to the section quoted here),

or some °other" resolution ("She swam awn" or "She went-under

to try and help him"), or whbtherchildren stayed with the

,
information presented in the de/pictive/scriptive versions

without attempting.to imagine the goose's existence beyond the

last moment of the story. We scored responses about the goose's

feelings using the two inference categories children drew upon

the most, feelings ("sad") and relationship ("She lost her

mate"), and for "other" inferences, which werweither'appro-

priate or inappropriate ("She wouldn't be able to see him

anymore" and,"Same as the awl, appy?", respectiVely).

With respect totthe mol's position,at the' story's conclu-

sion, we divided our scoring process into three parts. The

*
The story's materials about the goose's outcome-are

left ambiguous.



fix,st dealt with the owl's outcome. For this question we

were interested in whether or ribt children mentioned fhat the

owl drowned or died, because that observation woule iridicate

that they acknOwledged the storys tragic ending. If children

did not use either "drown" or "die" but mentioned that the owl

sank, we scored those responses'separately. We also noted

whethek "drowned" or "died" was mentioned spontaneoutly, i.e.,

in response to "What happened when the goose . . . etc.?" The

second part ("Did the owl make any mistakes?") referred to the

owl's actions more generally and was meant to probA children's

apprehension of the.events that predipitated this conclusion.

Children's responses were-scored for Whether or not they

acknowledged the owl's mistake(s), the number of mistakes men-
.

tioned ("Flying and landing in the water") and whether the

mistakes observead related to specific or to more general evsents

("Yeah, he married the goose" or "he should be friends with

aWls, not geese")/ The third part dealt with, Owl's motivation

("Why qd he do all those things"), really the azux of the

story. Since children's responses basically fell intotwo

categories, relationship ("He loved the goose and wanted to be

with her," and/or achievement ("He wanted to thow them he could

fly like the others") those categories mere used to score all

responses.

In asking children about the point .of the story, we wanted

to see the extent to which they would bring their own knowledge

or values in interpreting the story. Therefore, we scored

respamses as Level 1 when children stayed within the story's

context ("Owl did anything he could for the goose, he liked

the goose"). Such a score did not slight those children'il

grasp)ofthe-story's meaning; it only indicatedthat children

giving such responses confined their interp.retatian to the

realm of the story. We scored as Level-2, responses that in-

cluded statements with more general applications ("that you'

don't have to prove anything by yourself, just do it, what

comes naturally").
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Story's Ending findings '(See Table 11)

0 Goose Outcome. The majority of children went beyond

the information given at the end of Olis story (a story which

left the resolution of the fate of one of its main,characters .

Ambiguous), leading us to believe that children need to resolve
,

a story's plot at least as much as do adults.

Almost half the children in the Storyteller condition

(477) took advantage of information given slightly earlier in

the text, when dealing with the goose's outcome ("She flew,

south with the rest of the geese"). ,That earlier portion of

%rt
he text states: "Owl, these are Sly people. I must join them

and fly sOuth for the winter." Slightly, more than a quarter

of the Storyteller children (27%) used only information given

about the ending ("She watched him until there were no more

bubbles"). There was only one response from the Storyteller

condition which was inappkopriate and clearly showed a lack of

understanding of the story's conclusion ("She helped him out

of the water and(staf").

The film conditions had far more "other" responses than

either.audio version. Nearly half of the Silent Film children

(47%) had "other" responses such aS "Goose went under for him

and couldn:t find him," and "She went back to her nest and
_

started flying south." Interestingly, two Silent Film responses
.,

inferred the information "givee in the Storyteller version

("Went off with the other geese"). Slightly fewer (40%) of

the Intact Film responses included "other" goose outcomes ("She

went down after him and drowned too. Maybe not. Probably.

She probably did.") It should be noted that these unresolved

tesponses_were certainly appropriate, particularly for chil-

dren in the de/pictive/scriptive conditions, because the film

merely fades Out an the goose after she swims to the spot where

the awl had been and she is not seen 4ain. This also may have

been the reaSon a third of the Silent Film children (33%) and

'more than a quarter of the children in the In'act Film

110
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Ending of Story

103

Pilm. Audi4

Silent -' Intact
. 2

Descr. Story.

Goose Outcome

)

Joins others
Other
Doesn't go beyond
Undcorable

:(11 = 15) (N 15) (N = 15) (N = 15)

H 13 20 20 47
a

47 40 p 27 13

, 33 27 40 27

7 13 13 13

Goose` Feelings (N = 20) (N =.21) (N = 19)' (N = 20)

Sad 65 57 63

Relationship 20 . 29_ 21

Other 15 14 16

60

25
15

Owl Outcome

Mention drown/die
Mentions'spontaneously
Does not duaion

iUnscorable

(N = 20) (N - 18) (N = 17.5) (N = 15)

. 55 . 56 49 . 53

30 22 23' 13

15 16 ,23 33

5 ' 6

Owl Mistikes

Yea _

No

Specific

General

(N = 30) (N = 30) N = 27) (N = 34)

73 80 60 87

20 -33

14 13 13 18

(1 inapp) ( 1 inapp) *(2 inapp)

Why did he do . . .?

Relationship
Achievement-
Unscorable

The Point

Level 1
2

Unscorable

1 2

(N = 15) (N = 15) (N = 15) (N,= 15)

71 69 38 88

29
i5

50 6

6_ 12 6

(If-i= 15) -(-624-=:-15) (N

53 26 20 46

40. 60 66 47

4 6

.-

, 13 13 6

aBased upon information iven in Storyteller version.

1 1 1

-
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- Table ll (contiued)
1

1

'Film
o.

,Audio7

Themes

Love
Identity
Achievement/Competence.
Other

Unscorable

Silent Intact Descr. 4tory.

(N 15) (N = 17) (N = 17)

47 33 20

13 20 40

13 40 47

27 20 6

cN - 15)

I 40

1
6

I 2772

(1 inapp)
I

i

1

7110

112
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condition (27%) failed to speculate beyond what was'presented

in the film version ("She lived . . . didn't go underwater

trying to look for him" or "They didn't really show her',, . .

she must have been floating off or something"). HOwever, it

should be remembered that a majority of children went beyond

the given to resolve the goose's fate.

Children in the Descriptive Aural were least inclined to

go beyond the given information in accounting for the goose;

forty percent (40%) of the responses did not go beyond what

had been given ("She came over there to try and look for him,

but no answer--there was only bubbles"). Just over a quarter

of the responses (27%) inferred-"Other" outcomes ("She.just

went on the shore"). Less than.a quarter of the responses

(20%) suggested that she joined the others ("Flew off to live

with the other geese").

0 Goose's Feelings. Children in all conditions had no

difficulty understanding the goose's feelings, of sadness at the

story's end, more than half the children in each condition

(Sf:65%, IF:57%, DA:63%, and SA:60%) acknowle dge&this affect '

in theivresponses ("sad," "bad," "heartbroken"). In addition,

about a quarter of the children assdaated those feelings to

the goose's,and owl's.relationship ("Sad, she lost a-friend").

The scattering of "other" feelings mentioned across conditions

included: "Guilty, she might have helped him but she didn't,"

"Scared, that he might die," and "Sorry for the owl cause he

had no one to be his friend." There were4lso a few inappro-
,

priate "other" responses such as: "Pretty angr cause the

owl was behind" and "Same as the owl, hippy?" How er, most

children made accurate use of the story content and logically

interpreted the goos.es-feelidgs'("ge wanted the-owlto be

there"). t

-o Owl Outcome= About half the children acroAs al/ con-

ditions stated clearly that the awl drowned or died (SF:55%,

IF:56%, DA:491, SA:537.. It should be noted that when asked
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"Whai'happened when the goose (looked for the owl?" children

in the Sileipt Film conditIon most often (30%) made a spontane-

ous mention of the oWl's demise ("She was looking for him

cause he was under-the water.--he already drowned"). However,

a third'of the children in thesStoryteller condition (33%) and

nearly a quarter of the Descriptive Aural children (23%) fililed

to state this an,licitly in their responses. These children.

remained with:the obvious, that he sinks_.under the water ("He

sank--e.was tolravy" or "Sunk to the bottom--went out of

breath4'). These esponses were left ambiguous even though it

required only a slight inferential.leap to assert that he dies

or drhns; however, thia Taller group of children from the

two audio conditions didn'x take that further step.

o Owl Mistakes. When confronted by the, uestion about

awl went Wrong, the actions which lead to his

demise, the great maSority of' children acknowledged that he

had made mistakes (SF: 370, 8 , DA:6070, and SA:8770). The

most popular mistakes were: ng/landing in the water ("he

wentin the water when he knew he couldn't swim" or "yeah, by

flying intb the water"); not listening to the goose's advice

("yes, he should have stayed there and listened to what his

wife said"), and tryirig to.fly ("he wanted to fly with them

(but) he knew he couldn't make such a journey"). Some chil-
i

dren perceived the relationship to be mismatched and therefore

the cause of the awl's troubles ("yeah, mating the goose") and

'several responses made generalizations about owls ("like coming
4

)]rong, awls areet,,suppose4 to go"). There,were also a few

inappropriate responses ven, such as: "didn't understand

why he threw the fish b ck " "like falling off in the begin-

q4ng" arid--"he dide-t-go-swimming-with-geese."

0 Owl's Motivation. The rationale, or "Why Owl did all'

' those things" was the-Oiving force behind the story. The

'

motives,given by children for the hero's actions fell into two

categ9ri)ae. The first encompassed relationship/affiliation
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and included,such responses as: "To try and catch a

"For the mother?" "So he could be with the family," and "He

didn't want to leave the.goose, he cared for her." The second,

called achievement, included wanting to be competent and to

be like the competent geese ("Cause he wanted to show the

geese he could,do things," "to try to be better," Snd "So he

could be like the geese"). For miny children, the owl's being

as good as or like the others made him a competent hero, while

his not making the grade wal; his "tragic flaw" Both compe-

tence and affiliation are primary concerns for children this

wage. Most children in the VATO film conditions (SF:71%, IF;69%)

and those in the Storyteller group (887.) saw relationship/

affiliation as the owl's,primary motivation ("He wanted to be

with ihe goose," "Maybe he liked her . . . he just wanted to

be alone with her" and "He felt they ought to be together").

In cont;ast, half the Descriptive Aural children (50%) felt

th:t achievement/competence was the moving force behind the

owl's (mistaken) actions ("He thought he could be like them"

or "He wanted to show them he wasn't any different"). There

were also a few inappropriate responses, such as: "Ila felt

happy for her--didn't want her to get lost" or "He was just

caring for himself."

0 The Point. In terms of the "level" assigned to their

answers, Silent Film and Storyteller children most often kept

their responses related directly to the story's content (Level

1). More than half the Silent Film conditions responses (53%)

and nearly half of those from the Storyteller group (46%) drew

their points from literal events with the story ("Owl did any-

thing he could for the goose--he liked the goose," "That owls

can't fly over the ocean"). In comparison, Intact Film chil-

dren and those in the Descriptive Aural condition Attempted

to generalize-more and apply the stbry's lessbn to real-life

situations (Level 2). More than half the responses from the

Intact Film group (607.) ("You're good the way you are. You

don't have to try to be like anyone else") and those from
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Descriptive Aural_children (71%) ("You should go at your own

speed and not at iomeone else's") reflected such general appli-

cations of the story's point.

Children discussed the point of the story in terms Of

three kinds of value identity ("To act yourself--not to

act like someone e"), achievement/competence ("You shouldn't

do something you know you can't"), and love ("That they really

loved each otherthey'd go through anything"), or the one in-

appropriate response ("That the gcrose is trying tot get away

from the owl?").

For the most part, children were able to generate fairly

"big" concepts for a simple &tory. Isn't that'What we custom-
.,

arily expect from a folktale or legend?

h. Title of the Story. As the interview wound down towards

its close, we invited children's opinions about various as-

pects of the story. One of these was:

"What do you think would be a good title
*

for this-
story?"

We scored children's responses in three ways: To begin

with, we looked at how children chose to identify the relation-

ship between the two main characters ("The Owl and the Goose"

or "The Goose and the Owl"); whether thiej'included all the

characters, i.e., thought 4 the story in terms of family ("The

Baby Geese, the Goose , arid the Owl) : and/or which single character

it was when children mentioned only one ("The Sad Goose" or

"The Lonely 'Owl"). Next, we designated "levels" of response.

For instance, Level 1 responses merely named the characters:

"The Goose, the Owl, and the Goslings." Level 2 responses

described a character's abilities, traits, feelingi,

,As was mentioned earlier, we had removed the-title from
eachversion of, the story.
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or actions ("The Owl Who Couldn't Swim" orl'The Goose 'and the

Owl Were Friends"). Responses designated Level 3 were those

that went beyond Level 2, and ones we felt had attempted to

express a more philosophical'meaning or moral ("You Never Have

to Try to Be Better than Anyone Else"). Finally, we looked at

the kinds of inferenpes children included in their titles,

'such as a character's traits.("The Owl That Wouldn't Give Up"),

etc and scored those inferences accordingly:-

Title of Story Findings (See Table 12)

Relationship Focus. In general, the goose received "top

billing" over the owl (5.7% to 437 of total sample) when chil-

dren mentioned them together in the seine title. This occurred

in nearly half the responses (47%) in the Silent Film condition

("The Goose and Owl Get Married"), one-third of the Storyteller

children's responses (33%) ("Goose and Owl Don't Go Together")

and also in more than a quarter of the resionses in the Descrip-

tive Aural group (27%) ("The Goose and the Owl").

The Owl's name was mentioned first in slightly more than

,a quarter of the responses (27%) in both audio conditions ("The

Owl and the Goose Were Friends" (DA) and "An Owl and a Goose

That Married" (SA)). It is difficult to place much signifi-.

dance on which character is mentioned first. However, it is

worth noting that, by including two (or more) characters in

their titles, most children rightly adknowledged that the story

was about a relationship.

A small portion of children (15%) titled the story in

terns of the family, by including all the characters ("The Owl

and the Ceese"). By a slight margin, children in the Descrip-

tive Aural-eonAition-titled the-story-in-terms of family more__

often than did children in the other conditions. Twenty per-

cent of the responses (207.) from Descriptive Aural condition

included all the characters in their titles ("The Owl, the

Mother, and the Ducklings"). While all the children included

the goose in their titles as either part of the relationship
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Table 12

Title of the Story

Film Audio

Silent Intact Descr.
%

Story.

Relationship
Focus

Owl/Goose
Goose/Owl
Whole Family
The Goose
The Owl
Unscorable

20
47

13

20

13
20
27
13
20
6

27
27
20

6

13
6-

27
33

--
21

27
13

Levels (N 15) (N 15) (N 15) (N 15)

1: Naming 73 53 67 47

2: Attributes 6 40 27 33

3: Meaning 13 6 -- 13

Bases for
Inference

9) 4) 6)

Inference Categories':a

Relationship 50 22 25 29

Abilities 44 14

Traits 50 29

Feelings _ - 11 25 14'

Events 50 11 14

aPercentages are based upon number of inferences.
-
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oryart of the family, a small percentage (15%) mentioned

wily the owl; this suggests they perceived the owl to be the

story's protagonist.

Levels. Across conditions, most children with titles

remained at Level 1, just naming the characters. Children in

the Silent Film condition produced the most Level 1 responses

(73t)using either "The Goose and the Owl," or "The Goose,

the:Awl-, and the Goslings," or some minor variation. More

than half the titles in the Intact Film (53%) and Descriptive

Aural (69%) conditions also were scored Level 1. Storyteller

children had the fewest Level 1 titles. ChjLldren in the

Intact Film condition most frequently desc bed characters'

ab lities, traits, feelings, and acitons evel 2) in their .

t tles'-(40%) ("Love for the Goose"). A third of the titles

in he Storyteller condition (33%) contained those attributes

' ("The Owl That Tried to Fly South") and more than a quarter of

the titles by children in the Descriptive Aural condition

(277.) also attained Level 2 ("The Friendly Owl"). Only one

title in the Silent Film made mention of any Level 2-type

attributes and it was one about the characters' relationship ,

("The Owl and the Goose Get Married"). It is interesting to

note that this title by a child in the Silent Film condition

concluded what was "given" in the Storyteller version. As for

Level 3 responses, therewerevery few children's titles (8%)

that reached for meaning beyond Level 2 .("Try to Help Soffieone

Who Needs Help" (SF) or "The Differencesoof Life".(SA)).

Inference Bases. Inferences based upon the owl and

goose's relationship were the most prevalent across conditions

(27%), ("The Owl and the Goose Were Friends"). Since the

original title of the story, The Owl Who Married a Goose, had

been removed from all versions, it was interesting to see that

children ,readily inferred the salience of that relationship

from their respective versions.

Beyond their naming of the characters, the Silent Film



children's titles were *iplit between 'describing the relation-

ship as an event: "The Goose and Owl Get Married" and attempts

at discerning a poinWfor the,story ("Don't Go in tfie Water").

Children in the Intact Film condition drew most of their

inferences about the characteri' abilities (44%) ("The,Owl
*

Who Didn't Know How to Swim") and the relationship (22%) ("Th

Goose Family").' Descriptive Aural children drew tnferences

-about the characters' traits (50%),("Brave Owl"), relationshi

(25%) ("The Owl and Goose Were Friends") and feelings (25%).

("The Sad Goose"). -Storyteller children's inferences were more

widely distributed'among the various categories than those of

:children in the de/pictive/scriptive conditions, and clustered

l',thost often in'the categories of relationship (297.) ("Goose

and .Owl Don't Go Together") and tra]..ts (297) ("Foothill Owl").

Overall, a simple title which included both the owl and'

the goose satisfied children in the Silent Film condition.

Children in the other three conditions and the Lntact Ff.* in

particular, constructed titles using,a greater variety of

character attributes. Storyteller childreh were the ones most

likely to,conceive of the owl as the "hero" of the story, a

character interesting enough to build a title around.

i:' Identification with Character._ In order to find out which_

character children identified with most strongly, we asked

them:

"If you could be one of the characters in this story,
who would you want to be?" and "Why?"

First, responses were scored for the character(s) chbsen,

the owl, the goose, or the goslings. Then we looked at the

breakdown of choices by children's gender to see if same-sex

% choices prevailed.

Nex t! we looked at childien's rationale for their choicle

by examining the attribUtes they mentioned when asked the

reason for choostng as they did. Attributes were usually given

a positive or negative value by Children, therefore we scored

each attribute for Ehe value it was assigned.
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a.
Otributes children Mentioned fell into the following

inference categories:

Feelings: ("The goslings, because they.were the
happy'ones

Traits: ("She
and,helped him.
funniest.'f)

was a nice person, she saved the awl-
") ("Owli becausehe was the

7

.

-40 Abilities: ("I like ii how he,sirigs and did those
salistherlics.")

;

Appearance/featuresv ("One of the baby geeses.
Por.one thing, I like the way their fur feels
. . . nice and fluffy.") ("They're cute.")

Relationship: ("Cause of the things he did for
the geese, he looked over them.")

Events: ("I would've liked going into the water
iFFEiking all those faces and drowning.")

Finali we scored children's responses for whether they

acknowledg d the character's role in the story. ("He waethe one

in the story, mainly. He was the main character"), whether

their choice was simply a nonrationalized personal preference

("I like gooses better" or "I'd just want to be the owl"),

and/or if the ch ice was based upon something outside the story
et%

("Whmsl. used go to the farm I liked gooses").
A'

Character Preference Findings (See Table 13)

4.

The goose captured 451 of the children's preferences from

- conditions, while the awl and goslings each received 27%

of the remaining children's prefience.. Amang.film hildren,

more thari-half (607.).of those in the Silent(Pthlriondition chose

the goose lits t e character/they identified with, while slightly

lefis thah hi (477.) of Iniact Film Children chose the awl.

As many Descr?Ptive Audio children prefgired to be gos-

lings (40%) as those who cAse to identify with the goose (407.).

§lightly more than hal0537.) of the Storyteller children also

identified with.the goose.



Table 13

Identification with Character

Fill"- Audio
Total

Silent Intact Descr. Descr. Sample
(N = 15) (IN = 15) (N = 15) (N = 15) (N = 60)

X X X

M F T M F T M F T M F T

Character:

Owl 13 7 .20

Goose 20 40 '60

Gdslings 20 20

33

-.I

7

.

13 47 20 20 20 '20 -22 -5 27
4

20 .27 7 33 40 13 40 53 12 33 45

20 27 33 7 240 13' - 7 20 13 8 27

Key: M - Male

F - Female

T - Total

122

_

-123
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Predictably, an the basis of a chi square teat, a signi-

ficant sex difference waslound in character identification

(x2(2) = 14.64, p < .001), with children primarily identifying

with sane-sex characters. For girls there was a more clear-
.

.cut bias. Boys were divided between the owl and goslings.

Rationale for choice. Mote than half (59%) of the Silent

Film children and more than a third of the children in each of

the other conditions (Intact Film 39%, Descriptive Aural 387w,

Storyteller 36%) used a character's abilities ("The mother

because she helped the owl a lot. She could do a lot of

things" or "Owl because he tried stuff, he was really brave

to try all those things he didn't know how to do") as the

basis for the preference for that particular character.

Although almost a quarter (21%) of the Descriptive Aural

childred drew relationship inferences for the reason they

preferred a character ("She wrgsalways trying to help Owl"),

children in the three other conditions rarely did. All other

attributes were widely distributed across all conditions.

The way in which children often approached this task of

identifying with a character in the story was to weed out the

negative choices and hang4on to what remained ("Maybe one of '

the goslings--like they Sirdly had anything to do" or "Wouldn't

want to be Owl cause he's dead, and Goose really felt bad");

thereforea preference for the goslings was more often than

,not, a Process of elimination-while identification with the

owl or goose was usually arrived at by positive-identification--

with_one_of the -character's -abilities..

Opinion Poll

Just as early in the interview we had asked children to

comment about the story, we now reached the end of the inter-

'view and our directly probed questions had been answered; once

again, we gave children the opportunity to respond in-a more

relaxecrway to their recent experience.

The questions we posed were:
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1. "Did you like the story/or not?" *- 4

2. "Rate it on a scale of 1-10."

3. "Would you recommend it to other kids your age/
or not?"

4. "Would it be better with English/words?" (For
the film conditions.)

5. "Would it make a good film or TV story?" (For

the audio conditions.)

Because thek were no outright "no"s, the first question

("Did you like the story/or not?") was scored for "yes" or

"other" responses ("All right," "Don't really mind stories;

don't love them"). Often, dhildren volunteered a basis for

their response, and we noted that those bases usually fell

into such categories as, "sad," "happy," and/or "funny" as

well as a variety of "other" bases ("It made me feel good,"

"It was fun tO watch"). We scored the bases for those cate-

gories. Children's rating of the story an a scale of 1-10

(one being not good and ten being excellent) was tallied, and

an average score was calculated for each group. We also simply

tallied whether or not they would recbmmend the story to other

kids their age.

Film children's opinion about whether the story would

have been better-with English/words (to cover both Intact and

Silent Film'conditions) were scored for "yes" and "no" re-

ae-Wedio-alidfert'l- speculation -aboui-whether-or

not this story would make a-good film or TV story. Finally,

we monitored children's responses to\questions for information

they may have volunteered about the following: recognition of

a duality of meaning ("Some parts Were sad, some parts were

funny"); a generalized statement about what they liked or dis-

liked about the material ("Yes, because it was4exciting. you

didn't know what was, going to happen next"); mention of story-

specific.events ("Yeah, it was funny--the conversations I
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heard Uith the hearts and I heard when he was about to sink");

and comments about the story's production or how it was made

("It was good, the way they made it, it was funny").

Opinion Poll Findings (See Table.14)

0 Like storY/or not? An overwhelming majority of chil-

dren replied "yes" to this question. In the Silent Film con-

dition the response was nearly unanimous (9 This corre-

sponds to our findings of 937. "no" responses w en Silent Film

children were asked: "Was there any part you didn't like?" in

the Initial Response. The one response in this condition that

held back from saying "yes" said; "all right." Children in

the Intact Film condition gave 86% "yes" replies, children in

the Storyteller group 87%, and Lescriptive Aural children 737g.

Examples of "other responses and their bases are: "It was

weird-7you can't really understand tt like when they sho*ed

the pictures, you could--but sometimes when they talked you

couldn't understand it" (IF), "Okay, just didn't like some of

the things but liked others" (DA), and "A little bit, it's

sorta happy, aorta sad" (SA).

0 Volunteered bases. Children in the ,Storyteller con-

dition were most taken with the story's tragi$ aspects. Nearly

a third of the bases given from this group (32%) included men-

tion of sadness ("Yeah, regular stori4s have a happy ending

and I like a 'sad ending").. In the Storyteller group, almost
_

a quarter of-aie-iii-OandeS (2I70 älS indlUdWd- the- hAppr

aspect of the story ("Yes, most of it was happy--it did have

a little sad"). 'Sixteen percent (1n) of these children

added "funny" to the equation ("Yeah, sone parts were sad, some

parts were funny" or "Yeah, a good story--sad and,happy and

funny"). These Storyteller children apprehended the story's

duality of meaning. In ane Storyteller child's initial

response the connent was made: "At first it was funny, at the

end sad." Most of the other volunteered bases from that group

126
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Table 14

Opinion Poll

118

Film Audio

Silent

Like Story/or Not?

Yes ' 93
Other 6
Unscorable _-

Voluntered Basis

Sad -
__

Happy
runny 33
Other 67
Unscorable

Recognize duality __

Story-specific events 40
How it was made .13

Generalization 33
Unscorable 13

Rating)

I - Not good
. 2

__

(66)

3 __

4 __

5 33
6 13

20
2 7"
__

1 - Excellent 6

Recommend/or Not?

Yes
No
Other

Yes
No
HAybe/Maybe Not

53
13
33

Intact Descr. Story.

86* ,73 87
13
_ _

27
-_

7

r-...

7 32
7 25 21

14 8 16
71 67 26
-- __ 5

8 __ 33
15 14a .13

--
46 57 27 /
31 29 27

(70) (5.1) (70)

-

__
__
__

__

7
__

6_
13 43 13
-7 / 7 6

47 14 26
20 14 13
13 7 13
6 7 20

73 80 87
27 13 13

7

Better with Good Film or
English/Words? TV Story?

73
27

66
33

86
7

6

80
20

IMO

.127
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were either more story-specific ("Yes, it showed that Owl

had a lot of love, he was willing to sacrifice"), or more

generalized ("Yes, I like awls and I like stories"). There

was one child in the group (unscorable) who had not been asked

the question.

The story's humor, particularly related to the owl, held

the most appeal for children in the Silent Film condition. A

third (337.) of their volunteered bases referred to humorous

aspects of the story ("Yes! I just liked how the owl acted.

[laughs] He was kinda funny"). In this condition, although

children used neither "happy" nor "sad" in their bases, they

gave 677. "other" kinds of retponses which included% How it

was made ("Yes, because it was fun to watch, cause it was

made out of . . I think clay it looks like, or sand and

cause'it showed how the animals feel about each otfier"), story-

_specific events ("Yeah, [I liked] a lot of things. I liked

when she laid the eggs, when she had children and when they

were swimming together andwhen she saved the owl") and gener-

alizations ("Yes becaute it was interesting. I didn't under-

stand the beginning. I'm beginning to understand the end").

Children in the Intact Film condition volunteered the

largest variety of "other" bases (71%). These ranged from

some confusion about the language (how it was made) ("Yeah,

it was all right. Some parts I really didn't understand what

they were saying"); to generalizations ("Yeah, well I never

saw those kinds of movies before" or "Yeah, the things that

the owl did--wiaat happened-to hie); toimention ad_story-__

specific events ("Yes, well, it was funny aild it sfiowed you

thingt hdw to fish if you're a bird" and "Yeah, it

was good when they got the little geese and flew-off and the

owl wanted to be with them so he could still be friends with

them [but] he knew he' couldn't be friends with the geese

because they had to go 'to.different places"); to a recogni-

tion of the duality of meaning ("Yes, a little, like., it

lqoked like'fun, sometimes it was happy and then it was sad
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and then it was happy and then it was sad").

Children in the Descriptive Aural condition didn't char-

acterize the story itself as being either "sad" or "happy"

but there was one response that said, "Yeah, it was sort of

funny.': A quarter of the responses (25%) expressed positive

feelings ("Yeah, it made me happy" or "Yes, because it made

me feel good"). The majority of "other" responses were gener-
,

alizations ("Yes, it was a nice story. I liked the characters

in it and how they acted" or "Yes, well it showed about courage

and not to quit"). However, in this condition, even the few

story-specific bases were not mentioned with very much depth

or detail ("Yes, it was talking about a goose and an awl and

some little goslings just flying and walking and going into

the water" or "Yeah, it was interesting, when the babies

hatched amd everything"). The one inappropriate response

mentiOhing story-specific events clearly showed a lack of

understanding of the events related ("Yes, it got to you, like

what he did for the geese and what he did for the fish so it

wouldn't die"). Taken together, bases volunteered by children

in the Descriptive Aural condition show less engagement with

the story than did bases given by the children in the other

three'conditions.

0 Rating. The mein rating scores for each condition

were: Silent Film 667., Intact Film 7070, Descriptive Aural 517,

and,Storyteller 707.. ,
Here we were able to see a medium dif-

ference in Descriptive Aural children's lesser rating of the

story: It is understandable ,--siventhenatwri. of the Descr4p-

tive Aural version of the story. Its long, wordy, descriptive

passages were probably not very satisfying for children-, and

it offered them fewer engaging features to console themselves

with.

0 Recommend story/or not? Although the majority of

children responded "yes" to this question, the Sileht Film



audience was the most reluctant to offer their recommendation

(SF 537. , IF 737., DA 807., and SA 87%). Some of the reasons

given for recommending the story included: How it was made.

("Well, maybe kids like things like that, like kind of funny

things--like the way they made it" (SF, rating "8")), or

learning a lesson ("Yeah, they could learn by watching this

movie. The owl tried something the goose could do but he

4, never got to do. He got to fly like a goose but he couldn't

swim" (IF, riting"8")) and "Yes you can learn a good point out

of it--be yourself" (DA, rating "7")) Some of the more general

statements included: "They'd like the awl" (SF, rating "7");

"Well, for one, it's a good story".(1F, rating "10"); "I

think I would, it's like, an exciting story" (DA, rating "10"),

and "Yeah, cause it's a good story, it tells a lot" (SA

rating "7").

When we examined children's reasons for not wanting to

recommend the Intact Film even though they, themselves, enjoyed

it, it became evident .that the foreign language was criticized

as an impediment to enjoying the film ("No, because my age like--

they wouldn't understand it because how like the words were"

(rating "7"))and "No, I don't think they'd like it. They

might think it was all right, cause it was kind of exciting,

but the words wtre--you couldn't understand the words and

you'd have to think about it a lot" (rating ".5")). Other "no"

responses in the other conditions included an age criteria

because it's a kind of film for younger kids--second or

third grage" (SF, rating "7"), and "No, I-think it's more for

little kids. Older kids would think it's babyish" (DA, rating

"5")); the lack of sound for Silent Film children ("I don't

know if other kids would like it, it doesn't have any voices"

(rating "6") and "depends if they'd like it. Some people

wouldn't. They'd think it was boring cause it had no sound"

(rating "6"). A variety of othet reasons for recommending/or

not are stated below:
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"I don't know--doesn't have like real pictures. It

has like cartoon drawings" (SF, rating "6").

"If they like a goose and owl story they might" (SF,

rating "5").

"No. Cause maybe they like sensible stories" (IF,

rating "7").

"Yeah, (because it was) funny" (IF, rating '18").

"Yeah, it depends on the kid, a kid who'd like to
read" (DA, rating "6").

"No. It's pretty strang6--don't like strange stories
that I can't get into" (DA, rating "51/2").

"No, cause sone of the kids in My class.read adult
books, others read kindergarten stuff--they don't

read this. They Wuldn't take it out of the library
unless they were told to read it" (SA, rating "6"

or "7").

I;Yes, incase they had same problems. It might help
them realize some things that would help them" (SA,

rating "9").

0 Would it be better with English words? The majority

of children in the film conditioni-agreed that tpe film would

_be better in.English (IF) and with words (SF). Seventy-three

percent (737.) of the Silent Film children would have preferred

to have words to go with their pictures ("With words you could

tell what they're saying. It's sometimes better with sound"

(rating "g") and "Yeah, cause you'd know what the family would

be like. JLike when the owl drowned and thdgoose started

crying, you'd know what they meant--I knew, but it would be

just a little better" (rating "8")). Conversely, more than a

quarter of the Silent Film children (277.) did not.really feel

the need for words ("It would be.good with words, but it's

fine without" (rating "7") and "It's better the way it is"

(rating "5") and "I.don't mind. 'It was good this way cause

you could imagine what they were saying" (rating "6")). Of

children in the Intact i condition, 667. expressed a.prefer-

ence for English words "I'd rather have English words cause
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then I can understand what they're saying and know their

feelings beause when the awl and the goose were talking they

were telling\each other their feelings. (rating: °Probably a

9") and "Yeah, it's better when they'talk English, not weird

words like . . :" (rating "7")). However, a third of Intact

Film children (33%) did not need English words to enhance

their enjoyment of the story ("It was good this way, cause

they didn't really tal that much in the story" (rating "10")

and "no, [wouldn't ra her have English words] the words you

didn't know were funny" (rating "8")).

0 Would tliis make a Root film/TM story? Most audio

children felt that this story would be enjoyable in film or

television. Eighty-six percent (867) of childreh in the

Descriptive Aural condition expressed this opinion and generally

went on to describe the parts they would like to see depicted

("Yes, when he was,whistling and doing all those calisthenics"

(rating "7") and "Yeah, it would be good for a film, when the

goose was taking fish out of the water and when the owl fell

into the water" (rating "6") and,"Yes, you could see the char-

acters and how they acted.- It could make you feel different"

(rating "8")). Eighty percent (807) of the Storyteller chil-

dren thought this would be good film or-TV material. They also

talked about the parts they wished to see depicted ("When they

flew off and where she had the ducklings and they sang the

song" (rating "8" or "9") and "Yes, when they were happy all

the time. All the parts.tha't were happy" (rating "9")). Some

more general reasons children gave were:" "Would" be a good film

--it would be colorful [although] I like just hearing it, it

would be more effective with pictures" (rating "8") and "Film,
7.----,.

cause other kids in school could watch--they wouldn't watch

[this] on TV" (rating "6" or "7") and "if you could see it you

. could understand it a little bit better and think more about

it" (rating "7")). Twenty percent (20%) of the Storyteller group

had reservations about,the story,being translated to film or

TV ("I think I liked to hear 'it" (rating "10") and "No, it's

132
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the kind of story you read out of a ok" ating "5") and 40

simply "No" (rating "10")). It seems this last group pre-

ferred the presentation they received, with the possible

exception of the child who may have preferred a storybook to

the audio version.
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The following discussion of findings will focus primarily

upon the conlparison between a pictorial and a verbal presenta-

tion of the same story. We will also touch upon comparisons

between the two film and two audio presentations along the way.

However, since the major tndependent variable ,was use of either

pictorial or verbal materials, that contrast shall remain our

foremost investigative concern in discussing the findings.

When we examined children's performance in the gesturing

task, we found that appropriate character affect was conveyed

equally.well by children in the Intact Film and Descriptive

Aural groups. The difference in the two groups' performance

appears to be that film children had less latitude in expressing

vtriety in their behaviors. It would seem that as a direct ---

consequence of having experienced a viSual presentation, they

were limited to modeling behaviors they saw on film. Children

who heard the Descriptive Aural story had more leeway to express

.more varied behaviors, in particular, in their greater freedom

to move about in Question One (how tho-awl and goose reacted

when the eggs began to hatch). However, these children used

the "logically appropriate° means in Questions Two and Three

(e.g., feet, when awl's foot got wet, and arms/hands, when the

oul was flying and trying.to keep up) with greater frequency

than the film audience. Children who saw the film either were

able to pick up-subtle cues from it, or else they were more

comfortable in this task, because the pacing of their gestures

for each point irit the story exhibited more variety.

In contrast, the film left more room for children's verbal

interpretation. For example, while children who had been pre-

sented the Descriptive Aural verston of the story used more

verbs to describe the characters' qualitative behavior, Intact

Film children used a greater variety of verbs in describing

those behaviors. In addition, the film audience employed a
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wider range of inference bases when discussing characters'

feelings., for example, by drawing upon the relationship as

well as by mentioning characters' thoughts and perceptions. In

cOntrast, children responding to the DescriptiVe Aural version

called upon less diverse bases, in particular, relying upon f a

characters' abilities, to substantiate their inferences. This

medium difference also appears in uestions about dad' story's

conclusion, where the Descriptive yral audienCe.was still con-

cerned with achievement/competence, rather than the relation-

ship between the awl and the goose. Based upon their responses
. .

to monologue questions and about the story's ending,

14children who listened to t- escriptive Aural version generally

demonstrated less engagement with the feelinge that might exist

between the main characters than,children pre(eented_Qtyr ver-4
.

sions. For instance, whn questioned about the atory's ending

these children were less willing to imagine a life for the

goose beyond the information,provided. This evidence, taken

together with thei responseito tHe opinion poll, lead uno
conclude that child il in the.Descriptive Aural audience were

\

6,
lessinvolved with the story in general than children who saw

the film. We were not surprised by thiS finding, for it was

perhaps inevitable that such a "literal" verbal rendering could

not do full justice to the spirit of the nonverbal film'story

it was attemiting to describe.

Several children presented the Intact Filmperceived th

foreign languageoas an obstadle to apprehendinsAhe story

(e.g., witn9ss the opinion poll).. Although we pcknowledge t at

use of this unfamiliar language marhave been frustrating to

4.14

them,

to us

heard

it by no means hinderertheskchildren

an understandin& of the story on a par

the Storyteller version, and sometimes

from, demonstrar.ng

with children fi0

c'exceeding.the depth

of undprstanding of children who heard the Descriptive Aural

version. ,This was.borne out particularly by the film audience's

response to the ending (e.g..4...their valeing'Of the relationship/

ffiliation).
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While children in all conditions disPlayed understanding

of the characters' relationship, and made more profound obser-

vations about the owl than the goose, children who saW the

Intact Film were the ones.who, when disCussing their relatiori-

sftip, differentiated most between the two characters (e.g.,

by drawing inferences about characters' traits, abilities,

features).

In identifying with a character, it-was not
1 surprising

that children tended to choose the same-sex character. However,

boys' choices were divided primarily between the owl and the

goslings, probably as a consequence of the owl's behavior in

the story. , Although he was the sOpry's main protagonist, the

owl failed in his attempts to perfOrm as competently as the

goose. Since a character's abilities were mentioned most often

as a reason for preferring a character, and we know that mas-

tery-and competence are important to children at this age, this

identification choice presented boys with a dilemma. For that

reason children who chose to identify with the owl were in the

minority. However, children presented the Intact Film proved

more willing than children in the other conditions to identify

with the-owl in spite of his lack of competence. Perhaps the

humorous aspect of tne owl's personality served a sympathetic

compensatoryrfunction. In any case, we know from the opinion

that children in both film groups)enjoyed the story be-

cause of its comedic features and it is likely that children

felt that the owl was primarily responsible for these effects.

Children who saw the film withOut' sound compared favorably

with_the Intact Film audience in their understanding of the

story. Silent Film viewers demonstrated Comprehension by

'employing a variety of appropriate inferences and bases to

substantiate different inference questions and by making effec-
.

tive use of verbal descriptors (e.g., adjectives, adverbs,

spatial, and directional words) when describing characters'

qualitative behavior. It was children in this group who most

often volunteered gestures when describing the characters'
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behaviors. In their invented monologues, children who saw the

Silent Film inferred motives for the characters, thereby making

the most personal, introspective, comments for the owl.

Without ever hearing the characters' voices, these chil-

dren had a good grasp of the-owl and goose's relationship,

which they often extended to include the goslings. However,

children in the Silent-Film audience experienced the most con-
.

fusion in their responses to boih transition questions by esti-

mating the least amount of tine (e.g.,.secands or ninutes) iOr

the depicted events to take place. They shared this confusion

with Intact Film viewers, who wete also uncertain about which

time to base their estimates upon, the film or the story.

Finally, only children who saw the Silent Film expressed

curiosity aboutjlow the film was made'And offered comments o

its visual form. In general, very little was said by childre

about the form or style of any of the presentations. Perhaps

this was, due to the "academic" content-oriented school setting,

where children are less accustomed to being asked to speCulate

an such matters.

In dealing with one formal aspect of the.film, there was

evidence that-the distraction of the Eskimo language forced

children who saW- the Intact Film to work harder than children

who heard the audio presentations. Far example, in their re-

tellings, 'the film audience fail,Cto acknowledge that either

the characters (character perceptions), or they themselves

(sound effects) heard anything during thestory. If their con-

cern with the referential meaning of language could be resolved,

_these_children might be able to take Advantage of the purely,-

expressive function of the Eskimo dialect. liecause,children

who saw the Silent Film had 'no distractôt, nor any audio cues,

it may,have permitted their greater attention to the story's

visual content This strength of focus that the Silent, Film

audience may haVe brought to bear upon the story may have

allOwed ifcrr more invention in their inferences. Perhaps that

is the reason they were able to extend their vision of the'
A
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characters' relationship to perceive it in terms of a family

(in fact, the way it was portrayed by the Storyteller).

Especially because worded stories are encountered by chil-

dren far more often than stoties without words, we should not

underestimate the importance of the finding that children in

both film conditions clearly understobd the consequentes of the

awl's actions. Havi4. his demise depicted was so compelling

an image that it left no room for doubt about its meaning.

This is where the worded versions of the story were more ambig-

uous than the film and required children who heard them to do

more interpretive work. ,

Children who listened to the Storyteller version were

generally confined by the information given them. Apparently
.

they remembered muCh of the tnformation they received and con-

sistently reiterated that information both when retelling the

story (e.g., "inferences" scored as other content in the Story-

teller retellings drew heavily on information provided in that

version) and when answering the various inference questions.

When inventing a monologue for the owl (when his foot gets wet)

for example, children exposed to the Storyteller version made

the more obvious comments about the environment (e.g., "it's

too cold" or "too deep" or "wet"). Nevertheless, children who

heard the Storyteller version also were able to recognize the

duality of meaning or comic/tragic aspect of the story. This

demonstration of thematic understanding by the Storyteller

,listeners should prove the value for children of an explicit

verbal rendition of a story which also includes rich, expressive

_language.

In general, then, children presented the film measured up

adequately in performing the required tasks and occasionally

exceeded the performance of children who had heard one qf the

aural versions of the story. In reflecting upon this finding

it should be noted that, unlike listeners, film viewers had to

transpose the observed visual images to words in ordir to vei-

bally communicate the meaning the story held for,them. The
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capability demonetrated by these children lends support to

our premise that visual story presentations can have value as

a learning tool for children and may offer them a less restric-

tive modality in which to receive story information, one that

may also leave them a greater margin for invention than stories

presented exclusively with words. 0

Finally, let us consider these findings in the context of

previous comparisons between media, both our own studies and

those of others.

The noted lack of significant medium differences between

children's responses to the film and.audio story versions, in

particular the Descriptive Aural, is consistent with other

studies (e.g., Baggett, 1979) where researchers have gone to

great lengths to "equalize" the content being made available

tri
in each ver 1 Children's retellings of such comparable

stories have ore in common with each other than they do dif-

ferences. In the present study, this was particularly true

when children's inclusion of the story's main events was com-

pared across condition. (And the nibre abstract the retelling
/

task becomes, for example, offering a summary or synopsis, the

more likply it is that such similarities will be observed

between media.) .

However, this tendency for children to produce similar
.-

accounts of the Owl Who Married a Goose also seemlis-little at

odds with several of our own studies. Specifically, in earlier

studies when we compared story versions that differed in the

extent to which they were illustrated, we found greater recall

of actions among children after presentation of the television

story (more and dynamic illustration) than after that of the
e

picture-book story (less and etatic illustration) (Meringoff,
.

1980). In a subsequent media comparison of the same story, the

television audience eiceeded that of a strictly audio deltVery

in recalling the basic facts of the story and showed a nonsigni-

ficanl tendency to remember more actions (Char with Meringoff,

1981).
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What happened here then? Why wasn't this difference accen-

tuated even more when a strictly moving visual rendering

(greater salience of actions) wai compared with a strictly audio I

treatment (less salience of actions)? At least two factors

seem relevant In explaining the similarity observed in children's

recall of this story's main, events: one pertains to the story

materials, the other to the child audience.

In contrast to our previous studies, where existing story

materials were used with only mlnor modifications, we con-

structed the Descriptive Aural version ourselves. In so.doing,

we'attempted to provide as close a verbal description as pos-

sible of the actions depicted in the film. Compared to authentic

recordings of story tellings (such as our own Storyteller

version), the Descriptive Aural overspecified the narrative

events. "Biasing" the aural story in this way-apparently

facilitates children's recall of character actions.

In addition, whereas the television stories in the pre-

vious studies used a narrator to present the text--so that the

verbalized and pictured actions tended t force each other,

the Owl Who Married a Goose was a nonverbal film. As a conse-

quence,-yhereas children retelling the television story could

draw upon the language provided, this was not possible for

film viewers in the present study. Having to create a worded

version of an unWorded visual story probably places more of a

burden on children than recounting one that already is

narrated.

With regard to the audience, the sanple of ten 4nd eleven-

year-olds recruited for the present study included older chil-

dren than those who participated in the earlier studies. In

their various responses to this story, these older children

exhibited considerable mastery Of the story's deceptively simple

plot as well as its general theme. The younger children in the

previous studies may have had a less firm grasp of their story,

, a fairly elaborate folktale. Conceivably, there is some

optimal range,of a story's difficulty for its audience shin

1 elo
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ighich the likelihood of identifying medium differences in

learning is greatest; when either too little or "too much" of

a story is comprehended, then,no medium difference's in what

children know about the story will easily emerge. For example,

in a replication of the picture book-television comparison

(Meringoff, 1980) where preschoolers were also interviewed,

the spontaneous retellings offered by these three to five-

year-dlds'were.too spare to he usefully,Scored (Kelly &

Meringoff, 1979). Only with the help of pidture dues and more

direct questioning were these children's story responses even

amenable to comparison.

In terms of further interpretation'and inference-making'

about a story, gur previous studies and similar efforts by

others have consistently found that.less highly illustrated

(picture book) and unillustrated (radio) stories provoke chil-

dren to call upon more outside-story knowledge and experience

upon which to base inferences than de more highly illustrated

ones (namely television) (Beagles-RooS4kGat, submitted for

publication; Kelly-& Meringoff, 1979; Meringoff, 1980; Vibbert

& Meringoff, 1981), In the present study, children in both

audio conditions produced somewhat less varied responses to:

inference questions, and also volunteered mo inferendes in

their retellings, than did film viewers. ,A (though the rela-

tively greeater homogeneity in these listener inferences may.

Seem incompatible with the earlier finding-- f listeners going

farther afield in their inference-making than television

viewers--it is important to bear in mind me are talking

about the outcoaies of two-different tasks. In our earlier

studies, we were primarily interested,in the sources for chil-

dren's inferences, whereas the emphasis in the present study

was on the inferencesthemselves.

Moreover, the Storyteller version, unlike the other audio

or picture book texts, made verbally explicit many things (e.g.

characters' feelings, elapsed time between scenes) which had to

be inferred from the other versions And as we have already

141
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mentioned, the children presented this version tended to be

well informed about the story and their interpretatidhs-drew

heavil5r upon the provided content.

That the film audience showed somewhat greater sensitivity

to characters' inner states (e.g., their invented monologues,'

their perceived distinctions between the owl and goose) and

to the relationship between the characters (their discussion

of the story's ending) than did the Descriptive Aural audience

is consistent with the hypothesis (Vibbert & Meringoff, 1981)

that characters' feelings are more readily inferred by children

from film or television depictions than from verbal description

of the pictured facial expression or physical gestures. In

addition, the fact that the Descriptive Aural audience generated

the most stereotyped inferences may be indicative of these

children's lesser engagement with this empirically constructed

version of the story. We know from our own previous research

(Char with Aeringoff, 1981) how difficult it can be for chil-

dren to aftend to and apprehend a strictly aural story record-

ing. In this case, listening to the story in its Descriptive

Aural version did not so much hamper cAildren's grasp of the

story line as'it did their involvement and*efijoyment of it.

)mo.
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The
Film

Sound
Effects

The titles break up
and swirl arqund
ana then an opening
clears where an owl
is seen against a Owl

white center sur- singing

rounded by textured
darkness. He blinks
and the background
swirls again. This Goose

time a goose form is singing

seen in a white cen-
ter surrounded by
the same textured
darkness. As the
goose spreads her
wings,' the darkness
is swept away and
she waddles into a
white'clearing in
the center of the
frame.

The goose waddles
over to the dark
material at the left
and pulls some of it
out with her beak.
She spreads the
material out at her
feet at the center
of the frame.

Dark mass on the
left becomes the awl,
who then walks across
the frame to the
right of the nest
material and stands
watching as the
goose continues her
nest-building acti-
vity. While she is
spreading the nest
material, the owl,
with a little gesture
of his foot, spreads
some of it too.

APPENDIX A

Descriptive
Aural Text

An owl emerged from
..the dark bushes
singing to himself
and then a goose
appeared

The goose began to
build a nest

./

A4 the awl
watched her..

He swept some of the
material toward the
nest vith his foot.

146
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Storyteller
Text

Owl was lonely until
ane spring, he fell
in loin with a goose.
She had smalI,eyes,
white fluffy feath-
ers, end a long
graceful neck. Owl

and Goose were
married.

One day, Goose began
to'gather leaves
from a berry'bush,
down from her,back,
and she laid it all
in a circle and
made a nest.

Feathers from owl's t
dappled wings. Owl
padded the feathers
doum to make them
softer.



The
Film

The goose now waddles
to the center of the
nest and sits down
in it. The awl and
goose look at each
other, then they
briefly touch beaks.

The owl, spreads his
wing feathers,
grackly hops par-
tially out of the\
frame to the right,
and then immediately
bounces back into
the frame, wings ex-
tende4. He does a
cartwheel all the
way across the frame
in front of the
goose, and right out
of the frame on the
left-hand side. The
goose extends
neck tow 1 ft

frame 1 e where he
owl disa peered an
in a moment he is
back in the frame
doing a cartwheel
across the frame to
the right, in close
up.

The goose sits quiet-
ly and blinks. The

owl's head appears
three,times at the
very edge of the
frame: first, on
the bottom of the
frame to the right,
where he blinks.
Then, upside-down at
the top of the frame,
and finally, his head
pops in at the upper
right-hand side of
the frame, where he
rolls his eyes and
spins his head all
the way around. Now

the whole awl appears.

Sound
Effects

Descriptive
- Aural Text

When the goose was
finish she sat
down on the nest
while

138

Storyteller
Text

And Goose sat down
on the nest. Owl

watched. His eyes
widened. His heart
beat wildly.

Owl sang and danced Owl jumped up and

and turned cart- down. His feet

wheels all around danced out a rhythm
her. on the earth.

The goose sat with
her beak tucked into
her back feathers
quietly watching
him.

147

Goose nestled her
long neck against
her wings and
rested.



The
Film

He leans toward the
goose and speaks.
As he sp,aks, two
hesm.ts emer*e from
his beak.

Sound
_Effects

Owl

s

The goose answers Goose

him, and a heart speaks

arises from her beak, c2's
t o. F ly it dis-

so lies l'
%Jill

ike the

ot Again the
owl leans toward the
goose, speaking Owl

hearts, and suddenly speaks

his eyes show sur- again,..

prise.

The goose qUickly Cracking

stands up and moves sounds

back behind the next.
They peer into the
nest and it full of
eggs, -The owl and
goose watch aS the
eggs wiggle around.

There is a close-up More

of the eggs wiggling/ cracking

as they begin to 0

hatch, ane by one.
First one gosling and
then another, they
emerge froirtheir

Cracking
and

eggs, spread out peeping
their wings, ind

Descriptive
Aural Text

Then the owl came
over to her, leaned
close, and as he
spoke softly to her
it was as if hearts
arose from his mouth.

The goose answered
him gently and it
was as if a heart
arose from her, too,
as she spoke

Just then, as the
owl.was about td
answer the goose,
something he heard
interrupted him.
The goose heard it
too and she quickly,
got up off the nest.
When they peered into
the nest, it was full
of eggs.

The eggs were jig-
gling and shook. As
the eggs cracked
open, little gos-
lings came pecking
out.

148

139

gtoryteller
Text

When Goose and Owl
spoke, it was as if
their words were(t7's.
He'sang, "I am an
owl. Whoo-whoo/ My
eyes are round/ My
belly is fat/ My
claws are sharp/ I
am an owl. Whoo-
whoo/ my wife is a
goose/ Her neck is
long; Her wings are
strong/ When she
walks, her foot-
prints are like
stars."

Then the goose
-looked at the owl
and sang, "How
hapgy I am,to see
your heart-shaped
vace, to hear your
hooting voice/ To
see your joyful
dance."

Goose stood up.
Owl saw five eggs
in the nest. The
,eggs jiggled and

shook.

Ope by one, they
opened, tiny grey
goslings pushed
their way out.
Goose plucked their
grey Aown and they
began to squeak
squaw All this
awl a
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ek°

Film
The

strut about, as the
awl on the left
and the goose on the
right gaze at them
in fascination! The
little ones begin to
walk,te the lefoland
the owl and the goose
follow them.

The goose passes in
front of the awl so
that she is directly
behind her goslings.
She follows them
until they di0 down
into the water, a
slightly ripplek
line, and she too,
dips into the water
with a gentle splash,
and follows her
little ones, swimming
to the left and out
of the frame, a gos- /

ling directly behind
her.

The owl is seen in
the frame's center.
He 4aall alone. He

looks to the left
after them, Chad he
looks right out at
us, staring with
downcast eyebrows
and blinking eyes.
Then, staring and
blinking again. Then
he turns in the di-
rection of the goose
and goslings and
begins to walk
toward'them. He -

walks and breathes,
breathes and walks,

Sound
Effects

Peeping
and
squawking

Watei(
sound
(splash)

Fade
down
pfbep

and
squawk

Fade out
peep and
squawk

Breathing

Descriptivt
Aural Text

When the gosling
were completely
hatched they spreed
their wings out.
Strutting and squawk-
ing they began to
walk, all in a line.
The awl and goose

Then the goose
moved into place
right behind the gos-
lings who were
already dipping intoi

the water. She I

splashed right into
the water and swam
after her little
ones,

leaving the awl
standing all alone.
The owl looked after
them and then he
looked straight ahead
and blinked. His
eyes dropped down.
He blinked again and

w
lkied toward the

er, breathing
heavily. He walked
and breathed and
walked some more.

14-1)

140t

- Storyteller
Text

Owl's wife led the.
babies to the lake,
one, two, three,
four, five. They
swam behind their
mother. Owl
followedt

So Owl watched Goose
lead the babies to
the middle of the
lake.



The
Film

Sound
Effects

Descriptive
Aural Text

141

Storyteller
,Text

until he stumbles, Water
accidentally into sound
the water. Oree foot (splash)

gets wet,-and he
quickly backs out
with the other foot.
This movement is sim-
ilar to_one's throw-
ing out one's arms
when ane loses one's
balance, in order to
regain it. The owl
looks down at the
water and just at
that moment a fish
jumps out and then
arcs back into the
water. The awl looks Water
down at the water sound
again and dips a foot (gentle)
in, then he looks up
and with a cringing
expression removes
his foot. He takes
a little step to the
right, away from the
water, blinks, shrugs
his shoulders and
talks to himself. He
looks left toward the
others and then looks
right. The owl is Owl

talking and walking speaks
directly toward us.
He gets larger and
larger as he ap-
proaches and we can
see, in increasing
detail, the pattern
of his breast feath-
ers. Soon all we can
see are the feathers Breathing
as he walks right out
from the center of
the frame.

Suddenly fie stumbled,

lost his balance and
got one foot wet.
He quickly backed
away from tk water
with the othekfoot.
Standing and gazing
into the water,
the owl saw a fish
junp up and fall back
again with a splash.
The awl again tried
dipping his foot
into-the water, but
he looked up, rolled
his eyes, and crin-
ging, removed his
foot. Helppok a
small stelivaway from
the water, blinking,
shrugging his shoul-
ders, and talking to
himself.

But when-he put one
foot in the water,
it was cold. He put
the other foot in
the water, it was
wet. A fish jumped
in the air and dove
back into the water.
Owl thought," It's
too deep."
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Film

Sound
gffects

Descriptive
Aural Text

142

Storyteller
Text

Now we see the owl's
back as he walks
again into the frame
at the right center'.
We also see a'curved
line delineating the
pond. The awl con-,

tinues to walk away
from us, following
the line of the pond
and breathing heav-
ily. When he reaches
the crest of the
curve the goslings
swim into the frame
from the left towards
the owl and we can
see the goose swimr
ming with them. He
continues-to pace up
and back along the
edge of the pond,
breathing heavily,
breathing and pacing,
and the entire frame
is spun upside-down
,and then it is right-
side-up and the curve
of the pond has dis-
appeared. The curve
which delineated the
p..d is gone. The
:.os- and her gos-
1 are now in the
foreground and the
owl is seen, very
small, pacing in the
background.

The goose is in the
center, the goslings
to the right, with
open beaks. Sudden-
ly a fish darts
across the frame
from left to right
and the goose
stretches her neck N.

toward it as it dis-
appears from the

Breath-
ing

Peeps
and
squawks

Peeping
and
squawking

Then the awl began
to walk along the
curve of the pond,
pacing toward the
far end. As the:gos-
lings and their*
mother swam toward
him, he heard them
peeping and squawk-
ing. The owl con-
tinued pacing and
breathing heavily.

The gbslings were
squawking wildly now
and the goose was
watching the water.
Suddenly a fish
darted quickly by
by her and she
stretched her neck
io its direction,
but it was too quick
for her. Just then,

Meanwhile, Owl
walked along the
shore of the lake.
Round'and round he
circled the lake to
watch them until he
was weary. And he
walked round and
round.

They shook their
tails, they learned
right and left,
back and forth, fast
and slow. They
learned to dive for
fish to eat.
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Immediately, three
fish enter the frame
from the right and
as they,swim left,
one hesitates and
the goose opens her
mouth slightly, bur
it swims on and dis-
appears out of the
frame at the bottom
left. Then a fish
SWiMB in from the
left and this time
the goose plucks it
out of the water,
lifting her head up
and extending her
neck. The fish is'
hanging partially
out of her beak, and
the goslings all
have their necks ex-
tended to watch what
she is doing. She
awallaws and we see
the fish travel down
her throa't and ex-
tended neck, into
her stomach. We see
an X-ray view of her
stomach with the
fish swimming around
and turning into a
skeleton. Now
another fish swims
in from the right,
and the goose plucks
it from the water
and feeds some of it
to each of the gos-
lings.

During"this time:the
owl continues to
pace back and forth
in the background.
The goose and her
goslings are still
watching the water

U CC nr ^

by. One of them hesi-
tated a moment, and
the goose opened her
mouth, about to grab
it, but again the
fish got away.
Finally, another fish
swam by and this time
the goose swiftly
plucked it out of the
water with her beak.
The goslings were
watching her move-
ments carefully and
they reached their
little necks and
beaks out toward her.
The goose extended
her neck upward and
swallowect the fish.
It traveled down her
throat right into
her stomach, where
it swam around until
it was digeseed.
Another fish came
along and again she
plucked it right out
of the water. This
time she fed it_to
the goslings.

During all this acti- And he walked round
vity in the water, and round.

the awl was still
pacing back and
forth at the far
edge of the pond.
The goose and
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fish swim in from
the right, the gos-
lings follow them
but of the frame at
botkorcenter. -The
goose watches them
go.

Then she dips her
head beneath the
water and pulls up a
fish which she tos-
ses to the owl on
the shore. Then the
goose swins,in the
direction of her
babies. The fish
lands at the owl's
feet.

He looks down at it.
The owl watches'the
fish flapping around
on the ground. It

breathes in and out
a few times, flaps
around a few more
times, and then it
is still. He picks
the fish up by its
tall and tosses it
forward,into the
water where it lands
with

a large splash,
which grows larger
and larger, finally
engulfing the entire
screen with texture.
At first the splash
is dark, but as it
spreads to cover the
screen, it becomes Wind

. lighter and lighter sound

until-it fades
entirely into White.
Snowflakes are gently
falling and ai the

1

goo gs were wa c
ing the water and
when a school of
fish swam by, the
goslings followed it.
The goose watched
them go.

-Water Ak. soon as they were Goose brought Owl a

sound, out of sight, she - fish to eat.
dipped her head -be-
neath the water,
pulled up a fish,
and tossed it bmto
the shore, where it
landed at the owl's

Dull feet. ,Then she swam

thud off after her little.

'ones.

Flapping
sound

, Large
splash

The owl looked down
oat the fish, who
breathed in and out
a few tikes, It

flapped siound once
or twiceand was
still. The-,owl

picked up the_fish
by the tail ana
tossed it forward
into the water,
where it landed with
a splash

The splash grew and
spread out and
covered everything.
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Owl stared at it,
and he threw it back
in the water.
"Owls don't eat

. fish," he said.

Time passed. It was
winter. The snow
fell. Owl's chil-
dren grew big, as
big as their mother.
Their grey wings
turn white. And one
day many geese came.
Owl ara his wife and
children stood among
them.
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snow begins to clear
we can see the geese,
now fully grown,
flexing their wings
among the flakes sf
snow.

Geese
breathing

They begin to flap
their wings more and
more rapidly until,
at last, they are
flying.

The only two still
an the ground now
axe the goose and
the owl, to her left
The owl-has watched
the.other geese as-
cend and he imitates
their motions with
his small owl-wings.
The gooae is watch-
ing the owl.

She steps toward him,
raising one of her
own Wings,,and
speaks to him.

Then they began to
flap their wings
faster and faster-
and soon they were
flying.

o.

Owl The only onearemain-
breathing' ing on the ground

were the goose and
the owl. He was
flapping his small .

owl-wings and the
goose was watching
him.

Goose
speaks

She moved toward him,
raised one of her
own wings and spoke
to him.

15 4

Owl watched them
spread their wings

'as if they danced
the winter welcome.
Then, one by one,
the geese flew away/
Except for Owl's
wife . . . she

stayed beside him.

But she said too him,
"Owl, these are my
people. I must join
them and fly south
for the winter. Will
you wait for me?
"Whoo me? Wait, I
will fly with you!"
"You are too heavy to
come with us. We
must fly over an
ocean. Therp is no
place for you to
rest." "I won't
grow tired." Owl was
stubborn. So Goose
agreed. She flew
first, rising into
the -bliuk sky to meet

the other geese.
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The awl stands back
as.the goose begins
to flap her large,
luxuriant wings,
ascending into the
sky behind the other
'geese, who are
already flying in
theirlormation.

The owl spins his
head all the way
around, finally
facing skyward, and
he is breathing,
heavily while fiats--

ping with all his
might. At last he
tikes Off into the
sky and disappears.

We can now see the
flock flying toward
us from a great dis-
tance and as they
arrive directly in,
front of us they
take a turn to the
left, flying in a V.

As they fly by we
see the-owl, bring-
ing up the rear and
breathing more heav-
ily than ever. He
seems to be keeping
up with the geese
only by exerting an
enormous effort.

The flock continues
flying high up in
the sky, passing
first the sinking
sun and then the
rising moon.

Owl
speaks,
pants

Breath -

iPH

Geese
breathing
rhythmi-
cally

Then the owl stood
back and she began
to flap her large,
luxuriant wings.
She ascended into
the sky behind the
other geese who were
already flying in V
formation.

The owl-set his body
in flight position,
spun his head all
the way around and
flapping furiously;
was finally airborne.
He was flapping with
all his might and
breathingwith enor-
mous effort. The
owl managed to dis-
appear off into the
sky after the flock.

The geese, having
flown some distance,
now changed direc-
tion, all the while
breathing rhythmi-
cally and keeping to
their formation.

Owl beat his wings
with all his
strength and flew
behind the geese.

They flew in i per-
fect V.

Owl The owl was trying Owi followed, strug-

heavy very hard to keep up gliñg to keep up.

-breathing their pace and he
was breathing very

froM the
eff rt.

The flock continued
their journey high
jip in the sky, pas-
sing first the sink-
ing sun and then the

,rising moon.
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They flew for many
days over snow-
covered earth.
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see oelow
them a body of water
and they begid their
graceful descent
onto it. As the
geese land on the
water's surface we
realize that it is
night and we are
viewing theL re-

flected by, moonlight.

AA the geese sit in,
the darkness groom-
ing their feathers
and resting, sudden-
ly the owl falls
from the sky and
splashes down in
their midst. The

geese scatter.

Sound_11
Hifects

The goose watches as
the owl thrashes
around beneath the
water. When the owl
does not surface,
she dips her head,
under and gently
pulls him out. He
is blinking and slip-
ping down again so
she pulls him up
once more and care-
fully sets him in
the water and speaks
softly to him.

Light
splash'

Water
sounds

Pro-
nounced
splash

Active
water
sounds

Gentle

water
sounds

Goose
speiks

Descriptive
Aural Text

ina ly, they be giu

their descent onto a
dark body of water
below. When-the
geese approached the
pond, they slowed
their flight until
they landed.-

As the flock sat in
the moonlight groom-
their feathers
and resting, some-
thing fell from the
sky and splashed
into the water. The
geese scattered.

The goose, seeing it
was the owl in the
water, dipped her
head under and
gently pulled him
out. He blinked and
slipped down again,
but she pulled him
up once more and set
him carefully on the
water and spoke
gently to him.
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sun was very bright,
Owl sawlthe geese
descend: They
swooped down as
gently as clouds.

Owl was tired. He

was glad to rest.
They were flying
over what looked
like dark earth.
Turning downward,
Owl tried to land
slowly too, but as
-Wriett.l.kmer to
the earth, he was
it was not earth
but water. But it
was too late. Owl
lost control of his
wings and went
tumbling into the
dark sea. All the
geese fled.

But not Owl's wile.
She reached into the
water and lifted him
up. Owl's feathers
were heavy with
water.

"You must rest here
until I return,"
said Goose.
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Then she lets go of
him and swims away,
fading in the back-
ground. The awl is
now seen in the cen-
ter 1oreground as he
extends his wings to
either side from his
body, trying to sup-
port himself on the
water's surface. He

looks down at the
water, where he dis-
covers his reflec-
tion. Now he exanr
ines his reflection
more carefully,
blinking, first one
eye and then the
other eye. He looks
up and seems to
shrug his shoulders
as we hear

Gentle
water
sounds

The goose is in the Goose

background calling calls
softly to him. He owl
answers her, looking answers
over his shoulder
and appearing to
sink slightly. The
awl spreads his
wings still further
out over the water
to prevent himself Goose

from sinking and the calls
goose calls* to him owl
again from the dis- answers

tance. Again, he
looks back over his
shoulder to answer
and thia time he
sinks farther into
the water. He is
now up to his neck
in water. The goose
calls to him and now Goose
as he turns to ans- calls
wer her we see the

, Then She left him on
his own and swam off,
not fir out of sight.
The awl extended his
wings on either side
of his body to sup-
port himself on the
water's surface.
When he looked down-
ward he saw himself
reflected in the
water. He began to
examine his reflec-
tion more carefully,
winking at it first
with one eye and
then the other eye.
When he looked up,
he just shrugged his
shoulders.

sc.

The goose called to
him from a distance.
He looked back over
his shoulder and
answeitd her. He
began to sink a lit-
tle into the water,
and he spread his
wings out even far-
ther. The owl heard
the goose call to
him again. When he
looked over his
shoulder to answer,
he was sinking still
lower into the water.
The owl was up to
his neck in the

er by the time
the oose called to
him kgaia. Now he
was sinking so rap-
idly that a beak
moving to answer the
goose's call was the
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Owl rested his chin
on a piece of ice as

?clear as a mirror.
His own eyes stared
back at him.

u I am rested,"
boasted Owl. "I

will follow you."

Goose said, "My hire=
band, wait for me.
You a4e an.owl and
cannot wim as quick-
ly as I can." Owl
said, will learn
to wpm." And he
let go of the ice.
"My husbandcalled
Goose. Owl's wings
spread over the sur-
face of the water.
Hii feathers were so
heavy they began to
sink. Goose heard
the honking cry of
the others. "Owl,
I must go." "I am
coming," he said.
But the owl sank
deeper and deeper
into the water. He
sank up to his chin.
"Owl, I must go."
Owl sank up to his
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Film

owl sinxing so
quickly that his
beak moving to ans-
wer the goose is the
last part of him
that we can'see
above the water-line.

Then we see only
circular lines rip-
pling the water's
surface, where the
owl.has just been.
As the goose calls
again, the only re-
sponse we can ob-
serve are btibbles
just below the
water's surface.
The goose swims to
the spot where the
owl has gone under
and she calls once
more. Her image is
fading and how we
see only the bubbles.

Sound
Effects

Ow 'a is.

answer owl

is broken the

off.

Rippling
sound

Goose
calls

Gurgling
sounds

Goose's
last
call

We see the owl float- Sound of

ing slowly under bubbles

water. The bubbles
from his mouth are
traveling upward,
toward the water's
surface. The owl
disappears downward
and out of the frame
at the bottom. Now
we see only black-
ness and a line of
white bubbles rising
upward and out of
the frame rat the top.
Then only blackness.

Descriptive
Aural Text
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g mpse-o
to be seen above to his eyes. "My

waper. husband." But Owl
sank beneath the
water.

There Were only rip-
ples on the-water's
surface when ,the
goose arrived at the
'spot where the owl
had been. She called
to him for the last
time, but the only
answer she heard was
the sound of bubbles
under the water.

The owl was sinking
slowly down beneath
the water. Bubbles
were rising from his
mouth and moving di-
rectly upward towards
the water's surface.
As the awl disap-
peared downward
there was only black-
ness and a line of
white bubbles rush-
ing upward. Then,
there was only black-
ness and the sound
of bubbles.
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Goose came back.
Goose dipped her
head under the waves.
"Goodbye Owl," she
said.

She saw Owl's body
falling to the
bottom of the sea.

GoosIthovered above
the water. She
watched until the
bubbles from Owl's
breath vanished.
She watched until
the water was still.
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An owl emerged from the dark bushes singing to himself

and then a goose appeared. She was singing too. The goose

began to build a nest and the awl watched her. He swept some

of the material towards the nest with his foot. When the

goose was finished, she sat down an the nest while the owl

sang and danced and turned cartwheels all around her. The

goose sat with tier beak tucked into her back feathers quietly

watching him. then the ova came over,to her, leaned close,

and as he spoke softly to her it was as if hearts arose fram

his mouth. The goose answered him gently, and it Oas as if

a heart arose from her too as she spoke. Just then, as the

owl was about to answer the goose, something he heard inter-

rupted him. The goose heard it too and she quickly got up

off the'nest. When they peered into the nest, it was full of

eggs. The eggs were jiggling and shook. As the eggs cracked

open, little goslings came peeking out.

When the goslings wtre completely hatched they spread

their wings out. Strutting add sq#wking they began to walk,

all in a line. The owl and goose followed. Then the goose

moved into place right behind the goslings who were already

dipping into the water. She splashed right into the water and

swam after her little ones, leaving the owl standing all alone.

The owl looked after them and then he looked straight

ahead and blinked. 'His eyes dropped down. He blinked again

and walked toward the water, breathing heavily. He walked

and breathed and walked some more. Suddenly, he stumbled,

lost his balance and got one foot wet. He quickly backed away

from the water with the other foot. Standing and gazing into

the water, the owl saw a fish jump up and fall back again with

a splash. The owl "again tried dipping h foot into,the water,

but he looked up, rolled his eyes, and cringing, removed his
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foot. He took a small step away from the water, blinking,

shiugging his shoulders and talking to himself.

Then the owl began to walk aldng tne-curVe 0 the pima,

pacing toward the far end. As the goslings and their mother

swam towards him, he heard them peeping and squawking. The

owl continued pacing and breathing heavily.

The goslings were squawking wildly now and the goose was

watching,the water. Suddenly a fish darfed quickly by her and

she stretched her neck in its direction, but it was too quick

for her. Just then, three more fish swam by. One of them

hesitated a moment,'and the goose opene0 her mouth, about to

grab it, but again the fish got away. Finally, another fish

swam by and this time the goose swiftly plucked it out of the

water with her beak. The goslings were watching her movements

carefully and they rea*!1;heir little necks and befks out

toward her. The goose extended her neck upward and swallowed

Ihe
fish. 'It traveled down her throat right into her stomach,

where it swam around unql it was digested. Another fish came

along and again the goos plucked it right out of the water.

This time she fed it to the goslings.

During all this activity in the water, the owl was still

pacing back and forth at the far edge of the pond. The goose

and goslings weire watching the water and when a school of fish

swam by, the goslings followed it. The goose watched them go.

As soon as they were out of sight she dipped her head beneath

the water, pulled up a fish, and tossed it onto the shore where

it landed at the owl's feet. Then she *swam off after her

little ones. The mil looked down at the fish, who breathed

in and out a few times. It flapped around once or twice and

was still. the awl picked up the fish by its tail and tossed

it forward info the water, where it landed with a splash. The

splash grew and spread out and covered everything. . . .

Snowflakes were falli6g and the geese, now fully grown,

we're flexing their wings among the flakes of snow. Then they

began to flap trir wings faster and faster and soon they were
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4iying. The only ones remaining on the ground were the goose

and the awl. He was flapping his small owl-wings and the goose

Gielkes M V Y W, vra

wings and spoie to htm. Then the owligétood back and she began
/
topap her large,4luxuriant wings. She ascended into the sky

(/
behind the other geese who were already flying in V formation.

/ The owl set his body in flight position, spun his head all the

way around and, flapping furiously, was fi lly airborne.

He was flappi g with all his might an breathing with

enormous effort. rhe owl managed to disappear off into the

sky after the floc . The geese, having flown some distance,

now changed direction, all the while breathing rhythmically

and keeping to their formation. The owl was trying very hard

the effort. The f ock continued their journey high up in the

to keep up their p ce and he was breathing very heavily from

sky, passing first\the sinking sun and then the rising moon.

Finally, they bega their descent onto a dark body of water.

below. When the ge se approached the pond, they slowed their

flight until they l nded. As the flock sat in the moonlight

grooming their feat ers and resting, something fell from the

sky pand splashed into the water. The geese scattered.

The goose, seei g it was owl in the water, dipped her

head under and gentl pulled him out. He blinked and slipped

down again, but she ulled him up once more and set him up

carefully on the water and spoke gently to him. Then she left

him on his own and sfram off, not far out of sight. The owl

extended his wings ctrl either side of his body to support him-.

self on the wateesisurface. When he looked downward he saw

himself reflected in the water. He began to examine his re-

flection more caregully, winking at it first with one eye and

then the other eye When he looked up, he just shrugged his

shoulders. The gobse called to him from a distance. He looked

back over his shoUlder and answered her. He began to sink a

little into the water, and he spread his wings out even far-

ther. The owl heard the goose call to him again. When he
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looked over his shoulder to answer, he was sinking still 1 wer

into the water. The owl was up to his neck in the water

the time the goose called to him again. Naw he Wee Is.L41 Lag

so rapidly that a beak moving to answer the goose's call was

the last glimpse of the awl to be seen above the water. There

were only ripples on the water's surface when-the goose arrived

at the spot where the owl had been. She called to him for the

last time, but the only answer she heard was the sound of bub-

bles under the water.

The owl Was sinking slowly down beneath the water. Bub:-.`

bles were rising from his mouth and moving directly upward

towards the water's surface. As the owl disappeared downward

there was only blackness and a line of white bubbles rushing

upward. Then, there was only blackness and the sound of -

bubbles.

,t
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APPENDIX C

The Owl Who Married a Goose

.

Owl was lonely. Until one spring, he fell in lovewith

a goese. She had small eyes, white fluffy feathers and a long

graceful neck. Owl and goose were married.

One day, goose began to gather leaves from a berry bush,

do rom her back, and feathers from owl's dappled wings. She

la di all in a circle and made a nest. Owl padded_the feath-

er ci. to make them softerjand goose sat down on the nest.

Ow ched. His eyes widened, his heart beat wildly.

* When goose and owl spoke, it was as if their words were

hearts. Goose nestled her long neck against her wings and

rested. Owl jumf.ed up and down. His feet danced out a rhythm

on the earth. His big eyei blinked open and closed.

He sang, "I am an owl: Whoo-whoo
My eyes are round
My belly is fat
My claws are sharp
I am an.owl. Whoo-whoo.

My wife is a goose
Her neck is long
Her wings are strong
When she walks' her_footprints

are like stars."

Then goose gently looked at awl and sang,

"How happy f*Jhm to see your heart-
'shaped face,

to hear your hooting voice
to see your joyfpldance."

Goose stood up. Owl saw fiveleggs in the nest. The eggs

jiggled and shook. One by one they opened. Tiny grey goslings

pushed their way out. Goose plucked their grey down and they

began to squeak and squawk,. All this owl saw.

Owl's wife led the babies to the lake, one, two, three,

four, five, they swam behind their mother.

Owl followed, but when he put one foot in the water, it

was cold. He put the other foot in the water, it was wet. A
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fish junved in the air and dove back into the water. Owl

thought, "It's too deep." -So owl watched goose lead the babies

to the middle of the lake. They shook their taila. They

learned right and left, back and forCh, fast and slow. The;

learned to dive for fish toeat.

Meanwhile, owl walked along the shore of the lake. Round

and round he circled the lake to watch them until he was weary.

And he walked ro4nd and round.

toose brought owl a fish to eat. Owl stared at i1, and

back in the water. "Owls don't eat fish," he said.

passedi It was winter. The snow fell. Owl's chil-

s big\as their mother. Their grey wings turned

he threw

-

Time

dren grew

white.

And one day, mav geese came. Owl and his wife and

children stood among them. Owl watched them spread their

wings. They flapped their wings asif they danced the winter

welcome. Then, one by one, the geese flew 'away.

Except for owl's wife. She stayed beside him. But she

said to him, "Owl, these are nity people. ;I must join them-and

fly south for the winter. Will you wait for me?"

"Whoo me/ Wait. I will fly with you!"

"You are too heavy to come with us. We must fly over an

ocean. There is no place for you to rest."

"I won't grow tired." Owl was stubborn. So goose agreed.

She flew first, rising into the blue sky to meet the other

geese. They flew in a perfect V.

Owl beat.his wings with all his strength and flew behind .

the geese. They, flew-for many days over snow-covered earth.

Owl followed, struggling to keep up. One day, when the sun

was very bright, oyl saw the geese descend. They swooped down

as gently as clouds.

Owl was:tired. He was glad to rest. They were flying

over what looked like dark earth. Turning downward, owl tried

to land slowly too, but as he drew nearer to the earth, he saw

it was not earth butvater. But,it was too late. Owl lost

tontrol of his wings and went tumbling into the dark sea..
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All the geese fled. But not awl's wife. She reached

into the water and lifted him up. Owl's feathers were heavy

with water. "You must rest here until I return," said goose.

Owl rested his chin on a piece of ice as clear 'as a

mirror. His own eyes stared back at him.

"I am rested," boasted awl. "I will follow you."

Goose said, "My husband. Wait for me. You are an owl

\.kvci cannot swim as quickly as I can."

Owl said, "I will learn to swim." And he let go of the

ice

"My husband," called goose.

Owl's wing's spread over the surface of the water. His

feathers were so heavy they began to sink.

Goose heard the honking cry of the others. "Owl, I must

go."

"-Iam canting " he said.

But owl sk deeper and deeper into the water. He sank

up to his chin

"Owl, I m st

Owl sank up to his beak: Owl" alit up to his eyes.

"My htisband."

But owl sank beneath the water.

Goose came back. Goose dipped her head under the waves.

She saw owl's body falling to the bottom of the sea.

"Goodbye owl," she said.

Goose hovered above the water. She watched until the

bubbles from owl's breath vanished. She watched until the

water was still.
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APPENDU D

OWMAG Interview

INTRODUCTION

Do you like to watch films/listen to stories? I'd like to
show you a story on film/listen to a story with you. It's an
Eskimo folk legend about an owl and a goose. I want you to
watch/listen carefully because we will go over thO storrifer.
Do you have any questions before we begin? Okay, are you com-
fortable and ready for the story? Lot's watch/listen noW.

PRESENT STORY

(Observe behavior and attention level.
haviors during presentation related to

_ POST STORY

Note /any specific b
specific story episodes:),

(Be sensitive to pause.)

Now I'd like you to tell me the story as well as you can remem-
ber it. Do you remember how it began? (If help is needed
getting started): "(An) Owl is alone until . . . ."

Very good. (Pause) Do you remember anything-else?-

A. &low did this story make you feel? Why?

B. Was there any pact of the story you didn't understand?

C: Was there any part you didn't like? Why not?.

D. Which part of the story did you like best? Why?

EXPLANATION OF STORY QUESTIONS

Now I'm going to ask you some questions about certain parts of
the stoKy_and we'll kind of go through it in order from begin-
ningto end. For sone questions I'll give you two ways of
answeiing. One way will be to show me what happened. Don't
use any words, just act it out using your hands, face, and/or
body; and the other way will be to tell me in wores. Just do
the best you can.

First, I'd like you to choose an incident in the story that you
would like to act out for me, without using words and we'll see
if I can guess which place you chose.
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That's good. I'll bet that's when . . ./ I doti't think I can
tell, will you tell me?

All right, there will be other opportunities to act things out,
but from now on, I'll give you the places where*I want you to
do it.

STORY QUESTIONS

1. Do,you remember when (the) Goose was sitting.on the nest
and (the) Owl was turning cartwheels/dancing out a rhythm
on-the earth?

a. How was (the) Owl feeling then?
b. When (the) Goose was sitting on the nest (watching the

PM.), what was (the) Goose thinking?
c. How do you know?

2. Do you remember when (the) Owl and (the) Goose spoke in
hearts to each other? What were they taying?

a. (The) Owl?
b. (The) Goose?
c. How do you know?
d. So how did (the) Owl and (the) Goose feel about each

6 other?

3. What is it-about (the) Owl that (the) Goose ( )?
What is it that she ( ) about him?
What is it about (the) Goosethat (the) Owl ( ,)?

What is it het he ( ) about her?
,

4. Can you w me hpw (the) 0071 and (the) Goose reacted
when the egg began to hatch?
Now tell me Wtlat their reactilons were.

5. Do you remember when (the) Goose and the goslings went
into the water?

a. How did (the) Owl feel then?
b. How do you know he felt that way?

6. Now show me how (the) Owl reacted when he got his foot wet.

a. What did (the) Owl say to himself then?
b. How did he feel?

7. (FILM CHILDREN ONLY) When the Owl walked toward you and
cane closer and closer, did you know anything about him
then that you didn't know before?
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8. Do you remember when (the) Owl threw the fish (the) .Goose

had given him, back into the water . . . and then after
that many geese were flapping their wings getting ready
to fly? e'

a. How much time passed, from the rst thing I described
to the second?

1. How,do you know?
c. What were (the) Owl and (the Goose and the goslings

doing during that time?

9. When (the) Owl and (the) Goose were the only two still on
the ground after the other geese had flown off, what do
you think they were saying to each other?

10. I'd like you tp show me how (the) Owl looked when he was
trying to keep uFath the geese.

a. How did he feel then?
b. How do you know he felt that way?

11. How much time did it take the flock to get to ehe place
where they landed? What makes you think, it took that long?

1 .
Describe how the geese landed on the water.
How did (the) Owl land?

A

13. What did (the),Goose say to (the) Owl after she pulled
him out of.the water?

14. Can you show me how (the) Owl reacted when he noticed his
reflecti5iThe rested his chin on a.piece, of ice and his
own eyes stared back at him?
How did that make him feel?

15. When (the) Goose called to (the) Owl and he answered her
(it happened a few times), what were they saying to each

other?
4

16. At the very end, what haipened when (the) Goose looked for
(the) pwl?

a. What happened to (the) Owl? Why?
b. Whathappened to (the) Goose?
c. flaky did she feel?

17. Did (the) Owl make any mrstakes?

a. Why did he do those things?
b. So what's the point of the story?
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18. If you could be one of the chtiracters in this story, who

would you want to be?

a. (The) Owl?
b. (The) Goose?
c. One of the goslings?
d. Why?

19. What do you think would be a good title .for this stdry?

Did you like the story?
, Why/why not?

21. On a scale of 1-10 (one being pretty bad and ten being
excellent with five being somewhere in the middle) how
Would you rate it2

22. Would you recommend it to other kids your age?
Why/why not?

2,3. (FILM CHILDREN ONLY) Would you rather have English words
. to go along with the pictures or it it better without them?

.

(AUDIO CHILDREN ONLY) Do you think th1s story-would-make
a good film or TV story?

FOST INTERVIEW

Okay, we're all done. You've done a really good job. *Thank
you. Now do you have any questions you want to ask me?

One more thing; I'm going to be working with other children so
I'm going to ask you not to talk about what we did today.- That
way, it won't spoil it for the others.
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